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If the modulation bandwidth is 20 gigahertz, how high must the carrier 
frequency be? For fiber optic communications systems, where the carrier 
is light, the answer seems to be unspeakably high, since only the 
wavelength of the light is mentioned, never its frequency. Using carrier 
. -avelengths around 1300 or 1550 nanometersin the infrared region of 

le electromagnetic spectrum-today’s fiber optic systems typically oper- 
ate at data rates of hundreds of megabits per second. Gigabit-per-second 
systems are going into operation, and the components for ten-gigabit-per- 
second systems are being developed. Naturally, new test instrumentation 

and tc tiques are needed to help design, install, and maintain these new systems. This is the 
purpose of a new family of HP 20-GHz lightwave component analysis products whose members 
include a lightwave component analyzer, a lightwave test set, several lightwave sources, a light- 
wave modulator, and a lightwave receiver. Related but separate developments are an optical 
isolator and a lightwave converter. We’re introduced to this family, its design philosophy, and its 
measurement capabilities in the article on page 6. Lightwave component analysis is similar to 
microwave network analysis except that the input port and/or the output port of the component 
being analyzed may be optical. The HP 8703A lightwave component analyzer (page 13) consists 
of a microwave network analyzer, lightwave and microwave test sets, a lightwave source with 
20-GHz modulation capability, a processor, and a display in one integrated, calibrated instrument. 
Development of the internal lightwave source was a major challenge. The design uses an unmod- 
ulated laser followed by an optical modulator. This has the advantage that external lasers of other 
types and wavelengths can be substituted for the internal laser, but it required the development 
of the first integrated optical modulator for a commercial instrument (page 41) and a high-perfor- 
mance optical isolator to protect the laser from reflected energy (page 45). The HP 83420A 
lightwave test set (page 23) is designed for users who already have an HP microwave network 
analyzer and want to add lightwave component analysis capability. It provides most of the capa- 
bilities of the HP 8703A with very similar accuracies. The isolator, modulatable source, modulator, 
and two unmodulated laser sources are available as separate products. Accuracy considerations 
in the calibration and use of the HP 8703A analyzer are discussed in the article on page 34. 

For those who only need to convert optical energy to electrical signals that can be measured 
by a spectrum analyzer, a network analyzer, a bit error rate tester, or an oscilloscope, the HP 
11 982A lightwave converter (page 51) provides an optical front end for these instruments. 

Our second major subject this month is also a lightwave instrument. The HP 8153A lightwave 
multimeter represents an evolutionary design step from an optical power meter. With two plug-in 
slots added to a power meter mainframe and a selection of plug-in power sensor and optical 
source modules, the HP 8153A can make not only absolute power measurements on optical 
sources, but also relative power measurements and loss measurements on active and passive 
devices. The multimeter, its measurement capabilities, and its mechanical design are described 
in the article on page 58. The power sensor module design is the subject of the article on page 
63. For the firmware design story, see page 77, and for the source modules, see page 73. Power 
measurement accuracy and how to measure it were major concerns in the multimeter design. 
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The question of accuracy measurement is being addressed by an emerging international standard 
for optical power meter calibration, as discussed in the article on page 70. Because the source 
modules are used for loss measurements, superior stability was the most important design objective 
for them. To accommodate future modules with unanticipated capabilities, the mainframe firmware 
looks in the module to find and upload any needed functions that aren’t in the mainframe. The 
firmware automates many common functions so that many measurements can be made and 
plotted without any user programming. 

The Apollo Domain operating system and the HP-UX operating system are both based on the 
UNlX operating system, a product (and a trademark) of UNlX System Laboratories, Inc. While 
expert computer programmers and users like the power and flexibility of these operating systems, 
casual and less technical users can be intimidated by the user interface, which is somewhat 
cryptic. HP VUE (see page 88) is an easy-to-learn and easy-to-use visual user interface for the 
Domain and HP-UX operating systems. Using a desktop metaphor, it offers the look and feel of 
the OSWMotif graphical user interface along with iconic, point-and-click file manipulation and 
pull-down menus and dialog boxes that provide a friendly interface to many Domain and HP-UX 
utilities. The main component of HP VUE is the visual shell, which provides file manipulation and 
command execution. Several utilities are also included. 

R.P. Dolan 
Editor 

Cover 
Superimposed on a photograph of the optical modulator described in the article on page 41 

are a simulated light beam (blue) and microwave energy (yellow), interacting in the modulator 
(green region) to produce a modulated light beam, represented here by a wavy blue line. 

What’s Ahead 
In the April issue, we’ll have articles about the design of the HP 8360 series of synthesized 

sweep oscillators with outputs to 50 GHz, and the design of a pair of millimeter-wave source 
modules that multiply microwave input signals (12.5 to 18.75 GHz) to V band (50 to 75 GHz) and 
W band (75 to 11 0 GHz). An automated test tool for C and C+ + programs (HP Branch Validator), 
an instrument for generating I-Q signals to test North American digital cellular radios (HP 11 846A), 
and a measurement system for verifying the accuracy of North American digital cellular transmitters 
(HP 11847A) will also have their design stories told. 



High-speed Lightwave Component 
Analysis to 20 GHz 
A new family of instruments-analyzer, test set, sources, 
receivers, and modulator-characterizes electrical, 
electrooptical, and optical components of fiber optic 
communications sysems at modulation rates to 20 GHz. 

by Roger W. Wong, Paul R. Hernday, and Daniel R. Harkins 

IBER OPTIC COMMUNICATIONS systems that have 
emerged over the last decade compete very well with F more traditional communications systems as a cost- 

effective means for information exchange. These systems 
typically operate at hundreds of megabits per second, and 
pilot systems being installed work at gigabit-per-second 
rates. Research laboratories throughout the world are de- 
veloping devices capable of operating at modulation 
bandwidths of many tens of gigahertz, and are developing 
building blocks that would bring reality and practicability 
to the 10-gigabit-per-second fiber optic communication sys- 
tem. 

However, as the technology advances, system speeds ex- 
ceed many gigabits per second, and the trend toward low- 
ering the effective cost per bit and mile continues, the 
component designer needs to maximize the performance 
of each system block and minimize or eliminate adverse 
interactions among system blocks to optimize overall sys- 
tem performance. New techniques and tools are needed to 
help in the design, manufacture, and support of these com- 
ponents and systems. A knowledge of the latest concepts 
in characterizing such components, and of the modern 
measuring techniques used to quantify a device’s perfor- 
mance, simplifies the tasks of design, evaluation, and 
characterization for the engineer. 

The typical communication system (Fig. 1) can be par- 
titioned into several subsystems such as the transmitter, 
the receiver, and the propagation medium. Individual net- 
work components include amplifiers, filters, modulators, 
and demodulators. All of these need to meet certain perfor- 
mance levels for the overall system to meet its objectives. 
It is customary to characterize a digital system’s overall 
performance in terms of bit error rate (BER). However, al- 
though a bit error rate of 1 x IO-’ (one error per billion bits 
transmitted) is a meaningful system specification, it is 
rather difficult to derive from it a modulator or filter specifi- 
cation or characteristic to which the component can be 
designed. Furthermore, if the system does not meet the 
given BER specification, such a measurement of error rate 
provides very little diagnostic information for isolating a 
faulty assembly or component. 

Derivatives of the BER measurements such as eye pat- 
terns are more powerful when it comes to detecting signal- 
to-noise degradations, but these cannot replace the funda- 
mental component measurements like gain, bandwidth, or 

frequency response. When the bit rates are so high that 
most of the baseband signal energy is in the microwave 
frequency range, then reflections and multipath transmis- 
sion cause major additional performance degradations, 
which have to be specified and characterized.’ 

Lightwave Component Analysis 
In the ultrahigh-speed systems being designed in re- 

search laboratories, the modulated signals contain spectral 
components reaching well into the microwave region. In 
digital systems, where the information source is an encoded 
bit stream of high and low states, the information-carrying 
signal is usually a pulse sequence. The required bandwidth 
to transmit this sequence is derived from the pulse width 
of the signal, or conversely, the system’s bandwidth defines 
the pulse shape, rise time, and overshoot of the applied 
time-domain signal. 

With ultrafast gigabit systems, most of the signal energy 
is no longer propagated by electrons in conductors but 
rather in electromagnetic fields along transmission lines. 
Signal scattering caused either by mismatches (reflections) 
or by multipath transmission significantly degrades system 
performance. 

The component designer needs to have tools to measure 

Optical Fiber 
I 

i 

1 .  Typical lightwave communications system, 
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and characterize each high-speed device in terms of its 
modulation frequency response (bandwidth), its micro- 
wave impedance, its optical return loss, its propagation 
time or equivalent electrical length, and its microwave and 
optical interactions with other high-speed devices. The 
making of these measurements on electrical, electrooptical, 
and optical devices is called lightwave component analy- 
sis. Typical devices are shown in Table I. 

The lightwave component analyzer measurement con- 
cept is shown in Fig. 2. The lightwave component analyzer 
system measures a modulation transfer function of a device 
under test, providing the amplitude and phase characteris- 
tics. The information source is a sine wave signal incident 
to the transmitter. The sine wave modulation signal is 
placed on the light carrier to create an amplitude modulated 
light signal, which is transmitted through an optical device 
such as an optical fiber. The receiver demodulates the mod- 
ulated signal after it has been operated upon by the device 
under test. The signal processing unit forms the complex 
ratio of the device’s input and output (i.e., the modulation 
transfer function amplitude and phase) and applies the 
appropriate corrections far the device being measured.’ 

2O-GHz Lightwave Measurement Needs 
In years past, selected lightwave laboratories have de- 

veloped their own measurement systems, which typically 
consisted of a directly modulatable laser diode (band- 

Table I 
Types of Lightwave Devices 

Electrical Optical 

output output 
(RF) (Modulated) 

Electrical-to-Electrical Electrical-to-Optical 
Devices Devices 

Electrical Amplifiers Laser Diodes and 
(RF) Coaxial Cables and LEDs 
Input Passive Components Optical Sources 

Repeater Links Optical Modulators 

Optical-to-ElectricaI Optical-to-Optical 
Devices Devices 

Optical PIN Photodiodes Optical Fibers, 
(Modulated) Avalanche Passive Components, 
Input Photodiodes Attenuators 

m Optical Receivers Optical Modulators 
Regenerators 

1550-nm optical carrier. 

widths 10 to 15 GHz), a photodiode detector, and a micro- 
wave network analyzer. Typically, these systems had lim- 
ited dynamic range because of small signal levels either 
into the laser or from the photodiode, and they required 
extensive knowledge of the measurement block diagram 
and extraordinary care when connecting and measuring 
devices. This alternative of building one’s own system did 
not exist except for a small number of laboratories, for there 
weren’t then nor are there now any commercially available 
laser diodes with 15-GI-h to 20-GHz modulation bandwidths. 

To develop 20-CHz lightwave component analysis capa- 
bility, our investments were focused on the optical mod- 
ulator and on optical isolator technologies. One of the pri- 
mary challenges in the 20-GHz lightwave program was to 
develop a lightwave source capable of 20-GHz modulation 
rates. More information on the optical modulator and 
isolator technology developments can be found in the arti- 
cles on pages 41 and 45, respectively. 

The objmtives of the 20-GHz lightwave program were to 
provide lightwave component analysis measurements to 
customers who may and may not already own HP micro- 
wave network analyzers, and to provide lightwave technol- 
ogy to customers in the form of instruments and acces- 
sories. Fig. 3 shows the products that have resulted from 
the 20-GHz lightwave program. They are: . HP 8703A lightwave component analyzer 

HP 83420A lightwave test set 
HP 83421A lightwave source 
HP 83422A lightwave modulator 
HP 83423A lightwave receiver 
WP 83424A lightwave CW source 
HP 83425A lightwave CW source. 

. :+ 

Analyzer Design ObJectives 
The HP 8703A is the integrated system that combines 

the 20-GHz microwave and lightwave technologies to pro- 
vide measurement solutions for high-speed component de- 
sign and characterization. The key objectives were to pro- 
vide 20-GHz lightwave component analysis measurement 
capabilities similar to earlier products? to provide accu- 
rate, repeatable, and calibrated measurements, to provide 
the greatest possible measurement dynamic range with the 
technology used, and to provide a measurement system 
that was easy to use from both calibration and measurement 
standpoints. This system is designed for customers who 
do not already have HP microwave network analyzers. 

The integrated system configuration allows more free- 
dom to optimize system dynamic range by designing micro- 
wave components that drive the lightwave components at 

c 
a 9‘ 
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their preferred levels and optimize the lightwave and mi- 
crowave interfaces. Fig. 4 shows the HP 8703A system, 
which consists of three sections. The top section performs 
the signal processing and display functions and the user 
interface function. The middle and lower sections perform 
the microwave and lightwave test set functions, respec- 
tively. They condition and route the appropriate signals 
through the appropriate l7F switches to provide accurate, 
repeatable, and fast measurements. 

The lightwave test set consists of a modulatable optical 
source, a 3-dB directional coupler, and an optical receiver. 
The six RF switches in the middle and bottom sections 
allow a much simplified calibration and measurement pro- 
cess that minimizes the effects of RF cable nonrepeatablity 
and RF mismatches. A more detailed discussion of the HP 
8703A system design issues, trade-offs, and solutions ap- 
pears in the article on page 13. 

Test Set Design Objectives 
For those who already have an HP microwave network 

Fig. 3. New HP 20-GHz lightwave 
instruments include the HP 8703A 
lightwave component analyzer, 
the HP 83420A lightwave test set, 
the HP 83421A lightwave source, 
the HP 83422A lightwave mod- 
ulator, the HP 83423A lightwave 
receiver, the HP 83424A lighhvave 
CW source, and the HP 83425A 
lightwave CW source (notshown). 

analyzer but want to add basic 20-GHz lightwave measure- 
ment capability, the HP 83420A lightwave test set is the 
most cost-effective approach. The design objectives for this 
project were similar to those of the HP 8703~4, except that 
the test set would work with existing HP 8510B, HP 8720B, 
and HP 8757C network analyzers. 

Fig. 5 shows a lightwave component analyzer system 
configured with the HP 83420A lightwave test set, the HP 
8510B network analyzer, and an HP 9000 Series 300 com- 
puter acting as system controller. Because the block dia- 
grams of the network analyzers were already defined and 
fixed, the test set definition had its challenges and con- 
straints. The most severe constraint, fixed network analyzer 
interfaces, precluded incorporating an RF switch matrix 
into the measurement system. Consequently, users must 
effect a few more cable connections and disconnections 
than are necessary to perform the same device measure- 
ments with the HP 8703. 

The optical measurement dynamic range of the system 
of Fig. 5 typically approaches that of the HP 8703A within 
a few dB. The system provides all basic lightwave device 
measurements, and the external controller provides the 
same guic'--' calibrat;-- -4 measurement setup instrq-p- 

Fig. 4. HP 8703A lightwave component analyzer 
Flg.5. HP83420Alightwave testsetwiththe HP85108micro- 
wave network analyzer. 
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tions as the integrated system. More detailed information 
on the lightwave test set and its development are given in 
the article on page 23. 

Measurements 
Table II lists the basic transmission and reflection mea- 

surements most useful for the design, evaluation, and 
characterization of high-frequency c ~ m p o n e n t a . ~ ' ~  Fig. 6 
shows the HP 8703A connections for the four types of 
devices. A few of the more unusual measurements and 
their applications will be covered in this article. 

1550-nm Chromatic Dispersion Fiber Wsurement 
Chromatic dispersion in standard single-mode optical 

fiber crosses through the zero dispersion point in the 1300- 
nm wavelength band and reaches values of approximately 
16 p s h - n m  at 1550 nm. Fig. 7a illustrates the effects of 
chromatic dispersion on a signal. Consider an intensity 
modulated signal with upper and lower sidebands spaced 
f, from the carrier. As the signal propagates along the fiber, 
each component travels at a slightly different velocity, re- 
sulting in time delays from one component to another. For 
a given length of fiber, there exists a set of modulation 
frequencies at which the sidebands are phase shifted to 
the extent that the AM component vanishes and nulls occur 
in the baseband AM response of the fiber. A closed-form 
expression predicts the frequencies at which this will occur 
and allows the fiber dispersion value to be c a l ~ u l a t e d ? - ~ ~ ~  

The baseband AM response of a 17.7-km single-mode 
fiber is shown in Fig. 7b. The fiber was measured in the 
optical transmission configuration shown in Fig. 6. The 
source was a 155a-nm DFB [distributed feedback) laser. 
The measurement was done in step sweep mode to provide 
the most accurate signal detection despite the long trans- 
mission delay. It was performed twice, at different values 
of HP 8703A optical modulator bias voltage, to eliminate 
the effect of residual phase modulation. The null frequen- 
cies of the two measurements are averaged. The dispersion 
determined in this manner is 16.2 pskm-nm. 

Laser FM Reaponse lvleasurement 
Frequency-shift keying (FSK) systems shift the frequency 

Q 
4 

010 O/E 

Fig. 6. HP 8703A device connection diagrams for different 
device types €IO indicates a device with an electrical input 
and an optical output (e g , a laser), and so on See Table I 
for device types 

T.M. II 
Lightwave Component h l y s l o  ~ s u r e ~ l o n t s *  

Transmi.slon 

Insertion Loss/Gain 
Frequency Response 

Modulation Bandwidth 
Flatness 
Slope Responsivity (a) 

Rise Time 
Pulse Dispersion 

Time-Domain Analysis 

Delay 
Length 
Insertion Modulation Phase 
Group Delay (as applied to the information) 
er or n [index of refraction) 
Reflection Sensitivity (WO devices) 

Reflectfon 

Return Loss 
Impedance (electricaVRF) 
Reflectometry 

Electrical Time-Domain Reflectometry 
Optical Frequency-Domain Reflectometry (OFDR) 

Delay 
Length 

(a) Conversion efficiency of electricaYoptica1 or opticaYelectrica1 
devices only 

*Apply to electrical/electrical (EYJI), electrical/optical (WO), opti- 
caYelectrica1 (OB), and opticaYoptical (O/O) devices unless 
specified otherwise. 

of an optical carrier in response to a modulating signal. 
Since DFB lasers produce carrier frequency shifts of 100 
MHz to 2 GHz per milliampere of bias current, they are 
often chosen as sources in FSK systems. Very high FM 
rates are achieved by the mechanism of carrier modulation. 
Thus, there is interest in measuring FM laser response as 
a function of bias current. 

Coherent detection FSK systems typically use a local 
oscillator laser at the receiving end. Alternatively, an opti- 
cal frequency discriminator can be used to convert the 
incoming FM signal to an AM signal, allowing the use of 
conventional direct detection schemes, which are well un- 
derstood. The discriminator may be a Mach-Zehnder or 
Michelson interferometer or a ring resonator. The concerns 
in such systems are the FM response of the DFB laser and 
the bandwidth of the receiver electronics. 

FM response tests require some form of optical frequency 
discriminator. As an example, assume that a Mach-Zehnder 
interferometer is used as the discriminating element. When 
operated at quadrature, the point halfway between full out- 
put and minimum output, the interferometer produces an 
output optical intensity that varies linearly with changes 
of carrier frequency. Using an FM discriminator of known 
sensitivity with a lightwave component analyzer [HP 
8703A or HP 83420A + network analyzer), the DFB laser's 
AM and FM frequency responses can be mea~ured .~  

Fig. 8 shows measurements of the AM and FM responses 
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of a 1300-nm DFB laser. The two responses are constructed 
by adding and subtracting measurements performed at ad- 
jacent quadrature points of the discriminator, that is, at 
discriminator operating slopes of opposite sign but identi- 
cal magnitude. The relative levels of AM and FM depend 
upon the differential path length of the discriminator. This 
measurement can be calibrated with the use of an external 
modulated optical power reference. Note that the measure- 
ment reveals a null in the FM response at 3.7 GHz. 

Receiver Optical Launch Measurement 
One common application for optical reflection measure- 

ments is the design and characterization of optical launches 
onto a photodiode receiver. Of interest to the designer 
would be not only the overall return loss of the launch 
including the optical connector and launch optics, but also 
the location and return loss value of each individual reflec- 
tion. 

1550 nm ODtical 
Carrier 

4Tfm % 

I.."". 

Daectlon 

dsr 
COP 

1.5 
GHz 

Hld 

1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 
Wavelength ( p m )  

I8 

cor 
0-A 
DO1 

H l d  

START . 130 000 000 CHz STOP 20.000 000 000 GHs 

C H I  

Fig. 8. FM laser response measurement. 

By using the lightwave component analyzer technique 
and its time-domain capabilities, selective reflection mea- 
surements-the separation of optical reflections in the dis- 
tance domain-are easily made on a wide variety of optical 
sensors, lightwave components, subsystems, and systems. 
An optical mismatch can be measured by separating the 
incident test signal from the reflected one by means of a 
directional coupler. The ratio of reflected to incident sig- 
nals yields the reflection coefficient magnitude at the opti- 
cal frequency and can be measured by an optical power 
meter. However, using the lightwave component analyzer 
technique and applying a modulated test signal has the 
advantage that the origin of the reflected signal can be 
determined by computing the propagation delay and dis- 
tance from the envelope (modulated) phase shift of the 
reflected signal. Furthermore, it is possible to apply the 
same technique to mutliple reflections, thus separating 
them in the distance or time domain. This method of 

Fig. 7. (a) Fiber chromatic dispersion concept. (b) Fiber 
chromatic dispersion measurement. 

Fig. 9. Optical reflection measurement of a lightwave receiver 
GRIN lens optical launch. 
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measuring optical reflections is far superior to the power 
meter approach, which yields only an average reflection 
coefficient with no indication of the number of reflections 
or their amplitudes or positions.' 

Fig. 9 shows a selective reflection measurement of a 
photodiode receiver optical launch using a GRIN (graded- 
index) lens. Marker 2 shows a return loss of 35 dB created 
by the interface of a fiber to the first surface of the GRIN 
lens with index matching compound. Marker 1 shows the 
combination of the reflection from the second GRIN lens 
surface, which is antireflection-coated, and the photodiode 
surface (25 dB return loss). The two responses are spaced 
about 14 mm apart, which corresponds to the length of the 
GRIN lens used. 

The lightwave component analyzer system has a 
maximum modulation frequency range of 20 GHz. The in- 
verse of the maximum frequency range, in this case 50 ps, 
determines the theoretical limit for resolving two closely 
spaced and equal reflections. In other words, the system 
can resolve two closely spaced reflections whose round- 
trip signal travel time is equal to or greater than 50 ps, 
which corresponds to two reflections spaced approxi- 
mately 5 mm apart in optical fiber. This limit is often re- 
ferred to as the two-event resolution or response resolution 
of the system. 

+ 

. 

Temperature Sensor Measurement 
In-line Fabry-Perot sensors, currently in development, 

can be cascaded and are immune to electromagnetic inter- 
ference, making them ideal candidates for aircraft, ships, 
and industial plants. They are built by coating a cleaved 
fiber with a low-reflectance dielectric mirror, then reattach- 

Fig. 10. Fiber temperature sensor 
measurement. The test device is 
a 1 -mm Fabry-Perot sensor 50 m 
away. (Test device courtesy of 
Texas A&M University Department 
of Electrical Engineering.) 

ing the fiber with a fusion splice. The process is repeated 
some small distance down the fiber to create the short 
Fabry-Perot interferometer. Light incident on the sensor is 
partially reflected by both mirrors. Since the sensor is short- 
er than the coherence length of the light source in the 
measurement, the two reflections will interfere strongly as 
the sensor expands and contracts with temperature. Such 
sensors must be individually calibrated. These sensors can 
be interrogated using either time-domain or frequency-do- 
main reflectometry techniques. 

The frequency-domain reflectometry measurement uses 

Fig. 11. Laser frequency response measurement dynamic 
range. 85 dBe is typical. 
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Fig. 12. Photodiode frequency response measurement 
dynamic range. 105 dBe is typical. 
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a 1550-nm DFB laser whose linewidth is about 30 MHz. 
The light from the laser source is coherent over the length 
of the Fabry-Perot sensor. Measurements are taken at inter- 
vals of 5”C, and the data is transformed to the time domain, 
as shown in Fig. 10. Since the two Fabry-Perot surfaces are 
separated by less than the distance resolution of the instru- 
ment, the combined reflections appear as a single reflection 
having an amplitude that depends upon temperature. 

System Performance 
Dynamic range is a common figure of merit for test in- 

strumentation. Typical system performance is dependent 
upon many factors such as the HP 8703A measurement 
calibration routine selected (e.g., response, response/isola- 
tion, etc.), the signal drive levels used, and the signal pro- 
cessing features selected (e.g., IF bandwidth, signal averag- 
ing, signal smoothing). To convey the typical dynamic 
range performance of the HP 8703A system, three devices 
were selected: a laser diode (El0 device), a photodiode 
(Om device), and an optical attenuator (O/O device), as 
shown in Figs. 11, 12, and 13, respectively. 

Figs. 11 and 1 2  show the typical slope responsivity or 
conversion efficiency measurement dynamic ranges for 
lasedtransmitter and photodiode/receiver devices. The 
dynamic ranges are typically 85 and 105 electrical dB for 
transmitter and receiver devices, respectively. 

Fig. 13 shows the transmission measurement dynamic 
range for optical devices. An optical step attenuator pro- 
vided various values of attenuation. The noise floor of the 
system shown varies from approximately 48 to 44 optical 
dB over frequency. The response/isolation measurement 
calibration routine was selected with an IF bandwidth of 
10 Hz and an averaging factor of 16 for the 40-dB and 50-dB 
attenuator steps. 
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Design of a 20-GHz Lightwave Component 
An a I yze r 
The HP 8703A is a fully integrated and calibrated instrument 
for lightwave component characterization. It offers a choice 
of wavelengths and laser types, both internal and external. 

by Paul R. Hernday, Geraldine A. Conrad, Michael G. Hart, and Rollin F. Rawson 

LIGHTWAVE COMPONENT ANALYZER measures 
the ratio of a signal incident on a device under A test-the stimulus-and a related signal coming 

from the device under test-the response. The stimulus is 
a sinusoidal electrical signal or an optical signal with 
sinusoidal intensity modulation. The response signal may 
be electrical or optical. 

Key elements of such a measurement system are a mod- 
ulated lightwave source and a lightwave receiver. Accom- 
panying elements, derived from a vector network analyzer, 
include a synthesized RF/microwave source, a multichan- 
nel receiver, a test set, and a signal processing, control, 
and display section. This combination of instrument 
blocks, with its array of electrical and optical test ports, 
allows measurements of the types of components found in 
lightwave communication systems as well as other types 
of optical and optical fiber components. 

Different product concepts and system configurations 
were considered during the design of the HP 8703A light- 
wave component analyzer. Project objectives included 20- 
GHz measurement capability, versatility, ease of use, mea- 
surement accuracy, traceability to respected standards, and 
system value. The first concept considered was the ap- 
proach used in the HP 8702B lightwave component ana- 
lyzer,’ which had a separate source and receiver. This pro- 
vides the greatest flexibility in configuring measurements 
and allows the versatility of using the lightwave source 
and receiver with other microwave instruments. However, 
flexibility comes at the price of increased complexity in 
connections and calibration. In addition, questionable re- 
peatability of measurements at 20-GHz modulation rates 
may contribute to large measurement errors. Although this 
approach offered the most flexibility, measurement accu- 

racy and ease of use were considered more important de- 
sign goals, so this approach was rejected. 

The design finally selected is an integrated analyzer sys- 
tem. By integrating the system, the measurement dynamic 
range and accuracy were optimized and the user interface 
was simplified. The HP 8703A consists of two subsystems 
connected as one fully integrated and calibrated system 
(Fig. 1). The upper box is a modified vector network 
analyzer and contains the RF test set and the processing 
and display section. The lightwave components are housed 
in the lower box. The front panel has a centralized and 
simple layout making measurements easy to configure. A 
matrix of RF and optical switches is controlled automati- 
cally by the analyzer to distribute electrical and optical 
signals according to the type of device under test. The RF 
switches have excellent repeatability, typically a few hun- 
dredths of a dB, which greatly improves overall measure- 
ment repeatability. Internal signal paths are comprehen- 
sively calibrated with respect to the test ports. This allows 
measurement calibration to be performed with only a few 
simple connections. A more detailed discussion of mea- 
surement calibration is given later in this article. Calibra- 
tion of internal signal paths is discussed in the article on 
page 34. 

RF Test Set and Signal Processing 
The upper box of the HP 8703A lightwave component 

analyzer is based on the HP 8720B network analyzer. It 
contains the RF test set, signal processor, and display. The 
RF source in the HP 8720B was modified for use in the HP 
8703A. The receiver, the digital control, the display, and 
the power supply are the same for both analyzers. 

A synthesized source generates a swept or CW signal in 
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the range of 130 MHz to 20 GHz. The full frequency range 
is covered in subsweeps harmonically locked to a frac- 
tional-N synthesizer. The higher frequency bands are pro- 
vided by YIG oscillators, while the low band is obtained 
by heterodyning YIG and fixed oscillators. Some of the 
electrical source signal is used to establish a magnitude 
and phase reference and for phase-locking and level con- 
trol. The HP 8703A uses a four-stage GaAs amplifier to 
boost the electrical output power available at the front- 
panel electrical ports. The analyzer’s electrical output level 
is adjustable from + 5 dBm to - 50 dBm in 5-dB steps. 

An RF switch in the test set routes the output of the 

source either to the lightwave test set or to the RF test ports. 
Another RF switch selects either RF port 1 or RF port 2 as 
the output port. Port 1 and port 2 are at the outputs of 
broadband directional couplers used as signal separation 
devices for reflection measurements. When port 1 is 
selected as the output port the signal passes directly 
through the coupler, and when port 2 is selected the signal 
is coupled. As a result, the maximum power available at 
port 2 is approximately 20 dB lower than at port 1. 

The receiver measures and processes the input signals 
for display on the built-in CRT. The receiver has three 
identical samplers: A, B, and R. The A and B samplers are 

RF 
Input 

RF 
output 

b 
External Optical 

Laser Source 
Input Output 

(Optional) 

Optical Auxiliary 
Input Optical 

Input 
(Optional) 

Fig. 1. HP 8703A lightwave component analyzer block diagram. The top units contain the RF 
test set and the processing and display module. The bottom unit houses the lightwave test set. 
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each preceded by an RF switch, These switches select 
whether the sampled signal is h m  the lightwave test set 
or the RF test set. When the RF test set is selected the A 
sampler measures either the reflected 
port 1 or the signal transmitted to port 
sampler measures either the reflected signal returning to 
port 2 or the signal transmitted to port 2. The A* B, and R 
signals are down-converted in two stages to a fixed 4-Wz 
IF. The digital IF stage converts the 4-ld-I~ IF into digital 
format and forms the ratios A/R and BIR. These ratios are 
complex quantities providing magnitude and phase infor- 
mation. These vector measurements offer important signal 
processing advantages over magnitude-only scalar mea- 
surements. Data can be averaged to reduce noise. The accu- 
racy of measurements can be enhanced using error correc- 
tion techniques. Additional information can be obtained 
by transforming frequency-domain measurements to the 
time domain. 

Signal processing following the digital IF stage is done 
in the digital control section by the instrument firmware. 
Most of the instrument firmware was reused from the HP 
8720B. This helped maintain a common user interface with 
other Hewlett-Packard network and component analyzers 
and significantly reduced the development effort. The data 
processing flow includes noise reduction, error correction, 
time-domain transform, formatting, scaling, and display of 
measured data. This is the same processing performed in 
other Hewlett-Packard network analyzers and in the HP 
8702B lightwave component analyzer.* 

Lightwave Twt Set 
The lightwave test set (Fig. 1) consists of the lightwave 

source, the RF drive path, printed circuit boards containing 
the automatic level control (ALC) circuits, laser and mod- 
ulator bias circuits, and front-panel controls, and the light- 
wave receiver. 

Lightwave Source 
The lightwave source produces light that is intensity 

modulated at microwave frequencies. The source of light 
is an unmodulated (CW) semiconductor laser. The light is 
directed through a high-performance isolator to protect the 

Integrator 

+GG+ 
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I nerrnoeieciric 
HeatPurnp I 

‘ I  , 
Laser Module 

Control -. . 

Fig. 2. Laserthermal controlloop. 

laser from the destabilizing influence of reflected light. 
Next, the light passes through a polarization controller, 
which is rotated to create the proper state of polarization 
at the input of the optical modulator. The modulator oper- 
ates at maximum efficiency when its light input is linearly 
polarized and the E-field is in the plane of the modulator 
circuit. After exiting the modulator, the laser light is routed 
to the front panel OPTICAL OUTPUT connector. 

Modulation Technlque 
The design goals included developing a lightwave source 

with 20-GHz modulation capability. This can be achieved 
by direct current-injection modulation of lasers, or by ex- 
ternal intensity modulation using modulator or heterodyne 
techniques. While direct modulation of diode lasers to 20 
GHz has been achieved, the approach suffers from signal- 
induced degradation of the optical spectrum. Spectral 
width, modal distribution, and even center wavelength can 
be affected by the application of a large electrical drive 
signal. 

The optical heterodyne technique, in which two highly 
stable single-line lasers, slightly offset in frequency, are 
combined to produce a beat signal, can achieve the desired 
modulation bandwidth. Typically, the lasers, which are 
temperature tuned, require precise control of temperature 
and long measurement times. In addition, modulation 

Fig. 3. Laser diode bias confro/ 
loop. 
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phase is not well-defined. 
The technique used in the HP 8703A is external modula- 

tion. The light output of a high-power CW laser diode is 
intensity modulated by a lithium niobate modulator. This 
allows the use of a variety of laser sources, such as Fabry- 
Perot, DFB (distributed feedback) or external cavity, with 
the same modulator. The drawbacks to this technique over 
direct modulation are the added components, additional 
optical insertion loss, and the need for polarization control. 

Ea 

Dual-Wavelength Capability 
To meet the need for measurement capabilities at the 

two telecommunications wavelengths (1300 and 1550 nm), 
two alternatives were considered: (1) to provide the dual- 
wavelength capability entirely within the HP '8703A sys- 
tem, or (2) to provide a single laser of either wavelength 
and allow access to the modulator by other lasers via an 
external laser input port. 

Providing both wavelengths internally restricts laser 
choices and increases the cost of the instrument for users 
who do not need the capability. The external laser input 
alternative was chosen because it offers the best value and 
flexibility to the user. Option 100 adds the external laser 
input port and an optical switch to select between internal 
and external sources. Examples of external lasers include 
Fabry-Perot, DFB, DBR (distributed Bragg reflector), and 
various types of external cavity lasers at either wavelength. 
The external laser must be well-isolated to avoid reflected 
light effects. Its polarization must be adjusted with an ex- 
ternal polarization controller. Two DFB CW laser instru- 
ments, the HP 83424A and HP 83425A, are available as 
companion sources at 1550 nm and 1308 nm, respectively. 
These lasers typically have greater than 80 dB of optical 
isolation and a two-section polarization controller to pre- 
sent the appropriate polarized light to the optical mod- 
ulator in the HP 8703A. As internal lasers, the HP 8703A 
system offers either a 1308-nm Fabry-Perot laser or a 1308- 
nm (Option 220) or 1550-nm (Option 210) distributed feed- 
back laser. 

rn.@@O 00 D a *z Optical Modulator 
The optical modulator within the HP 8703A lightwave 

source has an optical transfer function that is dependent 
on both bias and wavelength. Thus, when the user changes 
wavelength, the bias to the optical modulator must be op- 
timized to ensure proper operation. This is conveniently 
implemented as an autobias function which automatically 
adjusts the bias if the wavelength is changed or if an optical 
measurement calibration is performed. The design of the 
optical modulator is discussed in the article on page 41. 

Source Temperature Control 
The source can contain either a Fabry-Perot or an op- 

tional DFB laser. In either case, the wavelength and output 
power vary as a function of temperature. 

To minimize the temperature effects, a thermal control 
loop maintains the temperature of the laser at its specified 
value. The thermal loop maintains the temperature within 
0.1"C over the environmental temperature range of 0°C to 
+ 55°C. The laser diode and temperature sensor are both 
mounted on the surface of the thermoelectric heat pump 
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inside the laser module. A voltage proportional to the tem- 
perature of this surface is generated by the sensor and 
applied to an integrator as an error signal (Fig. 2). The 
integrator output serves as a control signal for the 70-kHz 
pulse width modulated current control circuit consisting 
of an H-bridge. The H-bridge directs the current through 
the thermoelectric heat pump in the proper direction to 
either heat or cool the laser. 

Laser bias current is controlled by another loop (Fig. 3) 
consisting of a photodiode, an amplifier, and the laser bias 
current source. 

The laser diode chip has front and back facets from which 
light is emitted. The front-facet light is coupled into the 
fiber and on to the isolator. The back-facet light is coupled 
into a photodetector which generates a current proportional 
to the back-facet light. This current is transformed into an 
error voltage which controls the laser diode current source 
such that the laser maintains an output power of 5 mW. 

Protection from Optical Reflections 
Lasers are very sensitive to reflected light reentering the 

laser cavity. This effect, referred to as reflection sensitivity, 
changes the linewidth, modal distribution, and transfer 
characteristics of a laser. The susceptibility of a laser to 
reflected light depends on many factors, including the mag- 
nitude, delay, and polarization of the reflected light. Reflec- 
tion sensitivity can be reduced with an optical isolator or 
a well-matched attenuator. 

Sources of reflections within the lightwave source in- 
clude optical modulator input and output transitions, the 
output connector, the device under test, and the receiver. 

To conserve optical power while preserving the integrity 
of the laser, the optical isolator approach was selected. The 
isolator is required to have low loss (3.5 dB maximum), 
high isolation (50 dB minimum) abd minimum impact on 
the degree of polarization. A specially developed HP 
isolator, described in the article on page 45, meets the 
above requirements. Fig. 4 shows how the reflection sen- 
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si t iv i ty of the HP 8703A l ightwave source i s  reduced t o  
less than 0.05 dB by the addit ional isolation. 

Optimizing Polarization 
The key component of the lightwave source i s  the optical 

modulator. It i s  based on the electrooptic effect in lithium 
niobate material. Generally, the crystal is cut such that an 
applied electric f ie ld produces the largest possible elec- 
trooptic effect. In t h i s  case, the optical modulator i s  an  
x-cut device. Since the horizontal component of the electric 
f ie ld experiences maximum effect, the polarization of the 
applied optical signal must be horizontal. 

Regular single-mode fiber does no t  propagate a f ixed state 
of polarization. T w o  possible solutions were investigated. 
One was polarization-maintaining fiber, and the other was 
a polarization controller. 

If l inearly polarized light i s  launched along one of the 
pr incipal  axes of polarization-maintaining fiber, i t s  polari- 
zation state remains essentially unchanged as i t travels 
d o w n  the fiber. Using this technique, the l inearly polarized 
light output of the laser ch ip  could be  presented at the 
correct angle to  the optical modulator. However, this solu- 
t i on  wou ld  have required a l l  components ahead of the op- 
t ical  modulator to  have polarization-maintaing fiber pig- 
tails, and this carries a penalty in cost and fabrication com- 

Rg. 5. Lightwave source, showing axially mounted two-ele- 
rnent polarization controller. 

p lexi ty . 
The polarization controller used in the HP 8703A i s  of 

the fiber type. The fiber i s  coiled to  create physical stress 
in the plane of the coil. Light with i ts E-field in the plane 
of the co i l  travels at a slightly different velocity than light 
traveling in the nonstressed axis. This process is controlled 
by rotating the co i l  about the axis of the input fiber, thereby 
changing the way input light i s  resolved along the stress- 
induced f iber axes and therefore transforming the polariza- 
t i on  state f rom input to  output.2 

To min imize  cost and provide simple adjustment, the 
HP 8703A l ightwave source uses an axial ly mounted two- 

Measurement Capabilities of the HP 8703A Lightwave Component 
Analyzer and the HP 71400C Lightwave Signal Analyzer 

Hewlett-Packard Company now offers two analyzers for high- 
speed lightwave measurements. The HP 8703A lightwave com- 
ponent analyzer featured in this issue and the HP 71400C light- 
wave signal analyzer' have been designed to maximize each 
instrument's measurement contributions for a particular set of 
measurements. The two sets of measurements are complemen- 
tary. 

Lightwave Signal Analyzer 
The HP 71400C lightwave signal analyzer derives its origins 

from the HP 70000 modular measurement system, which pro- 
vides high-sensitivity RF and microwave spectrum analysis mea- 
surement capabilities. The HP 71400C's primary function is to 
resolve and measure the modulation frequency spectrum of an 
optical signal and noise. Direct measurements of optical modula- 
tion index and relative intensity noise are made possible by a 
built-in power meter. It complements the class of products known 
as optical spectrum analyzers in that the HP 71400C measures 
the modulation signal superimposed on the light carrier and not 
the light carrier's optical spectrum. With the addition of an inter- 
ferometer, characteristics of an optical signal such as its linewidth 
or chirp under modulation can be measured with high resolution. 
With the addition of an electrical tracking generator, simple 
stimulus-response measurements are possible. 

Key characteristics of the lightwave signal analyzer are an 
extremely wide-bandwidth photodetector and preamplifier to 
capture both low-frequency and high-frequency components of 
the signal, a wide dynamic range and a low noise floor to enable 
the measurement of both the signal and the noise of the modula- 
tion simultaneously, and a calibrated lightwave receiver front end 
and optical power meter to measure the lightwave signal directly. 

Lightwave Component Analyzer 
The HP 8703A lightwave component analyzer derives its ori- 

gins from the HP 87208 microwave network analyzer, which pro- 
vides wide-dynamic-range microwave s-parameter device 
characterization. The HP 8703As primary function is to charac- 
terize the small-signal transfer and/or reflection characteristics 
of the device or component under test. The measurement is 
performed by sending a precisely known stimulus signal (electri- 
cal or optical) to the device under test and comparing it with the 
result of its having been operated upon by the device under test. 
Measurement results are the modulation transfer function 
amplitude and phase, electrical impedance, and optical return 
loss characteristics of the device. Since characterization is re- 
quired over a range of modulation frequencies, the stimulus fre- 
quency is swept, and with built-in Fourier transform capability, 
transmission information can be displayed as the equivalent step 
or impulse response of the device. Reflection measurements 
benefit from the transform because it identifies the locations and 
relative magnitudes of multiple reflections. 

Key characteristics of the lightwave component analyzer are 
precise, high-power electrical and optical stimulus, precise and 
sensitive electrical and optical receivers which measure both the 
magnitude ratio and the relative phase of the transmitted and re- 
flected signal, wide bandwidth and dynamic range, processing 
algorithms for calculating the equivalent time-domain responses, 
and the ability to perform measurement calibration, which removes 
measurement uncertainties resulting from converters, cables, 
connectors, and other elements in the test System. 

Measurement Summary 
Summarized below are the primary measurement capabilities 
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of the lightwave signal and component analyzers by generic 
device type. 

Transmitter Qevices (lasers, rnodulators, etc.): 
0 Lightwave Signal Analyzer: 

-Output power 
-Noise: Noise power spectral density 

Relative intensity noise (RIN) 
Signal-to-noise ratio 

-Modulation signal distortion 
-Linewidth, chirp, and FM response (a) 
-Modulation frequency response and responsivity (b) 
-Pulse modulation spectra 

Lightwave Component Analyzer: 
-Modulation frequency response and responsivity 
-Step or impulse response 
-Modulation phase/delay/length 
-Electrical impedance 
-Optical return loss (versus frequency or distance) 
-Reflection sensitivity 

w Receiver Devices (photodiodes-pins, APDs, etc.): 
Lightwave Signal Analyzer: 

-Signal characteristics incident on the device 
-Signal distortion before and after the device under test 

Lightwave Component Analyzer: 
-Modulation frequency response 
-Step or impulse response 
-Modulation phase/delay/length 
-Electrical impedance 
-Optical return loss (versus frequency or distance) 

Optical Devices (fiber, connectors, sensors, etc.): 
Lightwave Component Analyzer: 

-Insertion loss (gain) 
-Modulation phase/delay/length 
-Optical return loss (versus frequency or distance) 

Electrical Devices (amplifiers, filters, cables, etc.): 
Lightwave Signal Analyzer: 

-Signal frequency spectrum characterization 
-Noise response characterization 
-Modulation frequency response (b) 
-Signal distortion 

D Lightwave Component Analyzer: 
-Full s-parameter characterization 
-Step or impulse response 
-Group delay 
-Time-domain reflectometry (by transform from 
frequency domain) 

Notes: (a) Used with the HP 11980A Fiber Optic Interferometer 
(b) Used with the HP 70300A or HP 70301A Tracking 

Generator 

Jack Dupre 
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Roger Wong 
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element polarization controller (Fig. 5). The elements con- 
tain one or two turns of unjacketed, buffered fiber. The 
length of fiber gives a quarter-wavelength phase shift be- 
tween the principal axes at the operating wavelength. Each 
element i s  adjustable through a swing of 180 degrees. One 
element i s  set in the factory and can be readjusted by HP 
service personnel. The other element is  adjustable f rom 
the front panel by the user. 

The l ight polarization at the output of the polarization 
controller i s  quite stable and varied less than 2 1  degree in 
vibration tests. The high stability of the laser source deck 
virtual ly eliminates the need for readjustment, 

Optical Modulator Stability 
The optical modulator used in the l ightwave source was 

developed by HP for this project (see article, page 41). The 
component consists of a coplanar RF transmission l ine o n  
top of a lithium niobate substrate. A light guide deposited 
in the lithium niobate splits and recombines the light beam, 
forming a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The velocity of 
propagation changes in the l ight  guides as an RF signal 
copropagates along the coplanar line. The two beams of 
light add and subtract coherently with the RF, providing 
a phase-coherent, intensity-modulated light signal. 

For opt imum performance, the modulator i s  biased with 

l~ -. 6919 de C H 1  O/O/Mllog M A G  .2 dB/ REF -.7 dB 

Fig. 6. Stability of the HP 8703A including warm-up period. 

a dc voltage at a po int  halfway between maximum and 
minimum output intensity (the quadrature point). The bias 
point  i s  affected by the amount of dc voltage applied, time, 
humidity, temperature, and stresses during packaging. The 
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packged devices have been subjected to rigorous environ- 
mental tests listed in another article in this issue, and have 
remained within specifications. Fig. 6 shows that the total 
instrument drift of the HP 8703A including the modulator 
is less than 0.10 dB over ten hours after a recommended 
instrument warm-up period. 

To ensure optimum operation, an autobias routine has 
been implemented in firmware. It is accessible under the 
calibration or stimulus menu. It is recommended that the 
autobias routine be used during warm-up, if the wavelength 
is changed, or if the bias is changed for some reason such 
as two-tone testing. This routine is automatically per- 
formed before each optical measurement calibration unless 
turned off by the user. 

The autobias function requires that at least a minimal 
optical signal be present at the optical receiver input of 
the HP 8703A. The instrument automatically measures the 
modulated signal level at a CW frequency of 1 GHz at the 
existing bias level and one volt above and below that bias 
level. It adjusts the bias voltage until the modulation output 
sisJlal at the current bias level is greater than the signal at 
both one volt above and one volt below that bias voltage. 
Then a parabolic curve fit is performed and the maximum 
point is chosen as the correct quadrature voltage. 

RF Drive Path 
For lightwave measurements, the RF signal from the 

upper network analyzer box is routed to the modulator/ 
amplifier in the lightwave test set. The modulator/amplifier 
was developed as a power driver for the optical modulator. 
It has about 40 dB of gain control, is capable of delivering 
20 dBm of output power, and has a minimum gain of 20 
dB to 20 GHz. This performance is made possible by a 
cascade of two microwave monolithic integrated circuit 
(MMIC) attenuators followed by four MMIC amplifier 
chips. 

The lithium niobate modulator operates at best efficiency 
with about +12 dBm of RF at the output. It has about 1 
dB of loss at 130 MHz, and about B dB of loss‘at 20 GHz, 
as shown in Fig. 7. A sample of the RF signal is routed out 
of the optical modulator to the leveling circuit. This sample 
is used to set the correct power level drive to the optical 
modulator. 

Lightwave Receiver 
The lightwave receiver completes the lightwave path. It 

is based on the HP 70810A lightwave re~eiver .~ Modifica- 

CH’I S21 100 MAG 1 dE/ REF -5 dB i; -8.5274 dB 
20.000 00 0 0 G H z  1 ma 

dEe 
c2 

I I I I I 

START .i30 000 000 GHz STOP 20.000 000 000 GHz 

Fig. 7. Optical modulator RF insertion loss. 

tions include increasing the low-end frequency to 130 MHz 
and improving the flatness. 

A simplified block diagram of the lightwave receiver is 
shown in Fig. 8. Light from the input fiber is collimated 
and focused onto a high-speed pin photodetector. The time 
varying component of the photocurrent represents the de- 
modulated signal. It is fed through a preamplifier with 30 
dB of gain to a sampler in the HP 8703A to be processed 
and displayed. A typical measurement of the lightwave 
receiver frequency response is shown in Fig. 9. 

User Interface 
The HP 8703A contains an enhanced version of the 

guided setup user interface found in the HP 8702B Light- 
wave Component Analyzer.‘ At power-on and preset, the 
user is given a choice between normal operation and guided 
setup. Guided setup is a series of softkey menus, textual 
instruotions, and graphical displays to lead a user through 
configuring and calibrating a measurement. It provides a 
subset of the analyzer feature set required for basic mea- 
surements. The user of guided setup is able to make a 
simple measurement without having to choose from among 
features useful for more advanced measurements. In addi- 
tion, assistance is given on how to connect the measure- 
ment system and how to perform measurement calibration. 

+V 

Light 

4 
RF 

Output 

Fig. 8. hghtwave receiver block 
diagram. 
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Fig. 9. Lightwave receiver frequency response. 

Guided setup was enhanced by increasing the types of 
measurements that can be performed, adding transmission/ 
reflection measurements for all devices and reflection sen- 
sitivity measurements for E/O devices. Additional calibra- 
tion types and instructions have been implemented. The 
use of graphics was increased to further simplify the cali- 
bration process. 

The user is first instructed to select the type of device 
to be tested. The choices are O/O, O/E, E/O, and E/E. Guided 
setup next prompts the user to select the type of measure- 
ment to be performed. The choices available are dependent 
on the type of test device and the presence or absence of 
the optional second lightwave receiver. After the measure- 
ment type is selected a block diagram of the measurement 
configuration is shown (Fig, 10). The user is next instructed 
to set start and stop frequencies, the sweep time, and the 
power level of the stimulus signal. With the measurement 
parameters defined, the user is guided through calibration 
of the measurement. Calibration is performed by measuring 

D U O  

p 0 
I 

DEVPCE w 
PRIOR 

MENU 

Fig. 10. Guided setup-measurement configuration dia- 
gram. 

a set of standard devices. The analyzer firmware contains 
models of these standards as well as calibrated measure- 
ments of signal paths within the analyzer. Using the cali- 
bration measurements made by the user and the internal 
calibration data, the analyzer is able to remove systematic 
errors from measurements of the test device. Several types 
of correction are available for removing various types of 
systematic errors. For each type of correction the user is 
guided through the measurements of the necessary calibra- 
tion standards. A connection diagram is shown for each 
standard (Fig. 11). Following calibration the user is in- 
structed to connect the test device. Guided setup assists in 
formatting the data, producing a printed or plotted copy, 
and saving the analyzer setup in an internal register. 

At any time during the guided setup sequence the user 
can return to normal operation by pressing any of the 
labeled function keys on the front panel. Guided setup is 
always entered from the beginning by pressing the GUIDED 
SETUP softkey, which is displayed after power on or preset 
and after pressing the SYSTEM key. While using guided 
setup the user can move forward and backward through 
the series of menus as needed. 

Measurement Calibration 
All measurements contain errors caused by the measure- 

ment system and by interactions between the measurement 
system and the device under test. At high frequencies these 
errors are particularly significant. Measurement errors can 
be classified as random or systematic. Random errors can- 
not be eliminated through the calibration process. They 
include noise, connector repeatability, and the environ- 
mental effects of temperature and vibration. These errors 
are best addressed by controlling the environment and av- 
eraging multiple measurements. Systematic errors, on the 
other hand, are repeatable and stable and therefore can be 
characterized and greatly reduced using measurement 
calibration. The HP 8 703A lightwave component analyzer 
has the same capability for error correction as Hewlett- 
Packard network analyzers, along with the additional abil- 
ity to make calibrated measurements of lightwave compo- 
nents. 

no#: 
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Fig. 11. Guided setup-calibration configuration diagram. 
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Flg. 12. Twelve-term error correction model for two-port de- 
vices. There are two sets of error terms, forward and reverse, 
each set consisting of six error terms: (7) directivity, e, (for- 
ward) and edr (reverse), (2) isolation, e,, and e,,, (3) source 
match, e,' and esr, (4) load match, e,, and e,r, (5) transmission 
tracking, e,, and e,, (6) reflection tracking, e,., and err 

d h m  a microwave network 

process greatly improves the accuracy of most measure- 
ments. Six of the error terms are for the forward path and 
six for the reverse path. The six terms are directivity, source 
match, reflection tracking, load match, isolation, and trans- 
mission tracking. Directivity is a figure of merit for how 
well the signal separation device separates forward and 
reverse signals for reflection measurements. Source match 
is the vector sum of signals at the system input test port 
arising from impedance mismatches between the system 
and the input of the test device. Tracking error is the vector 
s u m  of all frequency response errors in the system between 
the reference and the test signal paths. This error is a major 
factor in transmission and reflection measurements. Load 
match is the vector sum of signals at the system input test 
port arising from impedance mismatches between the sys- 
tem and the output of the test device. Isolation is a measure 
of the amount of stimulus signal that appears at the RF 
receiver without passing through the device under test. 

Often some of the twelve error terms may be insignificant 
or the full accuracy may not be needed. The HP 8703A has 
several correction routines to characterize and remove one 

%,, : Actual Transmission Response 
sZlm : Measured Transmission Response 
s1 : Measured Reflection Response 

eM: Diredivity 
ed: SoumMlptCh 
ed: RefIe&nTraclring 
e* : tsolation 
e,, : Transmission Tracking 

Fig. 13. Response and match calibration routine error model 
equation fw €10 devices. 

03A has the same set of 
720B network analyzer, 

r mew.mments of E/O and 043 

easuring standard devices 
are stored in calibration 

memory. Electrical standards are devices such as opens, 
shorts, loads, and RF cables. Optical standards are reflec- 
tors, Fresnel reflections at connectoriair interfaces, and op- 
tical cables. Calibrated lightwave sources and lightwave 
receivers are used as standards 
ments of E/O and OiE devices, 
brated in terms of responsivity versus modulation fre- 
quency. The signal paths internal to the HP 8703A are 
calibrated at the factory and calibration data is stored in 
the analyzer. 

have input impedances much 
ance of 50 ohms. The HP 8703A 
an extended calibration process 

that backs the mismatch ripple out of the test results. Direc- 

as a new rou 

Actual Transmission Response 
Measured Transmission Response 
Measured Reftection Response 

edr : Directivity 
e,, : Source Match 
e, : Reflection Tracking 
e,' : Load match 
ed : Isolation 
en : Transmission Tracking 

Fig. 14. Response and match calibration routine error model 
equation for OIE devices. 
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tional coupler directivity, source match, and reflection 
tracking of the electrical test port are determined by 
measuring an open, a short, and a well-matched termina- 
tion. Then the electrical input match and the responsivity 
(transmission response) of the E/O device are measured. 
The results of the calibration and measurement steps are 
combined in the equation of Fig. 13 to produce the cor- 
rected, displayed measurement result. 

Response and match calibration of O/E device measure- 
ments is similiar to that for E/O devices. The output imped- 
ance of O/E devices is commonly much greater than the 
50-ohm system impedance, resulting in mismatch errors. 
An open, a short, and a load are measured at the test port 
at the electrical output of the test device to determine re- 
verse directivity, source match, and reflection tracking. An 
electrical through connection is made between the electri- 
cal ports 1 and 2, and sll is measured to determine the 
load match of the output test port. With the test device 
connected, reverse reflection is measured and used to cor- 
rect the transmission measurment using the equation 
shown in Fig. 14. 

More information on accuracy and error correction is 
given in the article on page 34. 
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20-GHz Lightwave Test Set 
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and Accessories 
With this lightwave test set and a compatible HP microwave 
network analyzer, users have the same key 20-GHz 
lightwave component analysis capabilities as with the 
integrated HP 8703A analyzer. The microwave network 
analyzer can still be used for its normal functions. 

by Joel P. Dunsmore and John V. Vallelunga 

HE RISE OF LIGHTWAVE TECHNOLOGY has stim- 
ulated a need for measuring equipment such as the T HP 8703A microwave lightwave component analyzer 

described in the article on page 13. The HP 8703A has an 
integrated microwave network analyzer with all the light- 
wave components and firmware to perform high-quality 
lightwave modulation frequency response measurements 
and frequency-domain reflectometry. This product has 
stimulated interest in this measurement method, and cus- 
tomers have responded with requests to upgrade their exist- 
ing high-performance microwave network analyzers to add 
lightwave measuring capabilities. As a result, a project was 
started with the objective of taking the lightwave technol- 
ogy from the HP 8703A and designing an instrument to 
bring lightwave measurements to the HP 8510B, HP 8720B, 
and HP 8757C microwave network analyzers. The result 
is the HP 83420A lightwave test set. 

Many of the lightwave components developed for the 
HP 8703A are state-of-the-art. There were many customer 
inquiries for these components for use as laboratory equip- 
ment in system experiments. With this in mind, a series 
of lightwave accessories was developed along with the 
lightwave test set. Each accessory is a subset of the test 
set system, so much of the development engineering was 
leveraged from the test set project. This shared develop- 
ment allowed us to produce six instruments with a single 
project team. 

Fig. 1 shows how a microwave analyzer can be used to 
measure lightwave components. The information source is 
the microwave synthesizer, the information receiver is the 
microwave test set receiver, and the signal processor is the 
network analyzer processor and display. In this system, 
the information is the magnitude and phase of the source 
signal. In any measurement, we are looking for changes in 
the magnitude and phase of this signal. From these changes 
we can determine the transfer function of the device under 
test (DUT). The system is first calibrated by measuring the 
response using the internal components. This is the refer- 
ence response. Next, the DUT replaces the equivalent com- 
ponent (for example, a laser diode might replace the light- 
wave transmitter), and the system response is again mea- 
sured. The change from the reference response represents 
the effect of the DUT. The processor determines the re- 
sponse of the DUT and displays the response in a format 

chosen by the user. 
The lightwave components required for the test set were 

quite far along in development for the HP 8703A. The major 
concerns were making the lightwave test set compatible 
with existing network analyzers, and adding control and 
calibration software to the system. This required under- 
standing of the signal flow and control of the target network 
analyzers. 

Network Analyzer Considerations 
The HP 8510B network analyzer is a widely used high- 

performance microwave vector network analyzer, and 
many HP customers who make high-speed measurements 
have HP 8510B analyzers. Therefore, it was the primary 
target for the HP 83420A lightwave test set. The test set is 
designed to take advantage of the HP 8510B system’s flex- 
ibility. However, the lightwave test set is also compatible 
with the HP 8720B Option H8O (a special option for use 
with the HP 83420A) and with the HP 8757C scalar network 
analyzer. 

T- 

RF Reference 

Output 1 T input 

Fiber 

Fig. 1. Lightwave measurements with a microwave network 
analyzer. 
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In the HP 8510B, the signal flow is from the microwave 
source to the microwave test set. In the test set, a power 
splitter divides the signal into a reference path and a test 
path. The reference path is used to phase-lock the receiver 
to the source and as a measure of the incident signal to the 
device under test. The test path routes the signal through 
a directional device to the front panel. The test signal is 
measured at either the reflection receiver (for return loss 
tests) or at the transmission receiver (for gain or loss tests). 
To use this system to measure lightwave components, it is 
necessary to use the microwave source for the lightwave 
modulating signal and the microwave receiver as the detec- 
tor for demodulated lightwave signals. The microwave ana- 
lyzer processor contains error correction functions which 
can be used to remove the system response from the mea- 
sured response of the DUT to give the correct DUT response. 
However, as shown later, the simple corrections of the 
network analyzer must be modified to provide the true 
DUT response. These changes to the calibration arrays in 
the microwave analyzer are performed by a computer, 
which also sets up the measurements and guides the user 
through each calibration and measurement step. 

In addition to measurement correction, the microwave 
analyzer processor has a fast inverse Fourier transform 
function which can transform the frequency response infor- 
mation into a time-domain response. This allows measur- 
ing equivalent impulse or step responses of components 
in transmission measurements, such as ringing in a photo- 
diode receiver. In reflection measurements, multiple reflec- 

tions from fiber connections and splices can be determined, 
displaying both the magnitude and spacing of individual 
reflections. Sophisticated gating functions can remove ef- 
fects of test fixturing, showing only the response of the 
desired DUT. 

The microwave test set characteristics determined many 
of the requirements of the lightwave test set block diagram. 
The loss in the microwave test set is substantial, so the 
drive power from the front panel port is insufficient for 
many lightwave sources such as laser diodes. The system 
works best if the reference signal is representative of the 
drive signal to the device under test. For measuring light- 
wave receivers, the reference signal should represent the 
power in the modulated lightwave drive signal. Also, the 
reference signal to the microwave test set must be at least 
- 3 dBm to provide for phase-locking of the receiver. From 
these requirements, the lightwave test set block diagram 
was designed. 

Block Diagram 
The block diagram of the I-P 83420A lightwave test set 

is shown in Fig. 2. This RF signal topology was chosen to 
provide superior performance when used with network 
analyzers. The lightwave test set consists of four major 
functional blocks: 

The amplified lightwave receiver 
The lightwave source deck 

The RF drive portion 
The main printed circuit board, which contains bias, 

From To Microwave 
Source V 4 Test Set 

Fig. 2. HP 83420A lightwave test 
set block diagram. 
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automatic level control (ALC), front-panel control, and 
remote programming control circuitry. 

The details of the hardware implementation are discussed 
later. 

The test set has four operating modes, depending upon 
the type of device to be tested. The simplest is the E/E 
mode, for testing electrical devices such as amplifiers and 
filters. In this mode, a switch is used to bypass the light- 
wave test set completely. The HP 8510B system operates 
as if no test set were present. This is important for systems 
that are used by different groups, ensuring that the HP 
8510B system is not degraded in any way when used in 
normal operation. In the E/E mode, the only change is a 
small amount of loss because of the switch. 

The three active modes for the lightwave test set are the 
E/O mode for measuring lightwave sources (electrical drive 
and optical measurement), the O/E mode for measuring 
lightwave receivers (optical drive and electrical measure- 
ment), and the 010 mode for measuring optical devices 
such as fiber (optical drive and optical measurement). 

In all modes of operation, the source is routed back 
through a broadband directional detector and out the rear 
of the instrument as the RF reference output. 

B O  Mode 
In the E/O mode, the signal source to drive the DUT 

comes from the front panel of the lightwave test set. The 
microwave source signal passes through the bypass switch 
and into a broadband high-power amplifier. This circuit 
also contains a wide-range modulator to control the power 
out of the amplifier. The signal from the amplifier is routed 
to a set of switches which drive either the optical modulator 
(for O/E and 010 modes) or, in this case, a power splitter. 
One branch of the power splitter is routed to the front panel 
and is used to drive the E/O DUT. The amplifier has a 
+ 20-dBm drive capability, which provides about + 12 
dBm of drive at the front panel. This is significantly more 
than is available from the microwave test set, which is 
usually less than - 10 dBm. 

The other branch of the power splitter is routed back to 
the directional detector. This element has very little loss 
and produces a detected dc signal proportional to the inci- 
dent power. The detected signal is used to level the power 
at the front panel through the ALC loop. The ALC loop 
responds by driving the RF modulator in the amplifier 
microcircuit. This loop corrects for changes in signal drive 
from the source, gain flatness in the amplifier, and other 
losses in the signal path. One additional requirement of 
the loop is that it not have power spikes if the source signal 
is temporarily blanked (such as in retrace). Power spikes 
can occur when an ALC loop goes to minimum attenuation 
as the RF signal is blanked. When the RF signal comes back 
on, the loop takes some time to settle to the proper attenu- 
ation, and a large power spike will occur until the attenu- 
ation changes. These power spikes can damage sensitive 
laser diodes. Details of this control circuit are described 
later. 

The signal that passes through the directional detector 
is routed to the rear of the instrument and is used as the 
reference signal to the microwave test set. It must be at 
least - 3 dBm to drive the phase-lock circuitry. This sets 

the minimum RF drive in the E/O mode. Because this signal 
is proportional to the drive signal, the signal in the refer- 
ence receiver is a true representation of the incident signal 
to the E/O DUT. 

Two power levels (minimum and maximum) are pro- 
vided at the front panel. In the E/O drive mode, the 
minimum power at the front panel is about 0 dBm, and 
the maximum is about + 12 dBm. The output power level 
varies less then +- 2 dB from the nominal output. 

To complete the measurement path, the lightwave re- 
ceiver in the test set is used to detect the modulated light- 
wave signal from the E/O DUT. This detected signal is a 
microwave signal of the same frequency as the drive signal, 
and is measured on the microwave test set. 

OIE Mode 
In the O/E mode, a modulated lightwave signal from the 

test set drives an O/E DUT. This modulated lightwave signal 
is generated by routing the signal from the amplifier micro- 
circuit to the optical modulator. The optical modulator has 
about 2 dB of loss at 130 MHz and about 10 dB at 20 GHz. 
The microwave signal passes through the optical modulator 
and is routed to the directional detector. Here the leveling 
loop keeps the power at the output of the modulator con- 
stant, making up for the sloped loss of the optical modu- 
lator. Leveling at the output keeps the modulated optical 
power fairly constant. 

Again, two power levels (minimum and maximum) are 
available for the optical drive. The average optical power 
is not changed, but the depth of modulation is. The 
minimum power level gives more linear modulation with 
lower distortion and better repeatability. Maximum power 
is used for best dynamic range. The difference between 
minimum and maximum optical drive is about 6 dB of 
optical modulated power. The minimum power is set to 
provide - 3 dBm to the reference channel in the microwave 
test set. 

The reference signal is proportional to the optical mod- 
ulated signal, so that the signal in the reference receiver 
in the microwave test set is a true representation of the 
incident signal to the O/E DUT. 

The measurement is completed by measuring the micro- 
wave output of the O/E DUT using the microwave test set 
measuring receiver. 

010 Mode 
The 0/0 mode has the same drive as the OB mode, with 

the optical modulated signal coming from the test set. The 
signal passes through the 010 DUT and is detected by the 
lightwave receiver in the test set. The microwave signal is 
then measured by the measuring receiver in the microwave 
test set. 

The 0/0 mode is also used for making optical reflection 
measurements. In this measurement, the built-in optical 
directional coupler is used to separate the incident optical 
signal from the reflected signal. The reflected signal is 
routed to the lightwave receiver in the test set, which de- 
tects the microwave signal. The signal is measured on the 
microwave test set measuring receiver. 
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Calibration and Measurement 
One of the more significant contributions of the HP 

83420A system is its calibration capability, which allows 
users to determine the transfer characteristics of DUTs. 
Previously, the measurements depended upon measuring 
devices having flat frequency responses (which they did 
not), and corrections for any slope or ripple were tedious 
and often not well-founded. With the development of the 
HP 8703A, the response measurements could be traced 
back to the very accurate HP dual-heterodyne YAG (yttrium 
aluminum garnet) system. This background formed an ex- 
cellent base from which the HP 83420A system could build 
a calibration method for removing frequency response er- 
rors. 

Each of the measurement modes can be calibrated to 
eliminate errors arising from the frequency responses of 
the components in the lightwave test set. In each mode, a 
user calibration measurement is performed. This is saved 
in the microwave analyzer calibration arrays and is then 
modified by the control software to provide the correct 
response for the type of device being measured. The mod- 
ified calibration array is passed back to the microwave 
analyzer, which can now operate in a local mode without 
further contact with the control software. This method of 
operation means that users can make measurements, format 
data, and produce hard copy output using the network 
analyzer in its normal operating mode; no new operating 
systems need be learned. Each of the calibration measure- 
ments, with appropriate connections, is displayed graphi- 
cally by the control software. The user is guided through 
the calibration and measurement sequence. 
0/0 Calibration and Measurement. The measurement 
calibration for an 0/0 DUT is a response calibration of a 
through optical cable. The measurement of the 0/0 DUT 
is normalized to the through line. When the device is mea- 
sured, the only response displayed is the DUT's. The 
analyzer firmware performs the mathematical operations 
to remove the response of the lightwave test set. Fig. 3 
shows the calibration measurement and the device mea- 
surement configurations. The calibration measurement in- 
cludes the following terms: 

- 

Calibration Measurement = 

(ES) (OS)( LWCABLEl ) (LWCABLE2)(0R) (ER), 

where: ES = electrical source response 
os = optical source response 
LWCABLE 1 = source lightwave cable response 
LWCABLE 2 = receiver lightwave cable response 
ER = electrical receiver response 
OR = optical receiver response. 

The device measurement is represented by: 

Device Measurement = 

(ES)(OS)( LWCABLEl ] (O/ODUT) (LWCABLE2)(0R)( ER) 

where O/ODUT = 0/0 DUT response: Therefore, 

- - 
Device Measurement 

Calibration Measurement 

(ES)(OS)(LWCABLEl )(O/ODUT)(LWCABLEP)(OR)( ER) 

(ES)(OS)(LWCABLEl )(LWCABLEP)(OR)(ER) 
= O/ODUT 

0/0 Reflection Calibration and Measurement. In the 0/0 
reflection mode, the calibration technique and equations 
are essentially the same. A calibration measurement is 
made with a known reflection. The device measurement 
is then normalized to the calibration measurement. The 
difference here is that the usual reflection is a Fresnel re- 
flection from an open fiber (3.5% reflection or 14.8-dB re- 
turn loss). The calibration arrays are modified to show a 
14.8-dB return loss for the calibration standard. 
Lightwave Reference Receiver. The internal lightwave re- 
ceiver is used as a calibration standard for O/E and E/O 
measurements. At the factory, a very careful measurement 
is performed to determine the magnitude and phase re- 
sponse of the internal lightwave receiver. This measure- 
ment can be traced back to the dual-heterodyne YAG 
measuring system. The response data for the lightwave 
receiver is stored on a calibration data disk, which is keyed 
to the serial number of the lightwave test set measured. 
During an O/E or E/O calibration, the response of the light- 
wave receiver is read from the disk and used as shown below. 

Fig. 3. Optical configurations. (a) Calibration measurement. 
(b) Device measurement. 

Device 
Under 
Test 
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Fig. 4. Optical-to-electrical configurations. (a) Calibration 
measurement. (b) Device measurement. 
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o/E Calibration and Measurement. The calibration for an 
O/E measurement removes the responses of the lightwave 
source and the microwave receiver. As shown in Fig. 4, a 
user calibration is first made measuring the internal light- 
wave receiver. Then, for the device measurement, the O/E 
DUT is substituted for the internal lightwave receiver. Fig. 
5 shows the calibration and measurement signal paths. In 
the calibration step, a full optical path is measured. The 
internal lightwave receiver is the only portion of the cali- 
bration measurement that is not in the DUT measurement. 
Therefore, for a proper correction of the system response, 
the response of the internal lightwave receiver must be 
subtracted from the calibration measurement. This mod- 
ified calibration, combined with the user DUT measure- 
ment, will yield only the DUT response. The calibration 
measurement can be expressed as: 

Calibration Measurement = 

(ES)(OS)(LWCABLE)(OR)( ECABLE) (ER) , 

where: ES = electrical source response 
os = optical source response 
LWCABLE = source lightwave cable response 
ECABLE = receiver RF cable response 

d- 

ER = electrical receiver response 
OR = optical receiver response. 

The DUT measurement can be expressed as: 

Device Measurement = 

( ES)(OS)( LWCABLE) (O/EDUT)( ECABLE)( ER) , 

where O/EDUT = Oh? DUT response. 

The calibration measurement is combined with the opti- 
cal receiver response data ORCAL (contained on the data 
disk) to form a calibration response: 

Calibration Response = Calibration Measurement/(ORCAL). 

Therefore, 

Device Measurement 

Calibration Response 
- - 

(ES) (OS)(LWCABLE)(O/EDUT)( ECABLE) (ER) 

(ES)(OS)( LWCABLE)(OR) ( ECABLE)(ER) (I IORCAL) 

From 
RF 

Input n source '-1 110 Microwave 
Test Set 

Optical Coupler 
- - I  

Fig. 5. Signal paths for optical-to-electrical calibration and measurement. 
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The calibration measurement can be expressed as: Device Measurement = 

Optical Coupler 

= (O/EDUT) (ORCAL)/(OR). 

Ideally, OR = ORCAL, that is, the factory-measured re- 
sponse of the optical receiver saved on disk (ORCAL) should 
be the same as the actual response of the optical receiver 
(OR) at the time of measurement. If that is true, then the 
above ratio gives only the O/E DUT response. 
El0 Calibration and Measurement. The calibration of an 
E/O measurement uses the same principle as the O/E mea- 
surement. Fig. 6 shows the calibration measurement and 

shows the signal flow for two different calibration paths. 
For E/O devices, the drive signal can come from either the 
lightwave test set (high-power drive) or the microwave test 
set. The drive from the microwave test set is much lower 
in power, but can be used to make reflectionmeasurements, 
such as input impedance Or return loss, as Well as transmis- 
sion measurements. Fig. 8 shows the device measurement 
signal block diagram. In the calibration measurement, only where: ES = electrical source response 
the electrical path is measured. The device measurement ECABLEl = source RF cable response 
path includes the E/O DUT, a lightwave cable, and the ECABLE2 = receiver RF cable response 
internal optical receiver as well as the electrical path. The ER = electrical receiver response 
calibration response is modified to add the response of the 
optical receiver by adding the response data from the disk 
to the calibration measurement. 

device measurement configurations for E/O devices. Fig. 7 (b) 

Fig. 6. Electrical-to-optical configurations. (a) Calibration 
measurement. (b) Device measurement. 

Calibration Measurement = (ES)(ECABLEl)(ECABLE2)(ER), 

The DUT measurement can be expressed as: 

vevlce 
Under 

Fig. 7. Signal paths for two different electrical-to-optical calibration measurements. The RF 
drive signal can come from either the lightwave test set or the RF test set. 
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Fig. 8. Signal paths for electrical-to-optical device masurements. 

(ES](ECABLEl)(E/ODUT)(LWCABLE)(OR)(ECAEU.E2)(ER), 

msponse 
e. 

- OR - 
=UT = 

The calibration measurement is combined with the opti- 
cal receiver response data contained on the data disk to 
form a calibration response: 

contributes to the DUT response. The frequency response 

by the network analyzer. 

Calibration Response = (Calibration Measurement)(ORCAL), 

where ORCAL = optical receiver calibration data. Therefore, 

(Device Measurement) 

(Calibration Response) 
z 

(ES) (ECABLEl )[BO DUT) (LWCABLE)( OR)( ECABLE2) (ER) 

(ES)( ECABLEl )(ECABLE2)( ER)(ORCAL) 

= (E/ODUT)(LWCABLE). 

Note here we have assumed that (OR)/(ORCAL) = 1. Also, 
notice that the lightwave cable between the DUT and the 
optical receiver is not accounted for in the calibration, but 

Hardware Implementation 
The four major hardware portions of the lightwave test 

set are described below. The details of the optical source 
and receiver have been reviewed in other papers, so com- 
ments on these portions pertain to their specific implemen- 
tation in the lightwave test set. 
Lightwave Source. The lightwave source converts RF 
energy into modulated laser light. The source of light is an 
unmodulated (CW) semiconductor laser. This can be a 
1300-nm Fabry-Perot laser, or a 1300-nm or 1550-nm dis- 
tributed feedback (DFB) laser. The light is directed through 
a high-performance isolator (greater than 55-dB isolation) 
to prevent reflections from disturbing the semiconductor 
laser. Next, the light passes through a polarization control- 
ler. The light from the laser is polarized, but at an unknown 
angle. The polarization controller is simply a series of pad- 
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dles with fiber wrapped around them. Rotating the paddles 
changes the polarization of the light. 

The key component of the lightwave source, the lithium 
niobate modulator, comes next in the lightwave path. This 
modulator consists of a coplanar RF transmission line on 
top of a LiNO, substrate. A light guide deposited in the 
LiNO, splits and recombines the light beam. This forms a 
Mach-Zehnder interferometer. An RF signal across the co- 
planar line changes the velocity of propagation in the light 
guides differentially, such that the two beams of light add 
and subtract coherently with the RF signal. The modulator 
has a preferred polarization, and the polarization controller 
is used to match the polarization of the laser to this prefer- 
red polarization. 

From the modulator, the laser light is routed to the front- 
panel connector. For units with the optional external laser 
input, an optical switch is inserted in the light path just 
before the modulator. In this way, any laser source can be 
modulated by the internal modulator, giving dual-wavelength 
capability. The output connector is designed to be adapted 
to any one of several common optical fiber connector types. 
Lightwave Receiver. The amplified lightwave receiver 
completes the lightwave path. The receiver consists of a 
very high-speed photodiode followed by over 30 dB of 
broadband gain. The photodiode has a bandwidth greater 
than 20 GHz. The gain stages consist of four stages of GaAs 
IC traveling-wave amplifiers, with a bandwidth of more 
than 130 MHz to 20 GHz. This lightwave receiver is the 
key component in calibration. The magnitude and phase 
of the frequency response of the lightwave receiver are 
carefully measured and saved on a data disk. This becomes 
the standard for both OE and E/O calibrations. 

In normal operation, when the lightwave source is con- 
nected to the lightwave receiver, the output RF power will 
be nearly 0 dBm, with about 15 dB of roll-off to 20 GHz. 
The maximum input power to the network analyzer is 0 
dBm. When measuring lasers or lightwave receivers, care 
must be taken not to exceed the input power rating of the 
network analyzer. Adding an attenuator between the light- 
wave receiver and the analyzer will not affect the accuracy 
of the measurement, provided it is added before calibration. 
RF Drive Portion. All the new technology is not in the 
lightwave portion of the instrument. State-of-the-art com- 
ponents are used in the RF drive portion to realize the full 
potential of the lightwave test set. The RF input signal is 
routed through a bypass switch to the RF modulator/amp- 
lifier microcircuit. 

The power amplifier on this microcircuit consists of a 
broadband leveling GaAs IC followed by four stages of GaAs 
traveling-wave amplifiers. This microcircuit has over 20 dB 
of gain from 130 MHz to 20 GHz, greater than +20 dBm 
RF drive power, and more than 40 dB of leveling range. 
The output of the amplifier is routed to a pair of microwave 
switches. 

In operation, the LiNO, modulator operates at best effi- 
ciency with about + 12 dBm of RF power at the output. It 
has about 2 dB of loss at 130 MHz, and about 9 dB at 20 
GHz. Therefore, a sample of the RF signal is routed out of 
the modulator to the leveling circuit. This is used to set 
the proper drive power level to the optical modulator. 

Alternatively, when trying to measure E/O devices, high 

drive power is desired. Rather than incur the loss of the 
optical modulator, a pair of microwave relays switch the 
output of the power amplifier from the optical modulator 
to a power splitter. One branch goes to the front panel to 
provide about +I2 dBm of drive power to EIO devices. 
The other branch is switched to the leveling circuit to pro- 
vide leveled power at the front panel. 

In all cases, the minimum power level is set to ensure 
reference phase lock in the microwave test set. Maximum 
power is set to a level just below compression in the mod- 
ulator/amplifier microcircuit. 
The Main Control Board. The main printed circuit board 
in the instrument serves the functions of providing proper 
drive voltages, controlling the ALC loop, controlling the 
optical modulator bias, and controlling the front-panel and 
rear-panel interfaces. 

The power supply provides five voltages (2  15, + 9, + 6, 
+5). The two largest power-consuming circuits are the 
GaAs amplifiers in the modulator/amplifier microcircuit 
and the lightwave receiver. These are turned off when the 
front-panel power is set to standby. Also,’the laser turn-on 
circuit is disabled during standby. The laser temperature 
control and the optical modulator bias voltage remain on 
during the standby mode. Each of these components has a 
long warm-up time constant, and it is recommended to 
leave them in the operating state. 

The ALC loop senses detected RF power from the direc- 
tional detector. This signal passes through a logging 
amplifier, so the ALC loop responds linearly to dB changes 
in power. The detected RF signal is compared to one of 
four reference states (E/O minimum and maximum, and 
optical minimum and maximum), and the error signal is 
integrated and passed to the control circuit in the RF 
amplifier. This circuit is shown in Fig. 9. A circuit that 
detects when no RF input is present, called the autoblank- 
ing circuit, sets the modulator/amplifier attenuator to a 
middle value, preventing power spikes in the E/O drive 
signal during blanking or retrace. This circuit can be dis- 
abled by providing a TTL low level to the RF BLANK input. 

The ALC loop level can be set with an external detector, 
with the detected signal passed back to the instrument 
through the EXT ALC INPUT connector. The rear-panel ALC 
control switch must be set to EXT to enable this function. 
Setting this switch to EXT with no input signal will cause 
the ALC loop to set the modulator/amplifier attenuator to 
minimum loss, thus giving maximum gain to the optical 
modulator. This might be useful in fiber link applications 
where AM modulation, which would normally be removed 
by the ALC loop, is present on the input signal. If the input 
signal is small (less than - 10 dBm) the autoblanking circuit 
should also be disabled. In other applications where remote 
leveling is desired, a negative detector must be used. The 
value of the external level can only be changed between 
minimum and maximum with the front panel; if finer con- 
trol is desired, an adjustable-gain amplifier can be used 
before the ALC EXT INPUT. 

The bias to the optical modulator is controlled by the 
main printed circuit board. On units with no optical switch, 
only the bias appropriate to the internal laser is available. 
On units with an optical switch, the rear-panel bias select 
switch is active when the front-panel control has selected 
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the external laser input. This switch changes the bias volt- 
the quadrature voltage on the modulator for 

the two most common wavelengths (1300 nm and 1550 nm). 
The main printed circuit board also contains a program- 

mable array logic device (PAL) which monitors the front 
panel switches, and performs the selected function when 
activated. The rear-panel remote programming connector 
will override the front panel and control the instrument 
state. This is the normal mode of operation when used 
with the control software. 

Lightwave Test Set Software 
For the HP 83420A lightwave test set to make accurate 

measurements in conjunction with a network analyzer, the 
characteristics of the receiver portion of the lightwave test 
set must be known and compensated for in the final results. 
Each test set is accompanied by a disk containing over 
1600 data points characterizing the receiver from 45 MHz 
to 20 GHz along with an HP 9009 Series 200/300 program 
for downloading the disk data to the analyzer. This control 
software also sets up instrument states on the network 
analyzer and the lightwave test set and guides the user in 
calibration and measurement setup. 

The following goals were set at the beginning of program 
development: 

The program was to work with the HP 8510B, 8720A/B, 
and 8719A network analyzers. 
Most of the analyzer's features were to remain functional 
for lightwave measurements. 

w The program was to be designed for a sophisticated user. 
w There was to be minimal user interaction with the computer. 

The program was to be easily modifiable by the user. 
The program was to be defined, written, and tested within 
five months. 
To make the program easily modifiable by the user, HP 

BASIC was chosen as the operating language. Since both the 
user and the instrument were to have minimal interaction 
with the computer, operating speed was not a major concern. 
A windows environment would have consumed too much 
memory and would not have produced a significant gain in 

-b 
ALC 
DriW 

Fig. 9. Main ALC loop. 

ease of use, so a softkey-driven display was chosen. HP BASIC 
also provides usability with IBM-compatible computers via 
the HP 82300C Basic Language Processor Card. 

The first task was to find an overhead program to handle 
display and softkey selection. A subset of STE-9000, a pro- 
gram developed by the HP Product Support Division, was 
chosen because it was well-tested and well-documented 
and consumed little memory. 

The next task was to develop a routine that would inter- 
polate the 1610 points of factory-supplied calibration data 
(in real and imaginary pairs) to any number of user-defined 
points over any defined frequency range. This interpolation 
routine also had to produce accurate phase information, thus 
eliminating any straight-line interpolation. The routine 
chosen was the circular interpolation described later. 

The program supports O/O, OE, and El0 transmission 
and reflection measurements as well as E/Q reflection sen- 
sitivity measurements (ED3 measurements are not sup- 
ported since no lightwave test set is required]. In addition, 
error corrected measurements can be made using either a 
response calibration or a response and isolation calibration. 
With these variations and more, it quickly became obvious 
that a simple method to guide the user in calibration and 
measurement was needed. While the program was origi- 
nally designed for use by a knowledgeable user, it was 
determined that the addition of guided setup made the 
program easy to use even for a first-time user. The guided 
setup, patterned after that used by the HP 8703A (see arti- 
cle, page 13), provides a quick visual indication of all con- 
nections for both calibration and measurement setups. 

The amount of interaction between the user and the com- 
puter was originally planned to be minimal. The comput- 
er's main job is to read the error correction terms from the 
analyzer, modify them, and then download the terms back 
into the analyzer. This sequence must be performed 
whenever the frequency range of the analyzer is changed. 
Until it is changed, the computer does little and can even 
be disconnected. This allows almost all built-in functions 
of the analyzer to be used for lightwave analysis (the major 
exception being log sweeps and frequency list sweeps) and 
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simplifies the program dramatically. However, it does re- 
quire a small amount of user interaction with the computer. 
Since the lightwave test set has no microprocessor, switch- 
ing of its several functions was originally to be performed 
manually. However, the addition of a few TTL logic lines 
allowed for simple automatic control via a GP-IO interface. 
This quickly became so popular that the GP-IO interface 
card and cable are now included with every HP 83420A 
shipment. 

One of the largest obstacles for the software to overcome 
was the fact that optical dB calculations differ from those 
calculated in the network analyzer. The network analyzer 
multiplies the log of a voltage ratio by 20 to obtain an 
electrical dB reading. Optical dB must be calculated by 
multiplying by 10. Since this is performed in the analyzer, 
it requires a firmware upgrade of the analyzer to display 
dB measurements properly. The program will still work 
without this modification but a warning message is dis- 
played on the analyzer's CRT indicating that the actual 
results are one-half the displayed results. 

The software also handles many other minor functions 
so that the user can concentrate just on making measure- 
ments. Some of the overhead items it handles are averaging, 
plotting, titling, and storing and recalling of previous calib- 
rations. 

Circular Interpolation 
The accuracy of the lightwave measurement system is 

based on the precise characterization of the lightwave re- 
ceiver, as previously described. This characterization re- 
sults in a finite number of characterized frequencies over 
the frequency range of the product. To use this information 
in a measurement calibration, the information must be in- 
terpolated to derive the calibration coefficients for the exact 
frequencies measured. The interpolation technique used 
is modeled after the technique employed in lightwave com- 
ponent analyzers such as the HP 8702B and 8703A. The 
algorithm is called circular interpolation. 

The task of interpolating complex frequency-domain in- 

Imaginary Axis 
z 

/ 1 I : 
Circle 

Determined 
by Last 

e = Measured Points 
o = Interpolated Point 

Fig. 10. Example data (representational) and circularinterpo- 
lation. 
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formation requires careful attention to the interaction of 
the real and imaginary portions of the data. Two techniques 
were considered for the interpolation algorithm. The 
technique used, circular interpolation, takes the real and 
imaginary information together and interpolates between 
consecutive data points by assuming that the complex vec- 
tor rotates through a circular path whose center and radius 
are determined by three consecutive data points. The other 
technique considered was the commonly known cubic 
spline. The cubic spline interpolation employs indepen- 
dent interpolation of the real and imaginary data according 
to a cubic polynominal fit determined by three consecutive 
data points. 

Circular interpolation was chosen after experimental 
trials revealed that the circular algorithm showed lower 
interpolation errors than the cubic spline. The higher per- 
formance of the circular algorithm is attributed to the fact 
that the interpolation mechanism reflects a basic charac- 
teristic of complex, frequency-domain data: the data vector 
tends to rotate clockwise in a roughly circular path as fre- 
quency is increased. 

Fig. 10 illustrates an example interpolation. The data 
shown represents a typical spiral of the complex transmis- 
sion coefficient as frequency increases. The frequency at 
which the data is interpolated lies between the sixth and 
seventh data points. To perform the interpolation, the last 
three points are used to determine a circle in the complex 
plane. Then, the angle c between the sixth and seventh 
points is determined (c = a + bin Fig. 10). The interpolated 
point is assumed to lie on this circle. To calculate the angle 
a of the interpolated point, F, the difference in frequency 
between the sixth and seventh points, F,, is calculated. 
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Fig. 11. Mea t of the 
HP 83420A li tes ave 
network analyzer. 
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Then F,, the difference in frequency between the interpo- 
lated point and the sixth point, is calculated. Finally, angle 
a is calculated using: 

F* 

F, 
a = c-. 

Given the center of the circle, the radius of the circle, and 
the angle a, the calculation of the real and imaginary parts 
of the interpolated data point is straightforward. 

The performance of the algorithm is significantly enhanced 
by removing the constant linear phase term from all the data 
points. This obviates the problem of missing a 360-degree 
rollover because of rapidly changing phase with frequency, 
and ensures less than 180 degrees of phase change between 
frequency points (required for the interpolation routine to 
function.) 

One of the attractive features of circular interpolation is 
that much of the calculation can be done beforehand, so that 
the calculation of specific interpolated points is relatively 
fast. In this implementation, the center and radius of the 
circle corresponding to each set of three points are calculated 
only when the program is first run. Subsequent measurement 
calibrations, performed whenever start or stop frequencies 
are changed, require significantly less computational effort, 
because the precalculated data is used. 

Measurement Results 
Fig.11 shows an example measurement of an optical step 

attenuator using the HP 83420NHP 8510B lightwave compo- 
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nent analysis system. The optical attenuator was tested over 
10-dB steps from 0 dB to 50 dB of optical attenuation. The 
HP 83420A system is able to measure to below 40 dB of 
optical attenuation. The - 50-dB trace is a measure of noise 
and crosstalk. The noise floor of the system is a combination 
of the added noise in the amplified lightwave receiver and 
the noise floor of the microwave analyzer. The crosstalk floor 
is usually set by the microwave analyzer crosstalk. 

Fig. 12 shows a comparison between the HP 83420A system 
and the HP 8703A lightwave component analyzer. Both sys- 
tems were used to measure the same photodiode receiver. The 
frequency response variations from the two measurements 
agree within 0.25 dB over the active region of the photodiode. 
However, the two measurements are offset by about 1 dB. 
This is most likely because of the repeatability of fiber con- 
nections. To put this in perspective, the differences between 
the two different systems are of the same order of magnitude 
as the differences between the HP 8703A systems. 
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Accuracy Considerations and Error 
Correction Techniques for 20-GHz 
Lightwave Component Analysis 
An understanding of factory calibration techniques, system 
capabilites, and device-under-test sensitivities can result 
in more accurate and repeatable measurements using the 
HP 8703A lightwave component analyzer. 

by Daniel R. Harkins and Michael A. Heinzelman 

HE ACCURACY OF MEASUREMENTS made with 
a lightwave component analyzer is the result of in- T strument performance, measurement technique, and 

consideration of the particular device being measured. To 
ensure the most accurate characterization of wide-bandwidth 
components, it is important to understand the measure- 
ment capabilities of the instrumentation, decide on the 
optimum configuration and calibration for a particular 
measurement, and be aware of potential impact the test 
device can have on the resulting measurement. The accu- 
racy of the result is a combination of multiple sources of 
errors that must be carefully considered. 

Factory Calibration 
The measurements made by the HP 870314 lightwave 

component analyzer can be divided into four categories: 
optical-to-optical (OIO), electrical-to-electrical (EIE), opti- 
cal-to-electrical (OK), and electrical-to-optical (EIO). Opti- 
cal and electrical calibrations are done in an HP standards 
laboratory using state-of-the-art equipment. This laboratory 
has NIST (U.S. National Institute for Standards and Tech- 
nology) traceability for all of these measurements. How- 
ever, there are no E/O or OB standards that are directly 
traceable to NIST. The accuracy of these calibrations is 
based on theoretically derived performance of electroopti- 
cal devices as described below. Although the techniques 
are not directly traceable to NIST, the measurements used 
in the calibrations (optical power, FW power, etc.) are trace- 
able. 

One technique used at Hewlett-Packard for calibrating 
OIE devices is known as heterodyne calibration. The out- 
puts from two temperature-tunable YAG (yttrium alumi- 
num garnet) lasers are combined in an optical coupler and 
applied to a photodetector under test. The YAG lasers are 
tuned so that the difference between their frequencies sweeps 
the microwave band of interest. The output of the photo- 
detector is measured on a calibrated receiver such as an 
HP 71210C spectrum analyzer. The optical power output 
of each YAG is measured and the sum of the two is com- 
puted. From this information the frequency response of 
the photodetector can be derived. Transfer standards cali- 
brated on the HP heterodyne system are used to calibrate 

the HP 83410111A receivers and the HP 83400101102I03A 
sources.’ Although this method does not directly calibrate 
the HP 8703A, 20-GHz photodiode receivers measured on 
HP’s heterodyne system are used as a second verification 
of the frequency response of the HP 8703A. 

The technique used to calibrate the HP 8703A’s El0 fre- 
quency response is known as the two-tone technique (Fig. 
I).’ This technique applies two microwave signals (tones) 
to the optical modulator, which is biased off quadrature. 
It can be shown that the magnitude of the tones’ mixing 
product (difference frequency) is proportional to the square 
of the modulator’s response times the product of the mag- 
nitudes of the tones. If the tones are swept across the fre- 
quency band of interest (difference frequency kept con- 
stant) and the output of the modulator is monitored with 
a low-frequency detector, the square root of the ratio of the 
detector output to the tones’ magnitudes will be a measure 
of the modulator’s frequency response. The modulator can 
then be used to measure the frequency response of an op- 
tical receiver. Some advantages of this method are that it 
does not require accurate frequency response calibration 
of the detector (the detector only sees one frequency), it 
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can be performed at any wavelength within the range of 
the optical modulator simply by changing the laser, and 
with the addition of the low-frequency photodetector it 
can be performed with equipment found in most microwave 
test stations. For the HP 8703A calibration this method 
provides improved accuracy over measuring a transfer re- 
ceiver calibrated on the HP heterodyne YAG system. It also 
eliminates the need for a calibrated E/O source transfer 
standard. 

There are also no standards for measuring the phase of 
E/O or O/E devices. For phase calibration, a 20-GHz photo- 
diode receiver was modeled on an HP 85150B microwave 
design system. To model the device, its signal path was 
divided into sections: optical, optical-to-electrical, and RF 
(see Fig. 21. The known physical properties or theoretical 
properties of each section were converted to a model which 
was entered into the computer. In addition to phase re- 
sponse, the computer predicted several characteristics of 
the device that could be measured, such as the magnitude 
of the response and electrical parameters such as sZ2. Com- 
paring the predicted values to measured values gave infor- 
mation that was used to refine the model. When good cor- 
relation between the measured and predicted values was 
obtained for measurable parameters, we had high confl- 
dence that the model would also predict correct phase 
information. As a final check, an optical modulator was 
also modeled and the receiver and modulator were mea- 
sured together. Their combined phase response was com- 
pared to the sum of the models (this is an EA3 measurement 
for which standards exist). Agreement was within 5 degrees 
above 5 GHz and withb 15 degrees at lower frequencies. 
The latter is nearly all attributable to the optical modulator, 
whose rapidly changing response at low frequencies is 
more difficult to model. The receiver has a smoother re- 
sponse, and therefore its phase response is more predict- 
able. 

Factory Calibration Sequence 
Fig. 3 shows simplified signal paths for O/E and EIO 

measurements. For accurate measurements the HP 8703A 
RF and optical paths including the RF and optical cables 

must be calibrated out. To eliminate the need for an expen- 
sive reference receiver and source at the customer site, the 
HP 8703A is calibrated for these measurements at the fac- 
tory and calibration constants are stored in the HP 8703A 
memory. The customer need only connect the measure- 
ment cables to the HP 8703A front-panel ports during cali- 
bration and the HP 8703A will automatically correct for 
systematic errors including the cables. 

From Fig. 3 we see that the responses of four paths need 
to be corrected inside the HP 8703A: the port 1 electrical 
output, the port 2 electrical input, the optical output, and 
the optical input. The sequence of factory calibration for 
these paths is as follows: 
Step 1. The HP 8703A's built-in synthesizer signal is com- 
bined with an external synthesizer and applied to the op- 
tical modulator via a rear-panel port to perform the two- 
tone calibration described above. The difference frequency 
is measured with a low-frequency detector and a spectrum 
analyzer at each frequency point and stored. This measures 
the frequency response of the optical output. 
Step 2. The optical output is connected to the optical input 
through a previously calibrated optical cable and this path 
is measured and the data stored. 
Step 3. Port 2's electrical response is measured with a pre- 
viously calibrated source and stored. This gives a measure 
of Port 2's absolute response. 
Step 4. Port 2 is connected to Port 1 with a previously 
calibrated RF cable and the measured response is stored. 
Port 2's response and the RF cable's response are subtracted 
from this measurement to compute the absolute response 

Laser 

Sampling 
Receiver 

Optical 

Cable 

Q I  
* 

J 

Photodiode RF Section 
(Optlcal-to-Electrical Section) 

Fig. 2. Reference receiver sections modeled. 

Po"+-+--"' 
Optical Cable 

Fig. 3. Simplified signal paths for (a) OIE measurements 
and (b) El0 measurements. 
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of Port 1’s output. 
Step 5. A reference receiver is connected between the op- 
tical output and Port 2 and measured. This receiver has 
had its absolute responsivity calibrated at 130 MHz and 
has been phase modeled as outlined above. 
Step 6. From the above data the computer generates cali- 
bration constants which are then stored in the HP 8703A’s 
memory. 
Step 7. As a final check a photodiode receiver that was 
previously calibrated on the HP heterodyne YAG system 
is measured with the HP 8703A and the results of the two 
systems are compared. Correlation between the systems is 
typically better than kO.5 electrical dB (see Fig. 4). 

User Calibration 
As an example of how the HP 8703A corrects E/O mea- 

surements, let us look again at Fig. 3. Four parameters need 
to be corrected to measure the DUT accurately: the port 1 
response (PORTl), the optical input response (OPTIN), the 
RF cable response (RFCBL), and the optical cable response 
(OPTCBL). To calibrate the system the operator connects the 
measurement cables to the HP 8703A input ports as shown 
in Fig. 5a. Pressing the appropriate front-panel keys will 
cause the HP 8703A to calibrate the system automatically 
by measuring the following signal paths: 

CALl = (PORTl)(RFCBL)(PORT2) 
CAD = (OPTOUT) (OPTCBL) (OPTIN). 

The factory-stored E/O constants are: 

FACTUO = (OPTOUT) (PORTP) . 
The HP 8703A combines this data to form correction 

constants 

(CALl ) (CAL2) 

FACTE/O 
CORRECTION = 

(PORTl )( RFCBL) (PORTP) (OPTOUT)(OPTCBL) (OPTIN) 
- - 

(OPTOUT)( PORTP) 

= (PORTl )( RFCBL) (OPTCBL)(OPTIN). 

The operator then connects the cables to the DUT as 
shown in Fig. 5b and the Kp 8703A measures the DUT. 

MEASURE = (PORTl ) (RFCBL) (E/ODUT) (OPTCBL) (OPTIN). 

The displayed data is: 

MEASURE (PORTl)(RFCBL)(UODUT)(OPTCBL)(OPTIN) 
- - 

CORRECTION (PORTl )( RFCBL)(OPTCBL) (OPTIN) 

= WODUT. 

A similar correction process occurs for O/E, O/O, and 
E/E measurements. 

Verification 
With the calibration stored in the instrument for E/O or 

OR applications, the measurement of a device under test 
is accomplished by a process of substituting the DUT for 
system calibration data. Each instrument makes its mea- 
surements accurately because the factory calibration pro- 
cess generates absolute calibration data unique to that set 
of hardware. The quality of measurement provided is a 
direct result of the calibration performed at the factory. 
The long-term stability and repeatability and therefore the 
integrity of the product are direct results of the stability of 
the system hardware and the original calibration. For user 
verification of the system performance, the customer is 
provided with a measurement of the absolute characteris- 
tics of the critical instrument measurement paths made at 
the time of calibration. The integrity of the measurement 
system is then monitored over time by testing its ability to 
reproduce the original absolute characteristics measured 
at the factory. This provides the user with a simple mea- 
surement that monitors the system’s status and is linked 
directly to its original calibration. 

Specifically, at the time of the factory calibration of an 
HP 8703A, a measurement is made on the hardware that 
represents an absolute measurement of the optical and elec- 
trical portions of the measurement system that are used in 
E/O or O/E measurements. In each case, the only external 
connections to the instrument are RF and optical through 

Fig. 4. Measurements of a reference receiver with the HP 
standards laboratory’s heterodyne YAG system and with an 
HP 8703A. 
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Fig. 5. HP 8703A calibration and measurement connections 
for NO device measurements. 
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connections to close the measurement paths. The absolute 
measurement data along with instrument setup informa- 
tion and prescribed limit lines (which account for the al- 
lowable drift and repeatability of the measurements) are 
stored on a verification disc and shipped with the instru- 
ment. To verify the instrument, the customer makes the 
simple through connections, the data and limit lines are 
recalled, and a new measurement is compared to the orig- 
inal. If the new measurement is outside the allowable 
limits, Verification has failed end the customer will be ad- 
vised to check the quality of the cable and connections 
being used. If that does not alleviate the out-of-limits con- 
dition, the instrument will be considered out of specifica- 
tion and must be returned for repair and/or recalibration. 

It is important that this process does not require special 
electrooptical verification reference devices. The only key 
elements besides the instrument are appropriate intercon- 
nect cables. This avoids the need for an expensive optical 
verification kit. In addition, the simplicity of the procedure 
makes it easy for the user to test the integrity of the system 
upon receipt and at frequent intervals during its use. 

In addition to the frequency response verification, a full 
performance verification of the HP 8703A must also in- 
clude absolute optical measurements of power and 
wavelength. All EA3 microwave performance verification 
is done with a standard verification kit similar to other 
microwave analyzers. 

4 

L 
System Capabilities 

A thorough understanding of the HP 8703A's hardware 
characteristics and limitations is essential to achieving the 
best measurement  result^.^ 

The electrical stimulus is a 130-MHz-to-20-GHz synthe- 
sized microwave source with 1-Hz frequency resolution. 
The synthesizer's frequency accuracy and repeatability 
play a key role in achieving accurate and stable calibrations. 
A + 5-dBm output power level provides a high signal level 
(compared to other microwave network analyzers) to 
achieve typical drive levels used for laser sources. Since 
the analyzer receiver is tuned to the source drive frequency, 
relatively high source harmonics (e10 dBc) are not a cause 
of measurement error. The typical source match varies over 
the frequency range from 20 dB at 130 MHz to only 10 dB 
at 20 GHz. This can result in measurement mismatch errors 
that may require user calibration. 

The electrical receiver is a microwave sampler tuned to 
the source frequency. Its typical operating range is between 

Receiver input Level (dBm) 

Fig. 6. Dynamic accuracy of the HP8703A electrical receiver. 

o dBm-the largest signal input before receiver compres- 
sion begins-and typically - 105 dBm-the noise floor in a 
10 Hz bandwidth. The receiver bandwidth can be increased 
in steps to 3 kHz. This allows faster response measurements 
but increases the noise floor of the receiver accordingly. 
Similar to the source, the receiver has an input return loss 
that varies from 26 dB to 12 dB (typicdly) over the operating 
frequency range. Fig. 6 shows the error of the receiver de- 
tection capability as a function of input power level. The 
high-power errors occur as a m u l t  of compression in the 
receiver samplers. The low-level errors occur as the detec- 
ted signals approach the noise of the system. The detection 
response over the middle region from 0 to -80 dBm is 
very linear. 

The optical output signal is intensity modulated at the 
measurement frequency rate. It has an average optical 
power of 250 microwatts and operates at afixed modulation 
level of approximately 130 microwatts peak-to-peak inten- 
sity change. Laser options result in different optical source 
linewidths ranging from 3 nanometers for the Fabry-Perot 
structure to less than 50 MHz for the DFB sources. The 
optical output match is determined by the output match 
of the lithium niobate modulator and typically corresponds 
to greater than 15 dB of return loss. All the laser sources 
are isolated to avoid problems caused by sensitivities to 
reflections at the source output port. 

The optical receiver is an amplified photodiode receiver 
in front of a tuned electrical receiver. Fig. 7 is a curve of 
the typical dynamic accuracy of the optical detection path. 
The high-level distortion comes from compression in the 
receiver samplers. The low-level noise is about 15 dB 
higher than in the electrical receiver because of noise added 
by the amplifiers in the photodiode structure. Also, since 
the photodiode is a power sensing device, the electrical 
detected output signal varies by 2 dB for every 1-dB optical 
change. Thus the optical levels shown represent an electri- 
cal detection dynamic range that is twice as large. 

In conjunction with optimization of the basic measure- 
ment hardware, several levels of user calibration are pro- 
vided to allow correction for some aspects of the system. 
Table I shows the various user calibrations available for 
each type of measurement. 

The response calibration is the process of transferring 
the stored calibration of the reference receiver or source to 
the current measurement (in EA3 or 0/0 measurements it 
is a simple through calibration). The port calibrations and 

I 

-l t 
Receiver Input Level (demo) 

Flg. 7. Dynamic accuracy of the UP 8703A optical receiver. 
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Table I 
Selectable User Calibrations 

m E/O or O/E 010 
Measurements Measurements Measurements 

Reapme Response Response 
Response and Response and Response and 

Isolation Match Isolation 
One-Port Response and 
Two-Po~~ Isolation 

ions improve equivalent electrical source 

Device-Under-Test SensitivMes 

I 0 1  

,-Polarization I t  Controller 
95% 1 9 </ -0 Reflector 

Coupler \ -0 Gel 

Fig. 8. Laser reflection sensitivity test setup 
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Fig. 9. Reflection sensitivity measurement of a Fabry-Perot 
laser. 

se issues are some of the more 
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Fig. 10. Setup for a measurement of two lengths of fiber. 
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sitivities, in other measurement configurations the same 
phenomenon CM be the source of unexplained fine-grain 
variations in a device measurement. The sources used in 
the 20-GHz lightwave component analyzer products all 
have optical iso€ators to avoid any measurement system 
sensitivity of this type. 

Another interesting device characteristic that can influ- 
ence measurements is that of interferometric “noise” ef- 
fects. These result when optical reflections in a system 
interact in a time varying manner. Since the wavelengths 
of light are so small, a fiber can easily change length by 
many wavelengths with small changes in temperature. 
Such changes will cause the vector sum of the various light 
components in the system to vary over time. A method of 
reducing this condition is to add a length of fiber between 
the sources of optical reflections that is longer than the 
coherence length of the source spectrum. This will cause 
the multiple reflections in the system to be uncorrelated 
so that they no longer add or subtract coherently. Fig. i o  
shows a simple fiber measurement with two different 
lengths of fiber. The longer length is greater than the coher- 
ence length of the 50-MHz-linewidth DFB laser source in 
the measurement system. Fig. 11 is a plot of the fiber mea- 
surements at a fixed modulation frequency of 1 GHz. The 
two traces are for the different lengths of fiber: the top trace 
is for 1 meter and the bottom trace is for 50 meters. The 
drift is somewhat random with time and the long-line trace 
shows about half that of the shorter line. The remainder 
of the effect is caused by multiple reflections in other parts 
of the system that were not separated by the longer line. 

Measurement Example 
Consider a typical device measurement as shown in Fig. 

12. This is a photodiode receiver with a slope responsivity 
of approximately - 10 dBe (0.316 AMT). Its electrical input 
match and optical output match both correspond to approx- 
imately 14 dB of return loss. 

Table I1 shows estimates of the expected measurement 
accuracy for the sample receiver. The sources of error iden- 

dBa 
C a r  

S T I I F f  Q i. 

Fig. 11. Time variations of the attenuation of two lengths 
of fiber. 

I 

- * c, .I- 

Stope kespandvity = -To (IB 
RF, Optical Return Loss = -14 dB 

Fig. 12. Photodiode receiver measurement setup 

Table It 
HP 8703A Measurement Accuracy (Typical) 

Frequency Response of a Lightwave Receiver 

Non-RSS Estimate RSS Estimate 

Factory Calibration 0.125 1.0 dB 0.053 0.65dB 
Laser Stability 0.012 0.1 dB 0.012 0.1 dB 
Connector Repeatability 0 (Offset Error Ignored) - v  ., -- 
Measurement Calibration 0.023 0.2 dB 0.023 0.2 dB 
Optical Reflections 0.041 0.35dB 0.041 0.35dB 
ElectricalReflections 0.020 0.17 dB 0.020 0.17 dB 

Measurement Accuracy 1.7 dB 0.75 dB 

tified relate to the accuracy factors discussed. One term or 
factor not discussed is the measurement calibration error 
term. This represents the errors introduced during the user 

Fig. 13. Measurements of the same lightwave receiver with 
ten different HP 8703A analyzers. 
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t r  I 
130 000 0 0 0  GHz STOP 20 000  000 rsc(r 

Fig. 14. Ratio of the maximum and minimum measurements 
in Fig. 13. 

calibration; the user calibration step is equivalent to 
measuring a device with no error-inducing characteristics. 

The non-RSS estimate is a classical estimate of overall 
accuracy obtained by adding the systematic terms linearly 
to the RSS (root sum square) combination of all of the 
random terms. Since the accuracy of this system is influ- 
enced by numerous sources of error that have similar mag- 
nitudes and independent distributions, a better estimate 
of the typical expected performance is given by the RRS 
combination of all of the error terms, both systematic and 
random. In this case, the classical (non-RSS) value of ex- 
pected accuracy is 1.7 dB and the typical (RSS) value is 
0.75 dB. 

Fig. 13 shows the measurement repeatability of a single 
lightwave receiver measured on ten different Hp 8703A 
systems. There are two aspects that should be discussed: 
(1) the offset repeatability observed, which relates to the 
difference in the device’s slope responsivity (i.e., conver- 
sion efficiency), and (2) the modulation frequency response 
flatness differences observed. In some cases measurements 
on any two systems agree to within tenths of a dB. The ten 
measurements all fall within about a 2-dB band over the 
frequency range. 

A comparison of the two extreme measurements is shown 
in Fig. 14. The minimum trace was stored in memory and 
the maximum trace in the data register. A DatdMemory func- 
tion was performed on the two traces to show the fine-grain 
agreement. The offset difference between the two measure- 
ments is about 2.0 dB, which means that the low-frequency 
slope responsivity for the two extreme cases varied between 
-21.5 dB and - 23.5 dB. The frequencyflatness difference 
between these two extreme measurements is about 20.5 
dB if the fine-grain ripple or noise is neglected. If the fine- 
grain ripple is included in the measurement, the frequency 
flatness is no longer k0.5 dB but almost k1.5 dB. The 
multiple measurements represent a sampling of the distri- 
bution of potential random measurement error. 

In the accuracy calculations using the non-RSS and RSS 
methods, the RSS method yielded a typical flatness uncer- 

tainty of f 0.6 dB, which agrees well with the measurement 
results when the fine-grain ripple is ignored, and the non- 
RSS method yielded a flatness uncertainty of 21.7 dB, 
which agrees well when the fine-grain ripple is included. 
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Development of an Optical Modulator for a 
High-speed Lightwave Component 
Analyzer 

t 

The design and characterization of the first integrated optic 
modulator for commercial instrument application are 
described, including the advantages of titanium in-diffused 
lithium niobate, device geometries for both phase 
modulators and Mach-Zehnder intensity modulators, 
stability considerations including bias drift and acoustic 
resonances, wavelength sensitivity, packaging and 
pigtailing, reliability, and testing. 

by Roger L. Jungerman and David J. McQuate 

OR HIGH-SPEED FREQUENCY-DOMAIN instru- where the phase of the optical modulation is critical. 
ment applications, an efficient, large-bandwidth, F calibrated modulated optical source is required. 

Our primary interest was in developing a Source for a 
~ O - G H ~  lightwave component analyzer, &e ~p 8 7 0 3 ~ .  This 
application requires &e maximum modulated power at all 
frequencies for a given drive power (to give the greatest 
dynamic range) and a stable, repeatable frequency response 
that can be calibrated out by the instrument. addition, 
the phase ofthe optical modulation response must be known 
for group delay measurements and inverse Fourier trans- 
forms ofthe frequency-domain data into the time domain. 
N~ commercially available soumes had a 2 0 - G b  mod- 

ulation capability. Research papers indicated several pos- 
sibilities for obtaining a wide modulation bandwidth. Di- 
red laser diode current modulation**2 could achieve the 
desired bandwidth. However, the laser drive current re- 
quired to obtain broad frequency operation is large and the 
long-term reliability of the devices under these conditions 
has not been demonstrated. Also, many wide-bandwidth 
fiber optic systems employ narrow-linewidth distributed 
feedback (DFB) lasers, which minimize dispersion effects 
in the system. Wide-bandwidth direct modulation of DFB 
lasers has been dem~nstrated,~ but the frequency response 
of the DFB lasers is not as wide as conventional Fabry- 
Perot diode lasers, and the DFB linewidth broadens under 

Optical heterodyne techniques, in which two narrow- 
linewidth lasers slightly offset in frequency are combined 
in a fiber to produce a difference-frequency signal, can be 
used to produce very wide-bandwidth intensity modula- 
t i ~ n . ~ . ~  The heterodyne laser frequencies are typically tem- 
perature tuned. Temperature tuning is slow and the temper- 
ature cannot be precisely controlled. This temperature vari- 
ation produces frequency drift in the modulation so that 
the modulation phase is not well-characterized. Hence, the 
heterodyne system cannot be easily used in the HP 8703A 

Modulators 
‘I 

The modulation method used in the lightwave compo- 
nent analyzer is external modulation.6 A high power laser 
diode is run CW and input into a lithium niobate external 
m~dulator . ’~~ Direct and external modulation of a diode 
laser are compared in Fig. 1. With external modulation, 
the laser diode itself is unmodulated and the linewidth of 
the Source can be very narrow if a DFB laser is used. The 
Same modulator can be used with a variety of laser sources 
over the wavelength range of 1300 nm to 1550 nm. Tunable 
external cavity lasersg Can ah0 be input into the modulator. 
The HP M i c ~ ~ a v e  Technology Division has Years of ex- 
perience processing Limo,  Surface aCOUStiC wave filters, 

Direct Modulation 

External 

Fig. 1. Direct versus external intensity modulation of a laser 
diode. 



Modulation 
Signal X 

E,, (Microwave Field) 
Electrooptic Coefficient rm 

Couples E,, and E,, 

E,, (Optical Field) 

Fig. 2. An integrated Ti:LiNb03 phase modulator. 

which we were able to leverage in developing the optical 
modulator. The primary disadvantages of using an external 
modulator are the added complexity (both a laser and a 
modulator are required), polarization sensitivity, and addi- 
tional optical insertion loss. 

External modulation can be accomplished with several 
schemes. Efficient modulation over a large bandwidth is 
realizable with integrated optic waveguide devices on sub- 
strates such as lithium niobate (LiNbO,), lithium tantalate 
(LiTaO,), and gallium arsenide (GaAs). These anisotropic 
substrates all exhibit the electrooptic (Pockels) effect, in 
which the phase velocity of llght through the substrate is 
altered by an applied electric field. 

Lithium niobate is an optically transparent dielectric 
with a low loss tangent for microwaves. An optical wave- 
guide can be formed in LiNbO, by diffusing a strip of 
titanium into the wafer at elevated temperat~re.~ Electrodes 
are plated onto the substrate to form a coplanar microwave 
waveguide. In x-cut LiNbO,, as shown in Fig. 2, the micro- 
wave waveguide straddles the optical waveguide to exploit 
the largest electrooptic coefficient r,,. The z component of 
the optical field and the z component of the applied micro- 
wave field are coupled by this coefficient of the electrooptic 
tensor. The device shown is an optical phase modulator. 
Light traveling through the guide will emerge with its op- 
tical phase modulated by the applied microwave signal. 
Phase modulators are of interest in coherent optical com- 
munications," where a narrow-linewidth laser is phase 

I 

t7 
Fig. 3. An integrated Ti:LiNb03 Mach-Zehnder interferometer 
optical modulator. 
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Microwave Slgnal 

Y 
optical Signal 
no = 2.2 (Fast) 

Flg. 4. Velocity mismatch between the microwave modulation 
and the optical carrier limits the bandwidth. 

modulated and the resulting signal can be detected using 
a tuned local oscillator laser. Coherent lightwave systems 
offer advantages in sensitivity and the number of channels 
that can be multiplexed on a single fiber. 

An optical intensity modulator based on the Mach-Zehn- 
der interferometer configuration is shown in Fig. 3. The 
input light is split in a Y branch. The two parallel optical 
waveguide arms form two phase modulators, which operate 
push-pull when the coplanar microwave waveguide is de- 
ployed as shown. When the light from the upper and lower 
waveguides recombines in the output Y branch, there i s  
alternating constructive and destructive interference as the 
applied microwave signal changes polarity, resulting in 
intensity modulation of the output light. The high dielectric 
constant of LiNbO, (approximately 40) results in a low 
characteristic impedance of 22 ohms for the coplanar trans- 
mission line. 

Several factors limit the response of these traveling-wave 
modulators at high microwave frequencies. The main limi- 
tation is a mismatch of the velocities of the two copropagat- 
ing waves (optical and microwave) as shown in Fig. 4. The 
optical signal travels about twice as fast as the microwave 
signal. If the difference in time of propagation through the 
modulator is great enough, the microwave signal will get 
out of phase with the microwave modulation on the optical 

'T 

0 5 10 15 20 25 
Frequency ( G W  

Fig. 5. Frequency response of the HP modulator. 
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band operation ob 
trode to achieve a 

5. The response shown here uses aresistive circuit to match 
to the low modulator impedance. In the M, 8703A, 

to reduced modul 

are several micrometers thick. Microwave power transmit- 
ted through the modulator coplanar line, szl, measured on 
a network analyzer [Fig. 6) shows the square root depen- 
dence, in this case reaching about 12 dB at 25 GHz. 

lllEodulstor Fabrication 
are fabricated on x-cut 

itanium raises 
of refraction and confines light to the guide. Following the 
diffusion, a buffer layer of SiOz is deposited on the surface 
of the wafer. This is followed by a gold-plating base. After 
photoresist patterning, the gold electrodes are plated on. 

SiQ, are then etched away in the 
wder fabrication the 
olished to ensure good 
e. Strips of LiNbO, are 

the top of the wafer to protect it. The end faces are then 

ch, integrated optic mod- 

rlcation, the modulator i s  firmly mounted on a carriet, 
which protects the modulafor from mechanical shock and 

-201 1 
0 5 10 15 20 25 

Frequency (OHz) 

Fig. 6. Microwave power transmitted through the HP rnod- 
ulator decreases as the square root of frequency. 

Fig. 7. Mc&l&fw crass section 

as two RF connectors to provide an 
r the modulation signal and a thin- 
o the modulator impedance. Input 

en attached. Pigtails are a mechan- 
ical joint between the optical fiber and the waveguide, 
which if properly aligned, provide a low-loss optical path 
through the modulator. The optical fiber is placed in a 
glass capillary to provide a more robust joint, and then 

aligned to minimize 
attached to the mod- 
or longitudinal mis- 

8s. A lateral alignment 
ed to keep the loss 

of two pigtails to a few tenths of a dB. 

Modulator Characteristics 
A measurement of a modul 

a function of the bias voltage 
shown in Fig. 9. The dc bias is 
mission is measured. From the 

Flg. 8. 
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four parameters: 
The insertion loss is the optical transmission at the peak 
of the curve. 
The switching voltage, V,, is the difference in bias volt- 
ages at the minimum and maximum transmission points. 

w The extinction ratio is the ratio of maximum to minimum 
optical transmission. 
The normal operating point is the bias voltage that results 
in optical transmission half-way between minimum and 
maximum. 
The modulator is linear for small ,deviations from the 

normal operating bias point. The bias point of LiNbO, mod- 
ulators can change because of a variety of factors. Temper- 
ature changes create pyroelectric surface charges which 
bias the modulator. As shown in Fig. 10, x-cut LiNbO, has 
better temperature stability than z-cut LiNbO,. Other fac- 
tors can also change the bias point. Stress in the mod- 
ulator+aused, for example, during packaging-is one fac- 
tor. The bias point of the modulator can be adjusted elec- 
trically by applying a dc voltage to the device. However, 
there are memory effects in the LiNbO, that cause drift 
after a large electrical bias is applied.’* Modulator drift 
does not adversely affect instrument operation. The total 
instrument drift of the HP 8703A including the modulator 
is 0.03 dB over one hour after a standard instrument warm- 
up period. 

Reliability and Testing 
In addition to meeting bias drift requirements, the mod- 

ulator chip, package and pigtail must withstand rigorous 
environmental qualification. Modulators have been sub- 
jected to the environmental tests listed in Table I and re- 
main within specifications. 

Table I 
Modulator Environmental Tests 

Test Standard 

Temperature 10 cycles 
cycling -45”CtO 

+85“C 

20 Hz to 
2 m, 
+15g7 
30 min 

Vibration Swept sine 

Strife 

-55”CtO 
+125”C 

Random 
20 Hz to 
2 kHz, 
7.75grms, 
0.3 gz/Hz, 
15 min per 
axis 

Mechanical 1000gthree 1500g 
shock times, each 

of six axes 

95% R.H. bias applied 
Humidity 10 days 65°C Same but with 

Optical 7mW 30 days 20mW 30 days 

Electrostatic 3000V 
damage 

discharee 
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Network Measurements Division, and D.W. Dolfi of HP 
Laboratories. 
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A High-Performance Optical Isolator 
for Lightwave Systems 
This compact, rugged, two-stage design uses birefringent 
rutile crystals and Bi-YIG films to achieve high isolation, low 
insertion loss, high return loss, and polarization 
independence. 

t by Kok-Wai Chang, Siegmar Schmidt, Wayne V. Sorin, Jimmie L. Yarnell, 
Harry Chou, and Steven A. Newton 

3 

PTICAL ISOLATORS are playing an increasingly 
important role in fiber optic systems. Their purpose 0 is to protect optical sources from reflections and 

backscattering that cause output instabilities or unwanted 
changes in the output spectra. Isolators can do this because 
they are nonreciprocal devices, that is, their transmission 
characteristics depend upon the direction of light through 
them. Isolators act as one-way light valves that allow the 
efficient injection of optical signals into a system while 
preventing unwanted feedback from returning to the opti- 
cal source. 

Reflections in optical systems can come from a variety 
of sources, including Fresnel reflections at connectors, 
splices, fiber ends, bulk optics interfaces, and detector sur- 
faces (Fig. 1). Even Rayleigh backscattering from the fiber 
may add up to a substantial return signal. It is the job of 
an isolator to minimize the amount of this reflected and 
backscattered power that returns to the source. 

I. 

Detector Lens 
p1 P, Splice 2 

c c 

p4 p3 Fiber End - 
Beamsplitter 3 

Connector 

Fig. 1. An optical isolator prevents downstream reflections 
from degrading laser performance 

Optical feedback can cause serious degradations in laser 
performance, including undesirable spectral changes and 
instabilities as well as increases in both intensity and phase 
noise. Secondary effects can include reduction in modula- 
tion bandwidth, environmental tolerance, and lifetime. 
Fig. 2 illustrates how the modulation frequency response 
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Fig. 2. The modulation characteristics of a semiconductor 
laser can be greatly affected without the use of an isolator 
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of a Fabry-Perot laser diode changes with and without the 
use of an optical isolator. The feedback levels at which 
these effects occur can be remarkably low. For example, 
disabling perturbations have been observed in the spectra 
of certain distributed feedback (DFB) lasers as a result of 
reflections as small as -90 dB (i.e., lo-' relative to the 
output power). In such cases, it is not uncommon for a 
user to need several cascaded isolators to provide complete 
protection for the laser. While this is an extreme example, 
it is clear that every optical source-from a single-frequency 
laser to a superluminescent diode (SLD)-will perform bet- 
ter when used in conjunction with a high-quality isolator. 

In addition to source protection, isolators also play an 
increasingly important role within fiber optic transmission 
systems. Reflections between components or interfaces 
within such systems can result in serious degradations in 
system performance. For example, multiple reflections 
within a transmission system can cause the interferometric 
conversion of laser phase noise to intensity noise. In systems 
containing optical amplifiers, reflections can produce in- 
creased noise and can even cause lasing, thus limiting the 
levels of amplifier gain and component reflectivity that can 
be allowed. Clearly, then, there is a need for isolators to 
control reflections throughout optical transmission systems 
to avoid degraded performance. 

Isolator Description 
Magnetooptic isolators can provide solutions for most of 

the feedback problems that may be encountered in an op- 
tical system. Fig. 3 shows a conventional magnetooptic 
isolator in its simplest form. This single-stage isolator con- 
sists of two polarizers surrounding a piece of Faraday ma- 
terial, such as a YIG crystal. When placed in a magnetic 
field, such materials exhibit the Faraday effect-the non- 
reciprocal rotation of the polarization of the light that 
passes through them. 

In a conventional isolator, the first polarizer transmits 
only a linearly polarized component of the incident light. 
The orthogonal component is absorbed, reflected, or other- 
wise discarded. The Faraday material rotates the polariza- 
tion of the light by 45 degrees. The light is then transmitted 
through the second polarizer, which is oriented at 45 de- 
grees with respect to the first. 

In the reverse direction, the second polarizer passes only 
one linear component of the light that is reflected from 
points beyond the isolator. However, because of the non- 
reciprocal nature of the Faraday effect, the sense of rotation 
in the reverse direction (e.g., clockwise) is different from 
the sense of direction in the forward direction (e.g., counter- 
clockwise). As a result, the polarization plane is not rotated 
back to its original position, but is rotated another 45 de- 

Fig. 3. Conventional magnetoopbc isolator consisting of a 
Faraday material surrounded by two polarizers 

grees, or 90 degrees with respect to the original input 
polarizer, which therefore strongly attenuates the reflected 
signal. 

Unfortunately, conventional magnetooptic isolators have 
limitations that are particularly undesirable for use in fiber 
optic systems. The most significant limitation is that they 
are polarization dependent. The component of the input 
light whose polarization is orthogonal to the input polarizer 
is simply lost. In addition, conventional isolators are often 
bulky because of the size of the Faraday crystal and/or the 
magnetic field required to produce a 45-degree rotation. 
However, both of these limitations can be removed through 
the use of birefringent walk-off crystals as polarizers and 
bismuth substituted YIG films as the Faraday material. 

Birefringent crystals do not have isotropic propagation 
characteristics. Instead, the optical refractive index (and 
therefore the propagation speed) depends upon the input 
polarization and the direction along which the light prop- 
agates. 

When light is incident upon such a crystal at an angle 
to its optic axis, orthogonally polarized components of the 
light will be split into separate beams propagating in 
slightly different directions. If the crystal is a plane-parallel 
plate, two parallel, orthogonally polarized beams will 
emerge, one having "walked-off" from the other by an 
amount proportional to the crystal thickness. Therefore, 
unlike other kinds of polarizers which absorb, deflect, or 
otherwise discard one of the polarization components, 
birefringent crystal polarizers provide access to both polari- 
zations in the form of separate parallel beams. This feature 
is critical in the manufacture of polarization independent 
isolators. 

Recently developed bismuth substituted YIG films offer 
the advantage of providing ample Faraday rotation in 
a very small physical space. These films, which can be 
used for the 1300-nm andlor 1550-nm wavelength bands, 
can achieve 45 degrees of Faraday rotation in film 
thicknesses less than 500 micrometers. This can be ac- 
complished using a relatively modest magnetic field that 
can be provided by a small permanent magnet. As a result, 
the use of Bi-YIG films can make compact, high-perfor- 
mance isolators possible. 

HP Isolator 
The HP isolator incorporates both rutile birefringent 

walk-off crystals and Bi-YIG films into a proprietary design 
whose primary goals are to achieve high isolation, low 

Output Single-Mode Input Single-Mode iYfP7L Fiber 

Rutile 

Selfoc Lens 

"'T: a 

Fig. 4. Components used in a single-stage, polanzation inde- 
pendent isolator. 
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insertion loss, high return loss, and polarization indepen- 
dence in a compact, rugged package. The design employed 
in HP products incorporates two isolating stages in series 
to obtain high performance in each of these important areas. 
However, to explain more clearly the design of the isolator 
and its operating principles, we will focus on an earlier, 
single-stage version of this device. 

Fig. 4 illustrates the single-stage version of the isolator 
design. This design uses Selfoc lenses to couple the light 
from single-mode fibers into and out of the body of the 
isolator. At the center of the isolator is a Bi-YIG film. Al- 
though it is less than 500 pm thick, this film can provide 
45 degrees of Faraday rotation at design wavelengths of 
either 1.3 or 1.5 pm when placed in the field of a small 
permanent magnet. The birefringent walk-off crystals are 
made of TiO, (rutile). Since the diameter of the beam waist 
for this design is 60 pm, a walk-off separation of about 
200 pm was chosen to ensure that the beams would not 
overlap. This requires rutile crystal thicknesses of about 
2 mm. As a result, the overall length of the rutile-YIG ar- 
rangement at the core of the isolator is less than 1 cm. 

Fig. 5 shows how the isolator works. In this figure, the 
spatial position of each polarization is indicated as the 
light travels in both the forward and backward directions. 
The birefringent crystals are cut such that the forward 
traveling e-ray (extraordinary polarization) walks off in the 
+ direction while the backward traveling e-ray walks off 
in the - direction. The o-ray (ordinary polarization) does 
not experience a spatial walk-off. Consider first what hap- 
pens to the forward traveling signal. Incident to the first 
birefringent crystal (position 11, both polarization compo- 

6 
t' 

L c 
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nents can exist in a single input beam. After this first crystal 
(position 2), the vertical polarization (e-ray) walks off in 
the + direction. The two beams then pass through the 
Faraday film (position 3), where both polarizations are ro- 
tated by 45 degrees in the counterclockwise direction. The 
signal then passes through the second birefringent crystal, 
where the previously walked-off polarization experiences 
a second walk-off (see position 4). Since the thickness of 
the second and third rutile crystals is 1 / f i  times that of 

Rutile Bi-YIG Rutile Rutile 

Forward 

Reverse 

Fig. 5. Description of how spatial walk-off is used to provide 
isolation and polarization independent transmission 

the first crystal, the two polarizations can be recombined 
into a single beam by orienting the third crystal at 90 de- 
grees with respect to the second (see position 5). This ar- 
rangement of crystals allows any incoming state of polari- 
zation to be transmitted efficiently through the isolator in 
the forward direction. 

It is easier to follow the path of reflected signals through 
the isolator in the reverse direction by noting that the com- 
ponents between position 5 and position 3 are reciprocal. 
This means that light traveling in the reverse direction 
must follow exactly the same path as it did in the forward 
direction. Therefore, at position 3, the spatial walk-off and 
polarization states must be identical for both the forward 
and backward traveling signals. As the beams propagate in 
the reverse direction through the Faraday film (from posi- 
tion 3 to position 2), they undergo a nonreciprocal 
(clockwise) rotation of 45 degrees. This causes the two 
beams traveling in the reverse direction to have orthogonal 
polarizations with respect to forward traveling beams. The 
first rutile crystal again causes the vertical polarization to 
walk off, but now this results in the spatial separation of 
both returning beams from the position of the input beam. 
Therefore, these backward traveling beams do not couple 
to the single-mode fiber at the input. As a result, the input 
is highly isolated from any signal returning from the output 
fiber. 

These principles were incorporated into a more complex, 
two-stage isolator design which is presently used in HP 
products. After the first of these isolators was designed, 
assembled, and tested at HP Laboratories, the isolator tech- 
nology was transferred to both the Boblingen Instruments 
Division (BID) and the Network Measurements Division 
(NMD). BID further developed the isolator and is presently 
offering it as a pair of fiber-pigtailed, polarization indepen- 
dent isolator products, the HP 81210LI and the HP 81310L1, 
for use at wavelengths of 1310 and 1550 nm, respectively. 
The technology was also transferred to NMD, which de- 
veloped a slightly different version of the isolator and in- 
corporated it into the lightwave section of the HP 8703A 
lightwave component analyzer. 

The final versions of the HP isolator have met or exceeded 
all of the performance goals for which they were designed. 
The important performance characteristics are described 
in more detail in the following sections. 

Isolation 
Isolation is obviously one of the most important specifi- 

I I 

I = -10 log,, (P,/P,) 

Fig. 6. Method used for isolation measurement 
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cations for any isolator. It is a measure of the amount of 
light reflected from points beyond the isolator back through 
the isolator and toward the source. If P, is the power re- 
flected from points downstream of the isolator, and P, is 
the amount of this reflected power returning through to 
the input side of the isolator, then the isolation I can be 
expressed in dB by 

I = -1Olog(P,P,). 

An accurate way of measuring isolation is to inject power 
into what would normally be the output end of the isolator 
(see Fig. 6) and then measure and determine the ratio of 
the injected and transmitted powers using a sensitive dual- 
head power meter, such as the HP 8152A. 

Fig. 7 shows a histogram of a production run of HP 
81210LI and HP 81310LI isolators. The average HP isolator 
provides isolation of greater than 56 dB. This is sufficient 
protection for the vast majority of semiconductor laser 
sources. Two HP isolators can be used in series to provide 
greater protection for the most sensitive single-frequency 
lasers, or a single HP isolator can be used in conjunction 
with lasers that are packaged with their own integrated 
isolators. 

Return Loss 
Return loss refers to the amount of reflection, not from 

sites downstream of the isolator or from its connectors, but 
rather from the isolator itself. Such reflections can arise 
from one or more of the several optical surfaces within the 
body of a typical isolator. 

To measure the return loss, the fiber on the output end 
of the isolator must be well-terminated (such as by index 
matching or knotting) to ensure that all reflections beyond 
the isolator are completely suppressed. The return loss can 
then be measured as shown in (Fig. 8). A 3-dB (50-50 split- 
ting ratio) directional coupler is used to tap off equal frac- 
tions of the light that is being transmitted to and reflected 
from the isolator, and to transmit those fractions to a dual- 
head power meter for measurement and comparison. If the 
light power transmitted to the isolator is P, and the light 
power reflected from it is P,, the return loss is expressed 
in dB as 

Q = 3.43 
Amrage = W.22 

I I 
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Fig. 7. Histogram showing variation in isolation for an early 
production run of HP 812101L and HP 813701L isolators, 
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Fig. 8. Methodusedformeasurement ofisolatorreturn loss. 

RL = - 1010g(P4/P,). 

This result can be read directly from a dual-head power 
meter. 

Even an isolator having excellent isolation specifications 
may be of only limited usefulness if its return loss is too 
low. For example, if an isolator is specified for 60 dB of 
isolation but has a return loss of only 30 dB, it will do an 
excellent job of protecting the laser source from strong 
reflections beyond the isolator. However, the 0.1% of the 
source light that is always reflected back to the source from 
the isolator itself may cause serious perturbations. 

As Fig. 9 indicates, the HP isolator exhibits high return 
loss of more than 60 dB, exclusive of the connector end 
face. This means that with the use of low-reflection connec- 
tors or a fusion splice the user can enjoy the full advantage 
of the HP isolator’s excellent isolation specification. 

4 4  

# 

Insertion Loss 
Insertion loss is a measure of the attenuation suffered by 

an optical signal when it passes through an isolator in the 
forward direction. It is expressed in dB by 

IL = -lOlog(P,/P,), 

where P, is the input power and P, is the output power. 

20.0 
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Fig. 9. Histogram showing return loss for the HP 812101L 
and HP 813101L isolators. 
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The insertion loss is easily determined by power meter 
measurements of the input and transmitted powers (Fig. 
10). If a dual-head power meter and identical coupler taps 
are employed, these powers can be monitored simultane- 
ously and the insertion loss can be read out directly. 

As with most components, it is desirable that the inser- 
tion loss of an isolator be as low as possible. Isolator inser- 
tion loss tends to be particularly important, however, since 
systems that employ isolators typically have limited power 
budgets. The HP isolator has low fiber-to-fiber insertion 
loss of less than 2.5 dB over a wide range of temperatures 
and wavelengths. As Fig. 11 indicates, the average insertion 
loss for the HP 81210LI and HP 81310LI is only 1.75 dB. 
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Polarizatkn Dependence 
Polarization dependence is a critical issue for any fiber- 

pigtailed isolator, since the exact state of polarization at the 
isolator input is almost always uncertain because of un- 
known amounts of environmentally induced birefringence 
in the connecting fiber. Furthermore, the polarization can 
vary in time because of changes in temperature, pressure, 
bending, or other factors. As a result, it is essential that all 
aspects of a fiber-pigtailed isolator’s performance be as in- 
dependent of polarization as possible. In particular, an 
isolator whose insertion loss is dependent on polarization 
would be a severe liability if used in a fiber circuit or link. 

Isolator polarization dependence is measured using a 
polarization control device to vary the input state of polari- 
zation while measuring the power levels that are relevant 
for the parameter of interest (Fig. 12). For example, the 
polarization dependence of the insertion loss is determined 
by measuring PI and P, as the polarization is varied. 

The HP isolator exhibits transmission variations of less 
than It 0.2 dB over a complete range of input polarization 
states. In fact, as Fig. 13 shows, the average polarization 
dependence of the insertion loss for the HP 81210LI and 
HP 81310LI is only 0.06 dB. Such low polarization depen- 
dence qualifies these devices as polarization independent 
isolators according to performance standards established 
by leading telecommunications companies. 

Depolarizing Effects 
Most isolators work well when very narrowband sources 

are used. However, many important applications make use 
of highly polarized multifrequency or broadband sources. 
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Fig. 10. Method used for measurement of isolator insertion 
loss. 
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Fig. 11. Histogram showing insertion loss for the HP 812101L 
and HP 813101L isolators. 

For example, the input to a polarization-sensitive intensity 
modulator should have a high degree of polarization. Un- 
fortunately, many isolators depolarize such sources, neces- 
sitating the lossy repolarization of the light and thus making 
them undesirable for many applications. 

The HP isolator preserves the degree of polarization of 
any optical source regardless of its spectrum. This means 
that the performance of the HP isolator is maintained not 
only when using external cavity or distributed feedback 
lasers, but also when an application requires a Fabry-Perot 
laser or a superluminescent diode as the source. 

Wavelength and Temperature Dependence 
The performance of an isolator can be degraded by 

changes in either wavelength or temperature. One of the 
main causes for this is that the 45-degree Faraday rotation 
is a function of both of these parameters. Errors in this 
rotation angle result in degradation of isolation and inser- 
tion loss. By using a two-stage design, the effect of rotation 
angle error is significantly reduced. Wavelength variation 
can also affect coupling efficiencies because of the focal 
length change of the lenses. Temperature changes can effect 
coupling efficiencies because of thermal expansion or con- 
traction of the isolator package. Care must be taken to 
minimize the effects of both of these parameters. 

The wavelength dependence of an isolator is determined 

I Lase 

Fig. 12. Method used for determining polarization depen- 
dence of isolator insertion loss. 
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Fig. 13. Histogram showing insertion loss variabon caused 
by changes in the input polarization state 

by measuring its performance using a tunable laser as the 
source. In practice, this is important because the wave- 
length of the source may not coincide with the design wave- 
length of the isolator. The HP isolator provides high perform- 
ance over a wide wavelength range of f 3 0  nm around 
either of two center wavelengths: 1310 nm or 1550 nm. 

Environmental Considerations 
The HP isolator also offers outstanding performance over 

a wide range of operating temperatures: 0 to 55°C. It is also 
designed to withstand storage temperatures ranging from 
- 40°C to + 75°C. Fig. 14 shows typical isolation as a func- 
tion of wavelength at three different operating tempera- 
tures. 

Environmental humidity, vibration, and shock tests have 
confirmed the ruggedness of the isolator design. One set 
of representative measurements was taken on a small sam- 
ple of isolators used in the HP 8703A lightwave component 
analyzer. Placed in a humidity chamber at 95% relative 
humidity and 65°C for 10 days, the isolators showed no 
measurable change in isolation or insertion loss when re- 
turned to ambient conditions. In the vibration test, isolators 
were subjected to a broadband random vibration of 6.2g 
rms between 50 and 2000 Hz with a peak spectral density 
of 0.02 g2/Hz for 15 minutes on each axis. Insertion loss 
changes were less than 0.4 dB and the isolation remained 
between 62 and 67 dB for all input polarization states. In 
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Fig. 14. Measurement of isolation at different wavelengths 
and temperatures. 

the shock test, isolators were subjected to a half-sine-wave 
shock of 1OOOg for 0.5 ms three times on each of their six 
sides. Insertion loss changes were not measurable and iso- 
lation values varied between 61 and 66 dB for all input 
polarization states. 

Summary 
The specifications and cost of commerically available 

isolators were not adequate for the stringent requirements 
of HP products. This led to the development of the high-per- 
formance isolators described in this paper using a proprie- 
tary design developed at HP Laboratories. In summary, the 
major specifications achieved for the HP 81210LI (1310 
nm) and HP 81310LI (1550 nm) fiber-pigtailed, polarization 
independent optical isolators are summarized as follows: 

Peak isolation typically greater than 60 dB with isolation 
greater than 40 dB over a combined temperature and 
wavelength range of 0 to 55°C and k 2 0  nm 
Insertion loss less than 3 dB with a polarization sensitiv- 
ity not greater than f 0.2 dB 
Return loss less than 60 dB. 

"6 
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A Broadband, General-Purpose 
Instrumentation Lightwave Converter 
Converting lightwave signals with wavelengths of 1200 to 
1600 nanometers to electrical signals, this device serves 
as an optical front end for spectrum analyzers, network 
analyzers, bit error rate testers, and oscilloscopes. 

by Christopher M. Miller and Roberto A. Collins 

PPLICATIONS OF HIGH-SPEED fiber optic trans- 
mission systems continue to grow. Digital light- A wave telecommunication systems that can operate 

at rates of many gigabits per second are being developed. 
Currently, researchers are exploring fiber optic cable tele- 
vision (CATV) transmission to provide the gigahertz 
bandwidth required for all the channels and services, in- 
cluding high-definition television (HDTV), contemplated 
for future systems. Meanwhile, subcarrier modulated opti- 
cal links are being investigated as alternatives to microwave 
links. 

Special lightwave test instrumentation is required to test 
these high-speed systems. Often the systems and their com- 
ponents, such as laser diode transmitters, need to be charac- 
terized in both frequency and time domains. The HP 
1198214 amplified lightwave converter combines a high- 
speed pin photodetector with a low-noise preamplifier to 
provide a general-purpose instrumentation front end for 
lightwave frequency-domain and time-domain measure- 
ments on optical signals over the 1200-nm-to-1600-nm 
wavelength range. It can be used with spectrum analyzers, 
oscilloscopes, bit error rate testers, and network analyzers. 
Combining the dc-coupled HP 11982A with an HP 54120 
Series oscilloscope, shown in Fig. 1, allows measurements 
of optical waveform characteristics such as pulse width, 
rise and fall times, extinction ratio, and eye diagrams. When 
this lightwave converter is operated with a spectrum 
analyzer, optical modulation characteristics such as signal 
strength and distortion, modulation bandwidth, and inten- 

sity noise can be measured. The HP 83810A portable light- 
wave signal analyzer, shown in Fig. 2, is formed when the 
HP 11982A is combined with the HP 8593A microwave 
spectrum analyzer and a downloadable lightwave person- 
ality stored on a credit-card-size ROM. The downloadable 
program includes frequency response corrections that 
allow calibrated measurements over the frequency range 
of 9 kHz to 22 GHz. 

Converter Design 
The primary design goals of the HP 11982A lightwave 

converter were that it be dc-coupled and that it have suffi- 
cient conversion gain, broad bandwidth, and good flatness. 
Only by simultaneously achieving all of these design objec- 
tives could the converter be considered truly general-pur- 
pose. Dc-coupled response is required to display the abso- 
lute levels of a time-domain waveform and to be able to 
determine the extinction ratio. In addition, the average op- 
tical power can be determined from the dc level. 

Ensuring sufficient conversion gain, bandwidth, and flat- 
ness for the converter involved making trade-offs. The high- 
est-bandwidth photoreceiver would just be a broadband 
pin photodiode, which would convert the photons of light 
to an electrical current without any amplification. How- 
ever, a photodiode-only converter often does not have suf- 
ficent conversion gain to see low-level signals, particularly 
when used with spectrum analyzers that have relatively 
large noise figures. Too much gain, however, would degrade 
flatness and introduce additional gain slope, reducing the 

Fig. 1. As an optical front end for 
an HP 54720 Series d!git/zing 
oscilloscope, the HP 7 7982Alight- 
wave converter allows measure- 
ments of optical waveform charac- 
teristics such as pulse width, rise 
and fall tmes, extinction ratio, and 
eye diagrams 
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I Fig. 2. The HP 83810A lightwave 
signal analyzer consists of the HP 
11982A lightwave converter and 
the HP 8593A microwave spec- 
trum analyzer. 

benefits of the amplification at frequencies up to 22 GHz. 
The basic design of the HP 11982A was leveraged from the 

HP 70810A lightwave receiver in the HP 71400A lightwave 
analyzer.' That design consisted of a pin photodiode 

followed by four microwave monolithic distributed 
amplifiers cascaded to provide a nomincil 
cation. However, the HP 70810A was no 
its uncorrected frequency response was 
timedomain measurements. To provide the dc capability 
in the HP 11982A, a low-frequency dc-coupled amplifier 
is placed in parallel with a two-stage microwave amplifier 
in a split-band receiver configuration, as shown in Fig. 3. 
In the split-band approach, the low-frequency amplifier 
amplifies the detected signals from the photodiode below 
the crossover frequency, while the microwave amplifier 
amplifies signals above the crossover frequency. The out- 
puts of the two amplifiers are resistively summed. The 
crossover frequency at approximately 2 MHz is formed by 
the parallel combination of output resistors and coupling 
capacitor according to the foIlowing formula: 

Crossover Frequency f, = Vh(C2(ro + (R511RLoad))) 
where ro is the output impedance of the microwave 
amplifier and Kbad is the input impedance of the electrical 
measurement instrument. 

The ideal operation of the two amplifiers in the neighbor- 
hood of the crossover is shown in Fig. 4. Well below the 
crossover, the high-frequency path has 90 degrees of phase 
lead and essentially zero amplitude, while the low-fre- 
quency path has zero degrees of phase and unity amplitude. 
At the crossover frequency, bo& paths have vectors that 
are complex conjugates and sum to produce a vector of 
unity with zero degrees of phase. Well above the cro 

the low-frequency path has 90 degrees of phase 
lag and essentially zero amplitude, while the high-fre- 
quency path has zero degrees of phase and unity amplitude. 
The low-frequency path also includes a zero about an oc- 
tave above the pole at the crossover frequency, This zero 
is cancelled by adjusting the pole produced by C,. 
A well-behaved crossover frequency response charac- 

teristic is important for good time-domain performance for 
signals that have spectral content in the neighborhood of 
the crossover frequency. Fig. 5 shows a measurement of 
the crossover frequency reponse characteristic of the HP 
11982A, indicating that there is less than 1 dB amplitude 
variation through the crossover band. 

To provide a reasonable compromise between sensitivity 
and frequency response, the microwave amplifier is de- 
signed to provide about 18 dB of gain. As shown in Fig. 6, 
this requires two stages of amplification with only a single 
interstage network. The interstage coupling is provided by 

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the HP 
7 1982A lightwave converter. 
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Flg. 4. Ideal operation of the low-frequency and high- 
frequency amplifiers near the crossover frequency for the 
split-band configuration shown in f ig.  3. 

a 1000-pF TaO, thin-film integrated capacitor in parallel 
with a 0.047-pF ceramic capacitor. The integrated capacitor 
has good microwave performance and the large ceramic 
capacitor extends the low-frequency cut-off to 34 Wz, al- 
most two decades below the crossover frequency. To reduce 
parasitics to ground, the interstage network is constructed 

Detector 
Bias 
+s.n 

npF 8 

Flg. 6. Crossover frequency response of the HP 1 1982A light- 
wave converter has about 1 dB variation through the cross- 
over band. 

with a short suspended-substrate transmission line seg- 
ment. The capacitor that determines the crossover fre- 
quency is also a 1000-pF integrated capacitor. 

I 5.N 

I U 

L 
I-- 

t? 0.047 pF 

I 

r 
- - 7  2.2kn 

I ~ L 1 1 0 1 2  

.r- 700 
L IIIM nF 

I 3" 
51 k n  

Fig. 6. Split-band photoreceiver schematic diagram. The converter nominally has 18 d8 of 
gain and 300 voltslwatt responsivity. 
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11982fl Lightwave Cal fbration Chart 
S/N: 3822A00122 Cal  date:^ SSP 1998 
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Fig. 7. Each HP 11982A comes with an individually gener- 
ated calibration chart. 

The amplification in the low-frequency path is provided 
by a Comlinear CLC401 operational amplifier. This inte- 
grated circuit uses current feedback to provide high-speed 
operational amplifier performance. Because of the resistive 
divider network formed at the output by the 50-Ohm input 
impedance of the receiver, the gain in this amplifier circuit 
has to be five times greater than the high-frequency path. 

Microscope Eyepiece 

h 

Microcircuit Amplifier 
Microcircuit Package 

Printed Circuit Board 

Fig. 8. Optical-mechanical de- 
sign and method of alignment of 
the lightwave converter. 

A FET follower is placed at the input to eliminate input 
offset voltage contributions from the input bias current of 
the CLC401. In addition, an LT1012, an amplifier with very 
low dc offset voltage, monitors the output and input volt- 
ages. This amplifier determines the output offset voltage, 
which is less than 1 mV. The thermistor shown is used to 
vary the gain of the low-frequency path to track temperature 
induced gain variations in the microwave amplifiers. 

For maximum converter sensitivity, the photodetector is 
not back-terminated in 50 ohms. To mimimize the effects 
of mismatch loss at the higher frequencies, the detector is 
placed as close as possible to the microwave amplifier. The 
combination of the photodetector and the split-band am- 
plifier provides conversion gain of typically 309 voltdwatt. 
The overall frequency response roll-off of the HP 11982A 
is about 3 dB electrical at 11 GHz and 6 dB electrical, or 
3 dB optical, at 15 GHz. The roll-off characteristic is 
gradual, as shown in the HP 1198219 calibration chart (Fig 
7). Each HP 11982A comes with its individually generated 
calibration chart, making it extremely useful for a number 
of frequency-domain lightwave measurements. The cali- 
bration is referenced to a Hewlett-Backard heterodyne laser 
system which produces a constant-amplitude optical mod- 
ulation frquency? In addition, the gradual roll-off of the 
lightwave converter is beneficial in displaying time-do- 

rms without excess overshoot and ringing. As- 
suming that the roll-off is Gaussian, the full-width-at-half- 
maximum (FWHM) impulse response of the HP 11982A 
can be calculated using the following relationship:' 

FWHM = 0.44/(0ptical 3-dB Bandwidth). 

This would predict an FWHM of approximately 30 
picoseconds for a 15-GHz optical bandwidth. 

Optical-Mechanical Design 
The optical-mechanical design of the lightwave convert- 

er shown in Fig. 8 consists of two parts: the optoblock and 
the optical microcircuit. The function of the optoblock is 
to collimate the light at the input connector and refocus it 
onto the photodetector. The input to the optoblock uses 



Flg. 9. Modulation response of a 1300-nm DFB semiconduc- 
tor laser measured with the HP 83810A lightwave signal 
analyzer. 

the Hewlett- Packard fiber optic connector adapter ~ y s t e m . ~  
This adapter design allows mating to any of five different 
connector systems: HMS-lO/HP, FCPC, ST, biconic, and 
DIN. It also allows easy access to the ferrule for cleaning. 
The connector is designed to provide a physical, low-re- 
turn-loss contact to the input fiber. Internally, it contains 
a short piece of fiber that is cleaved at a small angle to 
prevent reflections at the glass-to-air surface from propagat- 
ing back out of the connector. Exiting the rear of the input 
connector, the light passes into air. The diverging beam is 
first collimated into an expanded parallel beam. Next, it 
is reflected off a mirror positioned at a 45-degree angle, 
which directs the light to the output lens. The light is then 
focused onto the detector. As shown in Fig. 8, the mirror 
is partially transmissive, which allows the light to be 
aligned to the detector by viewing the reflected light from 
the illuminated detector with a microscope eyepiece. 

The optical microcircuit containing the pin photodiode 
and the amplifier is mated to the optoblock. The pin detec- 
tor and microwave amplifier are placed in one half of the 
package. This half is sealed with a rubber O-ring gasket at 
the microcircuit-optoblock interface. A spiral-wound gas- 
ket is also placed at this interface to reduce the likelihood 

Fig. 10. Laser intensity noise spectrum 

of any radiated electromagnetic interference (EMI) pickup. 
The low-frequency amplifier is constructed on a printed 
circuit board in the other half of the microcircuit package 
and is connected to the microwave amplifier with non- 
capacitive dc feeds. 

Frequency-Domain Measurements 
The HP 11982A can be used with an electrical spectrum 

analyzer to make a number of useful measurements on laser 
transmitters, such as modulation bandwidth, harmonic dis- 
tortion, intensity noise spectrum, and linewidth, among 
many  other^.^ These measurements can be made most con- 
veniently when the HP 11982A is configured as the HP 
83810A lightwave signal analyzer or with an HP 8593A 
microwave spectrum analyzer when the lightwave correc- 
tions are downloaded into the analyzer. 

The modulation response and harmonic distortion of a 
laser can be measured easily using the HP 83810A. Using 
a microwave generator to provide an electrical modulation 
stimulus for the laser under test, the optically modulated 
fundamental and harmonic components can be observed, 
as shown in Fig. 9. With the lightwave personality the 
modulated power levels can be measured electrically refer- 
enced to the input of the spectrum analyzer, or optically 
referenced to the optical input of the lightwave converter. 

HP 83810A 

f HP 11982A 

I Lightwave 
Corrections 

Fig. 11. Linewidth measurements of single-frequency lasers can be done with the HP 1 1980A 
fiber optic interferometer and the HP 8310A lightwave signal analyzer. 
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transmission systems. A measurement of a laser intensity 
noise spectrum is shown in Fig. 10, revealing the charac- 
teristic noise peak at the relaxation oscillation frequency,' 
which occurs at approximately 5 GHz for this laser. An 
important quantity used as a figure of merit for lasers is 
the relative intensity noise (RIN). It is the ratio of the mean 
square intensity fluctuation spectral demity of the optical 
signal, Pn, to the square of the average optical power, PoVg 
This ratio is equivalent to the ratio of the electrical noise 
power referenced to a 1-Hz bandwidth measured on the 
spectrum analyzer to the average electrical power. Because 
the HP 11982A is dc-coupled, this latter quantity can be 
determined by measuring its output voltage into a 50a load 
with a voltmeter, then equating it to (Vd,)2/50. Using this 
technique, the dc voltage was measured to be 200 mV and 
the electrical noise to be -145.2 dBm at the noise peak. 
Thus, the RIN for this laser can be determined to be - 144.2 
dBMz at 1 GHz. 

Many future systems, especially those requiring coherent 
optical transmission techniques, will require lasers that 
operate in a single longitudinal mode and exhibit narrow 
linewidths. The linewidths of these single-frequency las- 
ers, whose waveIength range is from 1250 nm to 1600 nm, 
can be measured with the lightwave signal analyzer when 
a fiber optic interferometer, such as the HP 11980A: is 
connected In front of it as shown in Fig. 11. The inter- 
ferometer functions as a frequency discriminator, convert- 

This 1300-nm distributed feedback (DFB) semiconductor 
laser was producing second-harmonic distortion of appmx- 
imately -37 dB electrical at an optical modulation level 
of - 10 a m .  By varing the electrical modul&tion frequency 
to the laser, both its modulation bandwidth and its har- 
monic distortion as a function of frequency can be deter- 
mined. 

Low harmonic distortion is required for the transmission 
of video on fiber optic systems. However, this is only one 
of many important measurements that need to be made on 
CATV systems. In addition, the HP 83810A lightwave sig- 
nal analyzer has the ability to make composite-triple-beat 
and carrier-to-noise measurements on fiber optic systems 
when the CATV personality is downloaded along with the 
lightwave personality. 

Often very low-noise performance from the laser is neces- 
sary to meet the required signal-to-noise ratio for these 

ing optical phase or frequency deviations into intensity 
variations, which can be measured by the HP 83810A. A 
measuremerit of the linewidth of a single-frequency distrib- 
uted feedback [DFB) laser is shown in Fig. 12. A linewidth 
of 40 MHz is indicated by the marker placed 3 dB down 
from the peak. This same basic technique can be used to 
measure frequency chirp (dynamic linewidth broadening 
under modulation) of lasers6 

TimbDomain MearuremW 
A number of very useful time-domain measurements can 

be made with the HP 11982A lightwave converter when it 
is combined with a high-speed oscilloscope such as an HP 
54120 Series digitizing oscilloscope. The lightwave con- 
verter's broad bandwidth with gradual roll-off minimizes 
the ainount of instrumentation-introduced aberrations, 
such as overshoot and ringing, in the displayed waveform. 

This amplified converter is especially useful in observing 
eye diagrams produced by pseudorandom binary sequence 
(PRBS) intensity modulation. Since these waveforms are 
produced by the time superposition of the pseudorandom 

f6.0000 flS 16.5000 nr 17.0000 ns 

Fig. 13. (top) Eye diagram for a 
modulated lightwave carrier de- 

l tected by the HP 11982A light- 
wave converter. (bottom) Eye dia- 

Ch. 3 - 20 00 m V o L t t / d i v  O t ? s e t  OttDet 348 gram detected by a photodiode 
Ch. 4 - 4.600 HVOltS/diV 
timobnsc - 100 ps/ctiv U e l e y  - 16.0000 ns without amplification. 
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t 
Timebase = 100 p s / d i v  
Memory 4 - 10 00 m V o l t s / a i v  
Timebase * 106 p s / d i v  
Hem 4 P a r a m e t e r s  

bit stream triggered at the bit rate, persistence mode must 
be used. Thus, low-level signals cannot be averaged and 
pulled out of the noise. Fig. 13 shows an eye diagram com- 
parison of a laser, intensity modulated with a 1.7 Gbit/s 
PRBS, whose output has been detected with the HP 11982A 
and a photodiode without amplification. 

The broad bandwidth of the HP 11982A is helpful in the 
measurement of high-speed laser pulse characteristics. 
Typically, the pulse width of a laser is given by its FWHM. 
Shown in Fig. 14 is the measured FWHM of a mode-locked 
semiconductor laser producing pulses at a 1-GHz repetition 
rate. The measured FWHM was 39 picoseconds. From this, 
it is necessary to subtract the contributions of the lightwave 
converter and the HP 54120 Series digitizing oscilloscope 
using the following relationship: 

= (39 pS)’- (30 PS)’- (16 PS)’. 

Therefore, 

FWHMlaSer = 19 PS. 

This calculation assumes a Gaussian pulse shape and 
agrees with the result determined from an autocorrelation 
measurement of the laser pulse width. 

Fig. 14. Laser pulse width rnea- 
surement using the lightwave con- 
verter and a digitizing oscillo- 
scope 
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A Lightwave Multimeter for Basic Fiber 
Optic Measurements 
This new instrument can replace separate optical power 
meters, dedicated loss test sets, and stable light sources 
for measurements of absolute power, relative power, 
and loss 

by Bernd Maisenbacher and Wolfgang Reichert 

NTRODUCED IN 1986, THE HP 8152A lightwave power 
meter made measurement contributions with the accu- I racy and repeatability of its measurements and the flex- 

ibility of its interfaces to various fiber connectors, fiber 
types, and open beams. The objectives for the new HP 
8153A lightwave multimeter (Fig. 1) were to design a suc- 
cessor to the HP 8152A with more flexibility and better 
performance for a lower price. 

Incorporating a mainframe with two plug-in slots and a 
number of different plug-ins for various applications (see 
Figs. 1 and 21, the modular architecture of the HP 8153A 
lightwave multimeter extends its usability to a wide range 
of basic fiber optic measurement tasks. It can replace a 
number of stand-alone instruments such as optical power 
meters, dedicated loss test sets, and stable lightwave 
sources. The HP 8153A is intended to cover the following 
measurement tasks: 
w Absolute power measurements (one or two channels) of 

light from active optical components such as LEDs and 
lasers, either in fiber-guided or open-beam form, for the 
entire wavelength range from 600 to 1650 nm. 
Relative power measurements (one or two channels], 
that is, power ratio measurements, applied to active or 
passive optical components such as fibers, connectors, and 
waveguides, over the full near-infrared wavelength range. 
Loss measurements, that is, insertion or return loss mea- 

surements requiring a source and a sensor, on passive 
optical components. 

Absolute Power Measurements 
The critical specification in absolute optical power mea- 

surements is the uncertainty of the displayed power. The 
more accurate the measurements of optical power, the 
higher is the confidence in component verification during 
incoming inspection, production, installation, and mainte- 
nance. In these areas, a more accurate power meter will 
increase yield and reduce cost. 

Today, few engineers are concerned with the uncertainty 
of voltage measurements, because today’s precision volt- 
meters are much more accurate than required for the major- 
ity of applications. However, in the optical domain there 
are still opportunities to contribute. The new HP 8153A 
lightwave multimeter improves the uncertainty of power 
measurements to * 2.2%, traceable to national standards 
laboratories such as NIST or PTB. A major engineering 
effort was required to achieve this improvement in mea- 
surement accuracy. More details about the uncertainty 
chain are described in the article on page 70. 

To cover the required measurements for the entire fiber 
optic wavelength range, three detector materials are used. 
Silicon detectors are responsive from 450 to 1020 nm, ger- 
manium from 900 to 1650 nm, and indium gallium arsenide 

Fig. 1. The HP 8753A lightwave 
multimeter with different modules 
for different applications. 
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(InGaAs) from 800 to 1700 nm. For measurements at short 
wavelengths, silicon detectors are the best choice in terms 
of quantum efficiency, noise equivalent power (NEP), and 
cost. For the longer wavelength windows at 1300 and 
1550 nm, two materials-InGaAs and germanium-com- 
pete. Germanium has a higher NEP and a strong variation 
in responsivity around 1550 nm, but is lower in cost, espe- 
cially at larger detector diameters. InGaAs, on the other 
hand, exhibits a nearly flat responsivity over wavelength, 
especially at 1550 nm. Its NEP much lower than germani- 
um's, but its cost is considerably higher. 

For short-wavelength fiber applications, HP offers the 
HP 81530A power sensor with a 1-mm silicon detector. 
For long-wavelength fiber applications, three models-the 
HP 81531A, HP 81532A, and HP 81536A-re available, 
based on 500-pm InGaAs detectors. The main difference 
between the three InGaAs plug-ins is the noise performance 
of the detectodamplifier circuitry and therefore the mea- 
surement range. 

For collimated-beam applications, the HP 81 520A detec- 
tor (5-mm silicon] and the HP 81521B detector (5-mm ger- 
manium), which were introduced with the HP 8152A 
power meter, have become well-established with many 
standards laboratories. The HP 8153A with the HP 81533A 
interface plug-in allows the use of these detectors. They 
combine the superior optical performance of the detectors 
with the improved electrical performance of the HP 8153A 
mainframe. 

A major design goal for the detectors was to achieve 
maximum detector sensitivity. Therefore, the lowest possi- 
ble noise and drift are required. Whereas most other man- 
ufacturers of sensitive lightwave power sensors are using 
optical choppers to achieve very high sensitivity and 

b 

Bare Fiber Adapter Fig. 2. The HP 8153A lightwave 
multimeter system consists of a 
mainframe, optical heads, and 
plug-in modules. 

minimize drift, we opted to avoid optical chopping, thereby 
avoiding the inherent disadvantages of chopper sensors, 
which include drastically reduced bandwidth, slow sam- 
pling rate, and possible strong interference with lightwave 
sources because of changing reflections created by the 
chopper device. Instead, we chose to mount the detector 
chip and transimpedance amplifier stage on a thermoelec- 
tric cooler inside a hermetically sealed package. Since the 
temperature of this assembly is kept extremely constant, 
we are able to cancel out the biggest source of error, the 
temperature dependence of the quantum efficiency of the 
detector. By cooling the detector, we are able to reduce the 
noise equivalent power to a minimum. Furthermore, the 
temperature stabilization of the transimpedance amplifier 
reduces the amplifier drift by many orders of magnitude 
and leads to drift performance similar to chopper sensors. 

The new power sensors improve the power linearity by 
a factor of three over the HP 8152A, yielding 20.35% 
maximum nonlinearity. The total uncertainty specification 
for fiber-guided applications is f 5% (24% for parallel 
beam]. Unlike some optical power meter specifications, 
which apply at only one power level (usually 10 p W  or 
-20 dBm), the HP 8153A total uncertainty specification 
applies over most of the input power range and includes 
every realistic operating condition. To achieve this level 
of accuracy, it is necessary to calibrate the wavelength 
characteristics of each individual module. In addition, the 
nonlinearities of the electronic circuitry had to be elimi- 
nated. Details of these improvements are described in other 
articles in this issue. 

Relative Power Measurements 
In relative power or power ratio measurements, one mea- 
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surement result is used as a reference and subsequent re- 
sults are compared against it. For example, in determining 
the insertion loss of fiber connectors, the light out of one 
connector is taken as the reference, then the connectors 
are mated and the measurement is taken at the far end of 
the second fiber. The relative measurement mode is used 
to characterize active or passive components over time or 
temperature or in terms of repeatability-for example, of 
an optical connector. 

Instead of measuring relative to a previous measurement 
result, it is often necessary to take a simultaneous measure- 
ment relative to the power level at a different part of the 
setup. The HP 8153A allows the user to plug in a second 
power meter module and then measure the power of one 
channel relative to the other channel. For example, to mea- 
sure the loss of a component independent of fluctuations 
of the applied power, a power splitter can be used to 
monitor the input power to the DUT with the first power 
meter and the output power with the second. If the input 
and output measurements are taken at the same time, the 
ratio of output to input is independent of the applied power 
level. 

To detect very small changes in loss, very high power 
meter resolution is required. For example, to measure the 
repeatability of optical connectors or the output stability 
of lasers, users want to resolve changes on the order of 
0.001 dB. Before the HP 8153A was introduced, many cus- 
tomers connected the analog output of the HP 8152A to a 
five-digit voltmeter to achieve the necessary higher resolu- 
tion. Now, 0.001-dB resolution is available in the HP 8153A 
in relative as well as in absolute power measuring mode. 

A large dynamic range is essential for attenuation mea- 
surements-for example, to characterize very long fibers 
or components with high loss. In these applications, linear- 
ity becomes very important. Although pin detectors are 
extremely linear over many orders of magnitude, careful 
design of the electronic circuitry i s  necessary to avoid non- 
linearities. The gain of the amplifier chains must be care- 
fully matched to avoid nonlinearities during range switch- 
ing. In the HP 8153A, the total nonlinearity in relative 
power measurements is less than 0.015 dB worst-case and 
less than 0.005 dB in typical applications. These values 
are independent of the applied reference input power. For 
example, with a reference of 0 dBm, the HP 8153A with 
an HP 81532A power sensor can measure 80 dB of attenu- 
ation with a total error less than 0.015 dB. 

Loss Measurements 
To characterize passive components in terms of their 

insertion loss or return loss, a test setup must contain a 
light source as well as a sensor. Suitable sources are mostly 
semiconductor lasers, but some LEDs will do. For such 
tests, the most important source characteristic is output 
power stability. For the HP 8153A, several semiconductor 
laser source plug-in modules are available. They all have 
excellent output power stability characteristics and allow 
the user to configure the HP 8153A as a self-contained 
high-performance loss test set by plugging in one of the 
highly linear power sensors and a laser source module. 

One of the source modules contains a 1310-nm laser and 
a 1550-nm laser together with a wavelength division mul- 

tiplexer in a single plug-in module. This module works 
with the built-in firmware such that the instrument simul- 
taneously measures and displays loss at two wavelengths: 
1310 and 1550 nm. 

Design Features 
During the earlier parts of the investigation phase of the 

HP 8153A project, the R&D team aimed towards an HP 
8152A replacement with higher resolution, faster HP-IB, 
and lower production cost. The potential advantages of a 
modular design became obvious very quickly, but there 
was strong concern whether the team would be able to 
design a modular system and keep the production cost low. 
Nevertheless, the design team opted for a modular system 
and finally came through with a very cost-efficient mechan- 
ical design, which is described later in this article. 

The performance of all lightwave test equipment de- 
pends very much on the performance of the optical ports. 
Instead of standard fiber connectors and sleeves, HP uses 
a proprietary interface adapter scheme, which offers perfor- 
mance and flexibility advantages. This scheme is used 
wherever technically possible on HP lightwave test instru- 
ments and gives the user access to the front face of the 
internal fiber connector without the use of any tools for 
easy cleanability. Unfortunately, the importance of regular 
connector cleaning is not yet fully understood by many 
users of lightwave test instrumentation. HP offers interface 
adapters for most common fiber connectors, which can 
easily be exchanged by the user. 

One of the biggest challenges of the project proved to be 
the design of the human interface. As a result of the goal 
of keeping the HP 8153A fully compatible with the HP 
8152A, there was very limited space on the front panel, 
because the footprint of the new instrument could not be 
larger than that of its predecessor. The front-panel space 
on the HP 8152A was quite small, and this space is further 
reduced on the HP 8153A because of the use of plug-ins 
(separate sensor heads are used on the HP 8152A). The 
front-panel space reserved for these plug-ins cannot be used 
for human interface tasks. A custom-designed vacuum 
fluorescence display provides the necessary information 
density for four six-digit displays and the necessary units 
and instrument status information. The keyboard functions 
of the HP 815314 are not only fully compatible with the HP 
8152A but include a substantial number of new functions 
and enhanced capabilities. 

These new functions are available on a second keyboard 
layer, which is accessible through the MODE key, and are 
marked in blue on the front panel. While the casual user 
of the HP 8153A can access all necessary functions on the 
first keyboard layer, the second layer is aimed more towards 
the expert user. To conduct measurements that include 
some form of data logging, such as the output power drift 
of a laser or the settling behavior of laser power after power- 
on, it was previously necessary to use an external computer 
with the lightwave power meter to handle the data collec- 
tion. The HP 8153A now offers data logging capabilities 
and, in addition, allows the user to print or plot the results 
directly without a computer and without writing a single 
line of software. With a few keystrokes on the second 
keyboard layer, the user has access to a number of advanced 



functions like stability, manual logging, and alignment. 
These functions are described in detail in the article on 
page 77. 

For remote control over the HP-IB (IEEE 488, IEC 6251, 
the HP 8153A uses the EEE 488.2 protocol with the HP 
Test and Measurement System Language (TMSL). TMSL 
is HP’s version of the industry-standard SCPIPtandard 
Commands for Programmable Instrumentation. The use of 
this protocol is contradictory to the goal of design for com- 
patibility, because several HP 8152A commands are 
explicitly incompatible with the new standard. To protect 
the customer’s investment in software, the HP 8153A offers 
a compatibility mode in addition to TMSL, which allows 
the use of software written for the HP 81521%. 

All of the HP 8153A firmware is designed to handle 
today’s modules as well as future plug-ins. Each module 
contains its own firmware in ROM and a variable set of 
data in EEPROM. The EEPROM stores module identifica- 
tion and individual calibration data such as sensor respon- 
sivity as a function of wavelength. After module identifica- 
tion, the mainframe firmware boots the ROM content and 
links it with the other firmware. This modular firmware 
concept and a digital module interface are designed to 
facilitate the integration of new lightwave multimeter mod- 
ules in the future. 

The very high packaging density of the modules and the 
mainframe required the use of two application-specific in- 
tegrated circuits (ASICs) and surface mount technology. 
One ASIC is on the microprocessor board and includes 
most of the digital hardware, keyboard, and display han- 
dling and the interface with the module hardware. The 
second ASIC is primarily designed for use in power sensor 
modules. It contains all digital hardware for the 8-bit device 
bus interface, some I/O ports, and the main parts of the 
high-resolution integrating analog-to-digital converter. The 
A-to-D converter concept permits gate times between 20 ms 
and one hour, thus allowing as many as 50 measurements 
per second for remote operation. The longer gate times 
allow a reduction in the noise floor and increase the mea- 
surement resolution up to 0.0001 dB (in remote operation). 

Each laser source module contains temperature and cur- 
rent control circuitry for either one or two lasers. The out- 
put of each laser diode is monitored to keep the laser power 
within the safe levels of Laser Safety Class 1 for the U.S.A. 
and Canada and the new IEC Class 3A for the rest of the world. 

Mechanical Design 
One of the major design goals for the new lightwave 

multimeter was to come up with a small, highly flexible 
and reliable, yet very low-cost mechanical design. 

To be compatible in size with its predecessor, the HP 
8152A optical power meter, the dimensions of the new 
multimeter were to be identical to the HP 8152A’s: 88.1 
mm high, 212.3 mm wide, and 345.4 mm deep. The first 
thought, using standard HP cabinet parts, quickly proved 
to be unsuccessful because such a frame neither met the 
production cost goals nor could provide the necessary 
space for the electronics. It was clear that the project goals 
could only be met by designing a number of molds for 
custom plastic parts and custom aluminum extrusions for 
the plug-in modules. A way had to be found to avoid high 

overhead costs in procurement and assembly wherever pos- 
sible. An outside vendor now supplies the complete front 
frame and front-panel assembly ready for final integration 
of the mainframe. 

The three major mechanical blocks of the instrument are 
the mainframe housing, the front insert assembly, and the 
plug-in modules. 

Mainframe 
Whereas the HP 8152A optical power meter is a dedi- 

cated instrument with separate sensor heads, the new HP 
8153A lightwave multimeter is a modular design andincor- 
porates two slots for plug-in modules. Although no HP 
standard cabinet parts are used, the instrument is fully 
compatible with HP standards in design and mechanical 
dimensions. Standard rack-mount kits and handle kits can 
be added. 

The parts count was reduced by 35% compared with the 
HP 8152A and the new mainframe consists of only thirteen 
different parts (MP, MP1 through MP11, and A100 in Fig. 
3). Sliding and snapping techniques are used extensively, 
reducing the number of screws and rivets from roughly 60 
to only 26. This helped reduce assembly time and cost 
substantially. 

While the front and rear frames are molded plastic, the 
chassis of the mainframe is made of sheet aluminum. This 
chassis serves as a card cage for the microcomputer board, 
the ac power supply board, and the optional dc power 
supply board. It also holds the motherboard and serves as 
the housing and guide for the plug-in modules. Designing 
this chassis so that the mechanical tolerances would allow 
the free exchange of plug-in modules and meet HP cosmetic 
requirements proved to be a major challenge for the 
mechanical designers. 

One of the design goals was to keep the temperature rise 
anywhere in the instrument well below 15°C to increase 
reliability. Because of the high package density and limited 
rear-panel space, it was difficult to find a suitable, efficient 
location for the dc fan. Cool air now enters the instrument 
on the right side, flows through the plug-in modules and 
the fan, which is mounted in the middle of the frame, and 
cools the power supply and microcomputer boards before 
exiting on the left side. The maximum temperature rise 
inside the instrument is 12°C at the ac power supply board. 

Further cost reductions were achieved by drastically re- 
ducing the wiring in the instrument. The only remaining 
wires are chassis grounding for safety reasons, the wjres 
of the fan, and a flat ribbon cable to connect the front insert 
to the microcomputer. All other interconnections are pro- 
vided by the multifunctional motherboard, which carries 
signal and power lines to the plug-in modules and contains 
the rear-panel HP-IB connector and related lines. Primary 
wiring was totally eliminated and the power inlet is sol- 
dered directly to the power supply board. Since the power 
supply covers all common line voltages in one range, a 
line voltage selector is not necessary. The power odoff 
switch is soldered onto the power supply board and acti- 
vated by a molded plastic rod. 

Front Insert Assembly 
The front insert assembly includes two subassemblies: 
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Fig. 3. HP 8153A mainframe as- 
sembly. 

the front panel and the display board. The display board 
holds a number of surface mount components, the display 
driver IC, and the vacuum fluorescence display. The dis- 
play was custom designed to provide the necessary high 
information density. It has two display sections, one for 
each plug-in slot. This board snaps into the front panel 
and is held by two catches, which are part of the front-panel 
molding. The front-panel molding is made of a parchment- 
white polycarbonateIABS blend, includes a transparent 
window for the display area, has two-color silkscreened 
nomenclature, and needs no additional surface treatment. 
The backside of the front-panel molding is coated with 
aluminum to meet HP EMI/RFI specifications. The rubber 
keypad and the switching foil are ultrasonically welded to 
the front panel. The switching foil is a multilayer design 
with two contact layers separated by a third layer to keep 
the contacts open when no key is activated. This foil con- 
nects directly to a connector on the display board. 

Plug-in Modules 
A main advantage of power sensor heads over plug-in 

modules is the ability to move the sensor easily to the 
device under test (DUT). Based on feedback from users of 
the HP 8152A optical power meter, the design team con- 
cluded that the vast majority of all applications are fiber- 
based measurements. In this case it is very easy to bring 
the fiber ends to the test equipment, separate sensor heads 
are not necessary, and plug-in modules offer substantial 
technical and economical advantages. Therefore, the team 
decided to focus their design efforts on plug-in modules 
for laser sources and power sensors and avoid the expen- 
sive machined parts of sensor heads. For applications 
where customers need a parallel beam interface or want to 
move the sensor to the DUT, HP continues to offer the HP 
81520A and HP 81521B optical sensor heads with the new 
HP 81533A head adapter interface to the HP 8153A main- 
frame (Fig. 2). 

Mechanically, each plug-in module consists of a U- 
shaped aluminum extrusion, an L-shaped sheet aluminum 
cover, a plastic front panel, and a locking mechanism. The 
extruded part functions as the chassis on which the elec- 

tronic circuitry is mounted, as a heat sink for detector as- 
semblies or laser diodes with Peltier coolers, and as a cover. 
A major benefit of extrusions is that it is possible to get 
precise, complex shapes for little money. The sheet 
aluminum cover slides into the extrusion and is fixed with 
a single screw. For cooling purposes, the extruded chassis 
and the cover are partially perforated. The plug-in module 
front panels are made of the same plastic material as the 
mainframe front insert to match in color and appearance. 
The front panels are welded to a sheet aluminum subpanel 
which is screwed to the extrusion. 

One of the design goals was to come up with a low-cost 
locking mechanism that would allow quick exchange of 
plug-in modules without the use of tools. All available 
plug-in schemes were evaluated but they all were too com- 
plex and too costly. Again a multifunctional part was de- 
signed. It is a flexible molded plastic latch that doubles as 
a locking mechanism to keep the module in place in the 
mainframe and as a small handle to pull it out if necessary. 
It keeps the module in place while it is in the mainframe. 
To remove the plug-in module, the handle must be lifted 
up to release a hook at the bottom of the plug-in from a 
recess in the mainframe. The module can then be pulled out. 

To guarantee full interchangeability of all mainframes 
and plug-ins required careful mechanical design and to- 
lerancing. The length of each individual plug-in and the 
position where the hook of the latch meets the recess in 
the mainframe were very critical design parameters. A 
molded plastic bar in each mainframe slot guides the plug- 
in connector precisely into the connector on the mother- 
board. This bar also provides the recess for the latch in the 
mainframe so that the tolerancing in the mainframe is re- 
duced to just one part. 
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Design of a of High-Performance 
Lightwave Power Sensor Modules 
The power sensor modules for the HP 8153A lightwave 
multimeter feature a new optical interface, new detectors, 
an analog-to-digital converter based on a voltage-to- 
frequency converter, and a custom gate array. They offer 
excellent absolute accuracy and fast autoranging. 

by Jochen Rivoir, Horst Schweikardt, and Emmerich Muller 

IGHTWAVE POWER SENSOR MODULES for the 
new HP 8153A lightwave multimeter had to meet a L number of design requirements. Among these were 

a compact, low-cost fiber interface, excellent absolute accu- 
racy traceable to national standards, improved sensitivity 
down to -110 dBm for all important wavelengths, low 
wavelength dependence near 1550 nm, nonlinearity better 
than 0.015 dB, a transducer output with fixed scaling in 
V/pW, resolution of 0.001 dB at 5% of full scale, 50 mea- 
surements per second, and fast autoranging. 

With its inherently high dynamic resistance and its 
wavelength characteristics, InGaAs is the only possible de- 
tector material that meets the sensitivity and wavelength 
dependence requirements. Because this material is ex- 
tremely expensive, a small-area detector (500 pm diameter) 
was chosen. Fortunately, the small size is accompanied by 
a high dynamic resistance, which improves the sensitivity 
even more. 

In most applications, power is measured at the end of a 
fiber, where a small-area detector is sufficient. For parallel 
beam measurements and laser chip measurements, a head 
interface module, the HP 81533A, allows the use of the 
large-area optical heads of the earlier HP 8152A optical 
power meter. 

The major challenge in the design of the small-area op- 
tical interface was the coupling of the fiber power to the 
small-area detector. Another challenge was the develop- 
ment of a new reference standard for the calibration of 
these power meter modules. No fiber-coupled standards 
are provided by the national standards laboratories (see 
article, page 70). 

Small-Area Optical Interface 
A GRIN (graded-index) lens forms an image of the radiat- 

ing spot of a fiber optic connector on the plane rear side 
of the lens, where a 200-pm step-index fiber is attached 
and index matched. At the end of this fiber a radiating spot 
diameter of 200 pm is generated. This diameter is nearly 
independent of the core diameter of the input fiber. The 
beam path ends on the detector chip in the hermetically 
sealed detector module (see Fig. 1). 

Since the GRIN lens accepts a numerical aperture (NA) 
up to NA = 0.46, all power from fibers with NA < 0.3 is 
coupled into the lens. Antireflective coating at the input 
surface of the GRIN lens minimizes back reflections and 
optical interference with the fiber end. 

A graded-index lens has an index of refraction n(r) that 
is function of the radial distance r from the fiber axis: 

A(M n(r) = no(A)(l-- r2) 
2 

Detector 
INGaAs 0.5 mm 

Fig. 1. The optical interface concept used in the small-area 
power sensor modules forthe HP8153A lightwave multimeter. 
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where both the refractive index on the axis no and the quad- 
ratic gradient constant - are wavelength dependent. 

The geometry and the profile n(r] define the beam path 
in the GRIN lens (see Fig. 2). Themanufacturer's ray matrix 
formulas' for the GRIN lens are, in addition to equation 1: 

no - 1 
Q= (3) 

We can use equations 1,2, and 3 and the lens geometry 
(Fig. 2) to find the relation between the input distance L, 
and the spot diameter D of the image at the flat end surface 
of the lens. (The input distance L1 is the distance between 
the end of the fiber and the curved front surface of the 
lens.] This yields L, = 388 pm and D = 112 pm at A = 
1307 nm for a step-index fiber with 100-pm core diameter 
and NA = 0.3 for minimum spot size. Measured and cal- 
culated values are in good agreement, as shown in Fig. 3. 

The pitch is P = Z f i I 2 ~  = 0.47 for this design. The 
length Z of the lens depends on the quadratic gradient 
constant, which is specified as fi = 0.3271mm 22.5% 
at 1300 nm over all fabricated batches. Within one batch 
fi varies only within a range of 1.8%. For every batch, 
the length 2 is fabricated according to the largest 
within the batch. 

Because of this variation of fi , the spot size D will be 
less than 150 pm at L, = 380 pm +20 pm, and therefore 
the total power radiated from a fully excited 1OO-pm step- 
index fiber will be coupled into the 200-pm fiber with this 
GRIN lens. 

The output end of the 200-pm fiber is cut at an angle of 
5.3' so that reflections from the detector surface cannot be 
fully coupled back into the 200-pm fiber core and from 
there back into the input fiber. 

The detector element is an InGaAs pin photodetector 
with a photosensitive area of 0.5-mm diameter. Spaced 0.3 
mm from the fiber end, a maximum spot of 390-pm diam- 
eter is illuminated. 

For a center wavelength of A, = 850 nm, silicon was 
selected as the detector material for the HP 81530A power 
sensor module. The different wavelength needs a different 
GRIN lens with a shorter length Z because the value of 

Fig. 2. Beam path in the GRlN lens. 

- 5 250 Measured 

- 300 
n Maximum Calculated: 
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Flg. 3. Spot diameter D versus input distance L, for a GNN 
lens at 1307 nm. 

fi is higher. A different antireflective coating is also 
needed. Since Si has a higher dynamic resistance R,, than 
InGaAs, a larger detector with a diameter of D = 1 mm 
was chosen to guarantee a more forgiving alignment pro- 
cess. This yields RD > In at + 20°C. To generate the same 
illumination conditions as in the InGaAs case, the distance 
between the detector surface and the 200-pm fiber end was 
increased by a factor of two, equal to the change in diam- 
eters. Thus, the maximum spot diameter on the Si detector 
is 780 pm. 

The detector chip and the transimpedance amplifier are 
mounted on a ceramic carrier which is temperature 
stabilized with a Peltier cooler to + 20'C (see Fig. 4). This 
effectively eliminates the temperature dependence of the 
detector's responsivity and the offset drifts of the amplifier. 

Electrical Signal Path 
Once the optical power has been coupled onto the detec- 

tor, it is the task of the electrical signal path to amplify 
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and measure the signal. The main requirements are linear- 
ity, scaled transducer output, resolution, speed, and fast 
ranging. Fig. 5 shows the electrical signal path. 

The photodetector is an extremely linear device. It con- 
verts the optical input power P into an electrical current 
ID. However, the conversion factor or responsivity rD(h) is 
strongly wavelength dependent. The relation between P 
and ID is: 

(4) 

The transimpedance amplifier converts ID to a voltage, 
which is amplified by a programmable-gain amplifier and 
a multiplying digital-to-analog converter (DAC). The result- 
ing voltage is finally fed both to the analog-to-digital con- 
verter (ADC) and to the transducer output. To maintain a 
fixed conversion factor for the transducer output, for exam- 
ple 2V/200 nW, the multiplying DAC compensates for the 
wavelength dependency of the responsivity and for indi- 
vidual ranging errors, which are the main contributors to 
nonlinearity. 

Based on a voltage-to-frequency converter (VFC) and a 
custom gate array, the ADC combines low cost, extremely 
high resolution, and selectable measurement speed. 

Transimpedance Amplifier 
Ideally the output of the transimpedance amplifier is: 

(5) 

where Rf is a range dependent feedback resistance in the 
transimpedance amplifier. However, both dc drift and 

noise limit the lowest detectable power.’ 
The dc offset is generated by the temperature dependent 

offset current and offset voltage of the amplifier IC. A ded- 
icated mbi t  coarse-offset DAC subtracts these offsets at 
their origin and thus guarantees an offset-free transimped- 
ance amplifier output. Because the amplifier is located in- 
side the temperature stabilized detector assembly, drift can 
be kept well below 100 fw. To determine the appropriate 
coarse-off set DAC value, a zeroing operation is performed 
about one minute after power-on, when the temperature 
in the detector assembly has settled. 

In the HP 81532A InGaAs-based power sensor module, 
the predominant noise source is the temperature noise of 
the detector’s dynamic resistance, which is specified as RD 

>lo0 Mfl at +lO°C. Other noise sources are the voltage 
and current noise of the operational amplifier used in the 
transimpedance amplifier and the temperature noise of &.2 

A typical temperature dependence of RD is a = - O.O65/K 
(see Fig. 6). With an estimated worst case value of a = 
- 0.1K and modeled by 

RD(T) = RD(To)ea(T-Tnl (6) 

this yields a worst-case value of RD > 35 Mfl at the actual 
detector temperature of 20°C. 

For minimum noise and maximum signal, Rf is chosen 
as large as possible such that the specified full scale voltage 
Vximp,FS is not exceeded even for the highest responsivity 
(rD = 1.1 Am).  For the most sensitive -70 dBm range 
(full scale power P,, = 200 pW), the choice was Rf = 400 
Mfl -+lo% because Vximp,FS is 0.1V in this range. A detailed 
noise analysis shows a total rms noise power of P,,, = 

b Range UP 
b RangeDown 

Transducer Fast 
Ranging Buffer 

Transducer 
output 

MainIrame 
Microprocessor 

Fig. 5. Electrical signal path of a power sensor module. 
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0.029 pW at 1300 nm (rD = 0.8 m). With a crest factor 
less than 8, the peak-to-peak noise is less than 0.3 pW, 
well below the specified 0.5 pW (see Table I]. 

Table I 
Noise Analysis 

RMS Noise in pW 

Si Ge Si InGaAs InGaAs 
81520A 81521B 81530~4 81531A 81532A 

RD 0.036 2.200 0.004 0.060 0.019 
Rf 0.038 0.100 0.007 0.006 0.006 
vu4 0.002 6.200 0.002 0.016 0.016 
1, 0.027 0.016 0.018 0.013 0.013 
Total 0.058 6.600 0.018 0.064 0.029 

Note: The VnA and I,, contributions are the voltage and 
current noise of the operational amplifier. The total is the 
root sum square (RSS) combination of the contributions. 

For the Si-based HP 85130A power sensor module, the 
peak responsivity of the chosen diode is 0.75 AfW. This 
led to a feedback resistor & of 500 MR 210%. Noise 
analysis for this design reveals an even better performance 
than the HP 81532A (see Table I). 

For less-sensitive ranges, additional feedback resistors 
of about 5 M a ,  50 kR, and 500R are available. 

Programmable-Gain Amplifier 
Depending on the selected range, the transimpedance 

amplifier delivers a full scale output voltage of 0.1V, 1V, 
or 1oV at the highest responsivity (1.0 A/W). The program- 
mable-gain amplifier is inserted to make best use of the 
ADC's 1OV full scale voltage. Table I1 shows the feedback 
resistor & and the gain of the programmable-gain amplifier 
GGA for all ranges. 

The design principle shown in Fig. 7 uses standard com- 
ponents. Thus, cost could be minimized without sacrificing 
performance in terms of offsets and drifts, which are most 
important for this application. 

Because any operational amplifier offset voltage will be 
amulified bv the maximum sain of the programmable-gain 

?-- 

-30 -20 -10 0 +IO +20 +30 
Temperature ('C) 

Fig. 6. Temperature dependence of the dynamic resistance 
R, of a 500-pm InGaAs detector. 

TaMe II 
Ranging Table for the HP 8153249 

Range 
0 dBm 

- 10 dBm 
- 20 dBm 
- 30 dBm 
- 40 dBm 
- 50 dBm 
- 60 dBm 
- 70 dBm 

pFS 

2 mW 
200 pw 

20 pw 
2 PW 

200 nW 
20 nW 

2 nW 
200 pw 

Rf 
500 
50 k.f2 
50 k a  
5 Mil 
5 M a  
5 M a  

400 M a  
400 hlJz 

Vximp,FS 

1v 
10 v 
1v 

10 v 
1 v  

0.1 v 
0.8 V 

0.08 V 

GPGA 
8 
1 
8 
1 
8 

80 
8 

80 

amplifier (80), an amplifier with good offset voltage prop- 
erties was chosen. Offset and leakage currents flowing 
through the on resistance of the multiplexer generate an 
additional offset at the output of the programmable-gain 
amplifier. Because the on resistance of the multiplexer is 
the most critical parameter, the multiplexer is selected for 
minimum Rus(,,) only. Leakage currents from the output 
side of the multiplexer see a relatively low impedance, and 
thus generate little offset. 

To avoid a mix of annoying offset dependencies, the 
residual programmable-gain amplifier offset is corrected 
just after the amplifier with a 10-bit fine-offset DAC. To 
separate the programmable-gain amplifier offset from any 
previous offset the input multiplexer is inserted (see Fig. 
5). Again, offset correction values for all programmable- 
gain amplifier gains are determined during zeroing. 

In contrast to off -the-shelf programmable-gain ampli- 
fiers, no effort and expense were needed to guarantee exact 
gain factors such as 1.000, 10.00, and 100.0 for this design. 
Because of the wavelength dependent responsivity, the 
gain of the total signal path is an inexact number anyway, 
and has to be adjusted by the multiplying DAC. The only 
requirement on the programmable-gain amplifier is that 
the gain be stable over temperature and time. 

Multiplying DAC 
As indicated earlier, the purpose of the multiplying DAC 

is to correct the total gain of the signal path to the transducer 
output such that the full scale voltage at the transducer 

L 

Equivalent Circuit of 
DO 411 
v 

Fig. 7. Programmable-gain amplifier design. 
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output is exactly 2V for all ranges: 

(7) 

where PFs is the full scale power, kAC is the gain of the 
multiplying DAG, and is the gain of the transducer 
buffer amplifier. Even in the uncalibrated power meter, 
typical resistances and gains in the signal path are taken 
into account by the measurement software to set the mul- 
tiplying DAG. During calibration, additional correction fac- 
tors for the actual gains of all ranges are measured (qam). 
Furthermore, a correction factor for the wavelength depen- 
dency of the responsivity, c,,, is calibrated in steps of 10 
nm over the specified wavelength range. 

Because the responsivity rD drops drastically at the ends 
of the wavelength range, JGMDAcJ has to range from about 
1.0 to at least 10.0. Therefore, a design with a 12-bit mul- 
tiplying DAC in the current-steering mode3 was chosen. 
This design has almost no gain limitations: 

IGm'4cI = - 2048 = 1.001,. . ., 0 < n I 2 0 4 7  (9) 
n 

Because the hardware gain is set according to the require- 
ments of the transducer output, the full scale voltage at the 
ADC deviates from 1O.OOOV to the extent that GxDcR is not 
equal to 0.2000. Since is measured during calibra- 
tion, this can be taken into account. To improve the range 
accuracy over the resolution limitations of the multiplying 
DAG, the quantization error cqu of the multiplying DAC 
gain is corrected by software. 

- Wanted Gain 
Cqu - 

Real Gain 
This is one of the ways in which the low nonlinearity 

of 0.015 dB maximum is obtained. A typical example for 
the range accuracy of a power sensor module is shown in 
Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8. Measured range accuracy of an HP 81532A lightwave 
power sensor module relative to - 40 d6m. 

Once all these correction factors are measured or calcu- 
lated, the ADC voltage V A N  can be used to compute the 
optical power Porn: 

(11) 
v m  0 2  POP, = - cqu PFs(range). 1ov GuxR 

HighdesduHon ADC 
For the power meter readout, a resolution of 0.001 dB is 

required even at only 5% of the fulI scale power. This is 
equivalent to a resolution of at least or 17 bits. Com- 
mercial 17-bit ADCs are extremely expensive, because they 
also feature 17-M linearity, which is much too precise for 
an optical power meter. A nonlinearity of 0.1% (13 bits) 
for the ADC is by far good enough. 

These special requirements of the optical power meter 
can be met by a voltage-to-frequency converter (VFC) and 
some digital hardware that counts the frequency during a 
selectable measurement time. The principle of a conven- 
tional VFC ADC is shown in Fig. 9. 

The VFC produces a frequency directly proportional to 
its input voltage, which is biased slightly in the positive 
direction to guarantee a minimum frequency of 100 ldiz. 

fvFc = fvFc.0 + (fwC,FS-fVFC.O) LE.s- 

= 100 kHz+ (900 kHz) k. 
VADC,FS 

(12) 

1 ov 
Here the subscript 0 indicates that the input is zero and 

the subscript FS indicates full scale. 
A synchronous VFC was chosen over an asynchronous 

VFC because its full scale frequency is determined by a 
quartz oscillator and not by an external one-shot capacitor, 
which always exhibits temperature drifts and dielectric 
absorption. The linearity is limited by the VFC to about 14 
bits, while resolutions of 20 bits can be achieved with long 
enough measurement times. 

The synchronous VFC can change its output only every 
1/(8 MHz/4) = 500 ns, so there is some inherent quantiza- 
tion in the output frequency, which limits the resolution 
for a given integration time. 

The 28-bit time counter, which is preloaded by the pro- 
cessor with nosc, defines a measurement time T, = 

noscTO,, where Tosc is the period of the oscillator. During 
this time, the period counter counts nVFC periods of the 

Meas rdv 

vi. - 

I nosc 

Fig. 9. Conventional voltage-to-frequency converter ADC. 
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VFC output. The measured frequency is: 

fVFC = fOsc 3 = 100 kHz . . , 1 MHz. 
nosc 

An ADC voltage at 5% of full scale generates a total 
frequency of fwc = 100 kHz + (900 kHZ)(5%) = 100 kHz 
+ 45 MIZ. Only 45 kHz contain information about the ADC 
voltage. During the 20-ms integration time this incremental 
frequency contributes Anwc = (20 ms)(45 kHz) = 900 
periods, which are counted with an inherent uncertainty 
of one period, while nOSc is exactly (20 ms)(8 MHz) = 
160,000. This implies a resolution of 1:900, or 0.005 dB, 
which does not meet the requirements. Equation 14.shows 
that for this design the resolution depends on the measure- 
ment result. 
Resolution = __ 1 =  1 VADGFS (14) 

Because the result is mainly determined by the ratio of 
two integers nwc and nOSc (see equation 13), with nVFC 
<< %%, it is highly desirable that the number of periods 
nVFC be exact and nos have the unavoidable uncertainty 
of one count. Of course, this can easily be done by counting 
a large enough number of periods and finding out the time 
it took. Unfortunately, then the measurement time depends 
on the measurement result, which is not acceptable at all. 

These considerations led to the modified VFC ADC con- 
cept shown in Fig. 10. An integration time is proposed by 
the HP 8153A mainframe processor, but the actual integra- 
tion is synchronized with the closest multiple of VFC 
periods, that is, Tm = nVFc/fwc. The actual measurement 
time T, is measured by counting the number of clock cycles 
nosc of the oscillator with an uncertainty of one count. 

As stated above, T, is quantized in steps of 1 ps. This 
implies that now the resolution is limited by fosc/4/2 = 1 
MHz, that is, effectively by the VFC's full scale frequency 
fwC,Fs instead of fVFC. Therefore, the resolution is indepen- 
dent of the measurement result. 

A ~ V F C  Tm (~VFC,FS - ~ v F c , ~ )  VADC 

1 Resolution = 
TmfVFC.FS 

(15) 

T, = 20 ms yields a resolution of 5 ~ 1 0 - ~ ,  or 0.0002 
dB, or 14 bits. A 1-s integration time yields a resolution of 
loT6, or 0.00005 dB, or 20 bits. 

To compensate for offset drift and gain drift, an input 
multiplexer allows calibration at two voltages, V,f and 
GND. This is done during zeroing. 

Besides selectable resolution, an integrating ADC with 
programmable measurement time makes it possible to trade 
off speed for noise reduction. In the frequency domain a 
VFC looks like a filter H(f) with selectable bandwidth? 

sin(afT,) H(f) = 
afIIm 

The effective noise bandwidth is 

B,ff = p ( f ) d f  = __ 1 
0 2Tm 

(17) 

which means that noise reduction is proportional to fi,, 

that is, doubling T, decreases the noise level by 1.5 dB. 
Thus, very low-level optical power can be measured by 
selecting a long enough measurement time. When the mea- 
surement time is chosen to be a multiple of the line period, 
for example 100 ms, theoretically an infinite power supply 
rejection ratio is obtained (see equation 16). 

Another advantage of an integrating ADC is that it doesn't 
need an anti-aliasing filter, because the VFC itself acts as 
a filter with an appropriate cutoff frequency. Because there 
is no filter, there is no need to wait for its settling time 
when the range is changed. 

Gate Array 
The benefits of the VFC ADC can only be realized when 

the necessary huge digital counters are integrated into an 
IC. Therefore, we decided to design a custom gate array. 
We then decided to include all of the digital functions of 
the power meter in this gate array and make it as versatile 
as possible. For example, there are eight general-purpose 
pins that can be used as inputs outputs or interrupts. Used 
as interrupts, they can be programmed to be sensitive to a 
high level, a low level, a rising edge, or a falling edge. 
Twelve output lines are provided to select ranges, switch 
multiplexers, and so on. 

Because of its flexibility, the gate array was able to adapt 
to some late design changes and is also used in the laser 
source modules and the head interface module. 

Fast Autoranging 
It was a design requirement that the power meter be able 

to change ranges very quickly. This is advantageous in 
autoranging mode and for fast remote progamming via the 
HP-IB. As mentioned above, fast ranging i s  possible because 
there is no filter in the signal path to wait for. A comparator 
at the ADC input detects when a range is exceeded even 
for a short time and issues a range-up interrupt, which 

! %: 

1 
A 

RDY 

28-811 
Counter 

Timimg Diagram: 

fVFCJ-l n I n n I 

I I 

Gate DT 
Fig. 10. Modified voltage-to-frequency converter ADC. 



forces an immediate range change. The current measure- 
ment is aborted. 

If the comparator finds that the signal is low enough for 
a more sensitive range, it issues a range-down signal, caus- 
ing an immediate range change. To avoid continuous up- 
down range switching in the case of pulsed power, only a 
single range-down interrupt is allowed until a valid mea- 
surement result has been shown on the display. From the 
averaged ADC result alone, momentary saturation caused 
by a pulsed signal cannot be detected. Therefore, the com- 
parator is followed by a flip-flop, which stores even short 
violations of the range limits so the software can determine 
the proper range. Thus, this scheme combines fast auto- 
ranging for constant power levels with correct measure- 
ments even for pulsed power. 

Because of the window comparator and the absence of 
a filter, a range can be changed in only 40 ms. This time 
is limited by the processor, which has to calculate a large 
number of correction factors for a new range. 

Interface to Multimeter Mainframe 
To guarantee maximum flexibility, the interface to the 

multimeter mainframe is purely digital. No analog informa- 
tion is exchanged. Characteristic data for the individual 
power meter module is stored in an EEPROM inside the 
module. This EEPROM contains information on the mea- 
surement capabilities of the module, calibration data such 
as wavelength correction data, range correction factors, and 
other information. It is programmed in the circuit during 
the calibration process. 

Since the power meter relies on highly sophisticated 
interaction between hardware and software, the module- 
specific measurement software is located in an EPROM in 
the module. Thus, further improvements or changes can 
be handled within the module without affecting the main- 
frame software. 
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Calibration of Fiber Optic Power Meters 
This paper describes the proposed IEC standardand HP’s 
imnlementation. 

by Christian Hentschel 

N ADDITION TO PROVIDING high-performance light- In the following, let us discuss the IEC document with 
wave measurement hardware, HP is also involved in the help of an IEC-type calibration example: the production I contributing to a worldwide solution of the problem of calibration of the HP 81532A InGaAs plug-in for the HP 

calibrating fiber optic power meters. Presently, calibration 8153A lightwave multimeter. This unit, like all HP power 
and accuracy specifications are based on internal company meters, is individually calibrated over its usable wave- 
standards, with the result that different vendors’ specifica- /. length range. In this case, the calibration is performed from 
tions are not comparable. This is especially annoying to 
users, because instruments often don’t meet their specified 
accuracies in practical measurements. 

Calibration of optical power meters is difficult because 
the measurement results often depend on many parameters, 
such as the wavelength and the excitation conditions. Er- 
rors of 10% or more can occur when changing the type of 
fiber or connector.’ Because the test meter’s uncertainty 
usually depends on a number of subsequent calibrations 
(calibration chain), such errors can accumulate to unex- 
pectedly large uncertainties. To accumulate the errors cor- 
rectly, it is necessary to characterize meticulously all of 
the measurement conditions and the equipment used in 
the chain. 

The problem of incompatible procedures in evaluating 
accuracy will soon be solved with the help of an interna- 
tional standard, the IEC document Calibration of Fiber- 
Optic Power Meters.‘ The aim is to make the calibrations 
traceable, comparable, and transparent to the user. To 
achieve this goal, the E C  document provides extensive 
help in categorizing, determining, and accumulating the 
individual uncertainties. A set of forms (Fig. 1) was de- 
veloped to guide the calibrator (Forms B, C, D and E) and 
to provide the end user with detailed information about 
the calibration and its traceability (Forms A1 and A2). 

‘1000 to 1650 nm in steps of 10 nm with O.1-nm interpola- 
tion between calibration points. Within this range, HP 
specifies 2 2.5% uncertainty at reference conditions, with 
a confidence level of 99.7%. How does HP arrive at such 
a low uncertainty? 

Our calibration starts with selection of an appropriate 
light source. For continuous-wavelength calibration, the 
proper choice is a monochromator-type source. Fiber and 
connector coupling is necessary because the test meter is 
of the small-area type. HP uses a combination of a tungsten 
lamp, a monochromator and a 50-pm graded-index fiber. 
A mode filter is added to make the output power level less 
sensitive to fiber bending. The most important item in each 
calibration is an accurate, traceable standard (a second 
power meter). Our standard is a combination of an HP 
81521B optical head (selected for best uniformity), an HP 
81533A interface plug-in, and another HP 815344 multi- 
meter. This instrument features 41h-digit resolution, which 
makes it well-suited for calibration purposes. Its traceabil- 
ity is discussed below. 

As indicated in Fig. 2, the calibration is based on compar- 
ing the measurement results of the two meters and, in the 
HP case, writing correction factors into the nonvolatile 
memory of the plug-in. What is more demanding is calculat- 
ing the uncertainty of the test meter. This process is based 

D3. (Systematic) Uncertaint) 
of Extensfon a, D2. Transfer Unce!%.mm.l 

D1. Transfer Uncertainty 
of Paren! Meter W 

I 1, 
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El. R ~ d o m  Error of 
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Fig. 1. The IEC forms that guide 
the calibrator through the calibra- L tion. 
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Fig. 2. The calibration setup 

on assessing individual errors and on accumulating them 
correctly. As usual in the world of standards laboratories, 
the IEC document distinguishes between the following in- 
dividual uncertainties: 
rn Systematic uncertainties, expressed by a correction fac- 

tor (if a deviation is known) and an uncertainty band. 
An assumed uncertainty band of width 2w can be ex- 
pressed by a standard deviation of u = w k 6 .  

rn Random uncertainties, expressed by a standard devia- 
tion characterizing the reproducibility of the process. 
When the actual calibration is based on averaging more 
than one measurement sample, then the standard devia- 
tion can be divided by the square root of the number of 
samples. 

Let us now start our paperwork. 

Form A1 . Calibration Certificate (Specification) 
This form summarizes all measurements and calcula- 

tions. It must accompany all IEC-compatible optical power 
meters. The form includes the conditions of the calibration 
(the reference conditions), the uncertainty at reference con- 
ditions, and the applicable confidence level. The reference 
conditions are to be supplied in the form of a standardized 
list. In our example, the list includes includes calibration 
date, temperature (23 * 5”C), power level (10 pW), beam 
geometry (fully excited 50-pm graded-index fiber), connec- 
tor (HMS-lO/HP), wavelength (1000 to 1650 nm), and spec- 
tral bandwidth (10 nm max). Before Form AI-the final 
result of the calibration-can be filled out, all of the remain- 
ing forms have to be completed first. 

Form A2. Traceability Information 
This form contains the name of the national standards 

laboratory and, if applicable, the name of the accredited 
calibration laboratory. It also lists all measurement equip- 
ment, all sets of reference conditions, and all relevant un- 
certainties in the chain. For our example, the calibration 
chain is as follows: 
rn Level 0. The lowest-level PTB (Physikalisch-Technische 

Bundesanstalt) standard, a thermopile radiometer, cali- 
brated with a collimated beam. 

rn Level 1. A PTB-calibrated ECPR (electrically calibrated 
pyroelectric radiometer), also calibrated with a colli- 
mated beam, recalibrated by PTB every 9 months. 
Level 2. The working standard (HP 81521B), collimated- 

beam calibration, recalibrated by PTB every two months. 
Level 3. The test meter (HP 81532A), to be calibrated 
with a fiber beam. 

The traceability information must be made available upon 
request. All of the remaining forms are lab-internal. 

Form B. Measurement Data 
This worksheet collects the measurement data for the 

individual calibration and guides the calibrator through 
the calculation of the test meter’s correction factor. To gen- 
erate the data, the radiation source is consecutively mea- 
sured with the working standard and the test meter. This 
cycle may have to be repeated several times, with the inten- 
tion of reducing the random uncertainty (see Form El). 
Each measurement pair is recorded in the form of a correc- 
tion factor, and the final correction factor is calculated by 
averaging. 

Form C. Calibration Uncertainties 
This form contains the complete list of uncertainties of 

the specific calibration process and guides the calibrator 
through the uncertainty accumulation. It starts with the 
parent meter’s uncertainty at reference conditions, which 
we extract from the working standard’s calibration certifi- 
cate. In our case, it is specified as: 

Parent meter’s uncertainty 
at reference conditions: 

Confidence level: 
* 1.9% (confidence range) 
99.7% (means a * 3u confi- 

dence range) 

Equivalent standard 
deviation a(C): 0.63% (from dividing 

1.9% by 3). 

The remaining part of the form deals with evaluating the 
cumulative transfer uncertainty, which accumulates all un- 
certainties from Forms D1 to E l .  

Form Dl . Transfer Uncertainty of Parent Meter 
(Working Standard) 

This form collects the systematic transfer uncertainties 
of the parent meter, as caused by the difference between 
the parent meter’s original reference conditions and the 
actual reference conditions. The IEC document suggests 
evaluating the individual uncertainties with the help of 
the standardized list of reference conditions. In our exam- 
ple, the main contribution to uncertainty comes from cali- 
brating the working standard with an open beam (a nonre- 
flective excitation) rather than a fiber-connector combina- 
tion (a slightly reflective excitation). Altogether, these sys- 
tematic uncertainties result in a standard deviation of a(D1) 
= 0.28%. 

Form D2. Transfer Uncertainty of Infant Meter 
(Test Meter) 

Similar to Form D1, this form contains the systematic 
transfer uncertainties of the test meter, as caused by the 
finite widths of the tolerance bands of the actual reference 
conditions. In our example, the largest uncertainties are 
the nonreproducibility of the beam geometry, causing an 
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estimated (systematic) uncertainty of +.0.2%, and the 
wavelength uncertainty of the monochromator, responsible 
for another uncertainty of 2 0.2%. Summing all uncertain- 
ties and addingthem geometrically yields o(D2) = 0.17%. 

Form D3. (Systematic) Uncertainty of Extension 
The new term “extension” applies when the test meter 

is to be specified at a set of reference conditions that are 
different from the calibration reference conditions. This 
can be done on the basis of relative measurements. Exten- 
sion may be necessary, for example, if the calibration 
wavelength or power level does not coincide with the de- 
sired wavelength or power level. This situation does not 
apply in our example, so the uncertainty of extension is 
zero. 

For our example, Form C finally contains the following 
standard deviations: 

Parent meter’s uncertainty 
at reference conditions: 

Transfer uncertainty of 
parent meter: 

Transfer uncertainty of 
infant meter: 

Systematic uncertainty of 
extension: 

Random uncertainty of 
comparison: 

Test meter’s uncertainty 
at reference conditions: 

= 0.63% as listed in Form C 

= 0.28% from Form D1 

= 0.17% from Form D2 

= 0.00% from Form D3 

= 0.28% from Form E l  

= 0.78% from accumulating 
all above terms. 

We can now conclude our calibration by going back to 
Form AI.  To specify a confidence interval, the standard 
deviation is multiplied by 3, because our confidence level 
is 99.7% (the IEC document suggests a default confidence 
level of 95%). The multiplication results in an uncertainty 
at reference conditions of +. 2.34%, which HP specifies as 
+2.5%. Note that this specification only applies to the 
reference conditions, and that the document also provides 
guidelines in the calculation of the power meter’s total 
uncertainty at operating conditions. 

Form El. Random Uncertainty of Comparison 
The measurements suggested in Form E l  characterize 

the random uncertainties in the transfer process-for exam- 
ple, power level fluctuations and the uncertainty of recon- 
necting the fiber. The procedure goes through two steps. 
First, the reproducibility of the transfer process is charac- 
terized. To do this, a large number of consecutive measure- 
ments are taken with the standard and a test meter, and 
each measurement pair is recorded as a quotient. Then the 
standard deviation of the quotients is calculated as a mea- 
sure of the randomness of the process. 

In the second step, the normalized standard deviation 
(expressed in percent of average) is divided by the square 
root of the number of comparisons, n, carried out in the 
individual calibration; this is based on using the average 
as the final correction factor. In our example we used n = 1. 
The result is: u(E1) = 0.28%. 

Uncertainty Accumulation 
Most calibration authorities, such as NIST, BIPM, and 

PTB, agree with the IEC on accumulating these uncertain- 
ties with the so-called “PTB appr~ach” .~  Such a common 
formalism is extremely important because otherwise the 
calculations can result in completely different uncertainty 
data. The IEC’s algorithm is: 

3. S.R. Wagner, “On the Quantitative Characterization of the Un- 
certainty of Experimental Results in Metrology,” PTB Mitteilungen 
89, 2,1979, pp. 83-89. 
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Cumulative standard deviation 

where: usk = (calculated) standard deviation representing 
a systematic uncertainty, one of i 

srl = (experimental) standard deviation 
characterizing a random uncertainty, one of j 

i = number of systematic uncertainties 
j = number of random uncertainties 
nl = number of measurement samples 

taken, one of j (averaging assumed). 
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Semiconductor Laser Sources with 
Superior Stability for Optical Loss 

Temperature stabilization and output power control provide 
excellent stability in the plug-in laser source modules for 
the HP 8753A lightwave multimeter 

by Frank A. Maier 

OSS MEASUREMENTS, one of the main applica- 
tions of the HP 8153A lightwave multimeter, need L two different kind of modules: accurate power me- 

ters and highly stable CW laser sources. 
Corresponding to the important fiber optic wavelength 

bands, four different plug-in laser source modules have 
been developed: 
HP 81551IVlh4 850-nm multimode 
HP 81552SM 1310-nm single-mode 
HP 81553SM 1550-nm single-mode 
HP 81554SM dual-wavelength (1310 and 1550 nm) 
single-mode. 
This article discusses the design and stabilization of 

these laser sources. 

Sources of Instability 
First let us examine the parameters that limit the stability 

of a laser source and how their influence can be reduced 
or eliminated. Of course, the most important problem is 
ambient temperature deviations. Two parameters of a semi- 
conductor laser are strongly temperature dependent: the 
central wavelength and the operating characteristic curve. 

The central wavelength has a temperature coefficient of 
0.1 to 0.5 nmK, which leads to a wavelength shift of 7 to 
35 nm over the operating temperature range of the plug-in 
laser sources. This is absolutely unacceptable. 

Fig. 1 shows the temperature dependency of the laser 
curve. The laser curve at a certain temperature is given by 

Popt = Pthr + E (I - I*). 

The laser threshold current can be modeled as: 

where To is the characteristic temperature of the laser ma- 
terial. For GaInAsP lasers, this leads to a temperature coef- 
ficient 

of about 1.2 to 2%K. With 

and typical values for the laser differential efficiency E of 
0.1 WIA and I* of 25 mA, we have: 

dPopt/dT = 50 pWK = 0.2 dBK! 

Obviously, lasers are extremely sensitive to temperature 
deviations. Even with an excellent output power control 
circuit it is almost impossible to eliminate this effect. As 
a consequence, temperature stabilization is absolutely 
necessary. 

Another source of instability is the laser chip-to-fiber 
coupling ratio, which is sensitive to temperature variations 
and even more sensitive to humidity deviations. These 
effects only can be avoided by thermal stabilization of the 
fiber-to-chip alignment and by providing a hermetic encap- 
sulated housing. 

Laser Source Design 
Based on these considerations, a hybrid laser module, 

as shown in Fig. 2, was chosen. The module consists of 
the laser chip itself, a Peltier cooler with thermistor, and 
a back-facet diode to allow an output power control loop. 

The resulting block diagram of a single source module is 
shown in Fig. 3. The circuitry consists of five main blocks: 

A device bus interface to communicate with the HP 

Increasing Temperature t * 

Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of the laser operating 
characteristic. 
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Fig. 2 Hybrid laser module. 

8153A mainframe 
A temperature stabilization control loop 
An output power control loop 
A safety circuit to supervise the laser output power and 
prevent it from exceeding its maximum permitted value 

rn A modulation circuit to provide internal low-frequency 
chopping. 

A diode bridge protects the Peltier element from currents 

A ripple voltage of more than 10% across the Peltier 
element decreases its lifetime significantly. The switching 
frequency is about 40 kHz, so th0 current control loop is 
too slow to eliminate the ripple on the Peltier supply volt- 

duced using a simple LC 

I I 

L Modulation 
8dect 

I 

Flg. 3. Block diagram Qf a single-wavelength plug-in laser source module. 
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filter capacitor has a current rating of 0.7A and a series 
resistance of 0.11 ohm. The resulting ripple voltage is 5% 
and the conversion efficiency is approximately 75%. 

Output Power Control 
To obtain excellent short-term performance and good 

stability in the noncontrolled chopping, a high-precision 
current source was implemented. Fig. 6 shows a simplified 
diagram. It is very important to eliminate the - 15V devia- 
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Fig. 5. Positive dc-to-dc buck converter. 
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Fig. 4. Laser temperature control - 
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Sensing circuits. 

tions 6y sensing the laser current directly across the sense 
resistor. To increase the current source output impedance, 
an enhancement MOSFET is used, thereby avoiding the 
base current uncertainties of bipolar transistors. 

To improve the long-term stability and reduce laser diode 
aging effects, an output power control loop is necessary. 
The output power is sensed by a back-facet photodiode 
(see Fig. 2) to close the control loop as shown in Fig. 7. 
Because of the wide variations of laser diode curves and 
back-facet diode responsivities, a gain adjustment amplifier 
was implemented. To provide attenuation of the laser out- 
put power, the nominal value is produced by a DAC pro- 
grammed by the mainframe. The attenuation can be set 

Ba&b&cet 
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Output Power 
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Fig. 7. Laser output power control. 
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Fig. 8. In the dual source module, a wavelength division 
multiplexer switches the two wavelengths to one optical out- 
put. 
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Fig. 6. Precision current source. 
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Hardware Platform 
Fig. 1 is a block diagram of the microprocessor system 

of the HP 8153A mainframe. The system consists of a 68008 
microprocessor, RAM and ROM, an HP-IB interface, a real- 
time clock, a device bus interface, a universal gate array 
for servicing the keyboard, interrupts, and the vacuum 
fluorescent display, and some miscellaneous logic. 

The universal gate array helps reduce the size and cost 
of the microprocessor board. Fig. 2 shows the block diagram 
of this gate array. It contains a keyboard interface for servic- 
ing up to 32 keys, an interface for connecting a custom- 
designed vacuum fluorescent display and the associated 
display memory, free programmable lines that can be used 
as inputs and outputs, and two timers. 

The mainframe communicates with the modules by way 
of digital interfaces. Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of a 
digital module interface. Via the device bus, the mainframe 
can read module-specific data out of the module's EEPROM, 
such as the module identifier, calibration data, and the 
number of the driver for downloading software. The 
EPROM contains the data and module-specific functions 

Module 
:CDRAu 

Module 
EPROM 

Address, 
Data, and 

Microprocessor 
Device Bus 

I Module 
I GateArray 

Fig. 3. Block diagram of the digital interface between a mod- 
ule and the mainframe. 
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Fig. 2. B/ock diagram of the uni- 
versal gate array for servicing the 
keyboard, display, and interrupts. 

that are required to perform measurements and handle the 
local or remote operation of the module. 

Software Platform 
Fig. 4 shows the general structure of the HP 8153A 

software. The kernel of the software is pSOS-68K,* an 
operating system for embedded real-time system develop- 
ment. With pSOS, the problem of acting upon multiple 
asynchronous cyclic or noncyclic events is solved by mul- 
titasking capabilities. 

Development time was saved by using an existing HP 
driver called the SCPI driver to handle all of the low-level 
HP-IB transactions. Using this software saved the time it 
would have taken to develop such things as communication 
protocols or a parser ourselves. 

The software was developed on a local HP 9000 network. 
For debugging and testing, HP 64000 emulators were 
employed. Almost all of the code was written in C, except 
for a few low-level drivers, which were written in assembly 
language. 

Instrument Data Base 
The instrument data base shown in Fig. 4 contains the 

complete instrument setting and saves things like measure- 
ment values, physical parameters, and state variables. A 
well-defined interface (set of management functions) pro- 
tects the data from direct access by other functions. 

An important aspect of the data base is a set of dynamic 
data structures that hold the intrument configuration and 
change with different module configurations. Examples of 
the types of information stored in these structures are: 

Multilevel matrixes of function pointers for the keyboard 
layout 
Lists of possible (editable) input parameters with their 
characteristics, such as valid range, legal units, and 

* pSOS-68K IS a trademark of Software Components Group. Inc 
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I pSOS, Root Process I 

Processes 

Mainframe Module 

allowed edit actions 
a Lists of legal HP-IB commands together with structures 

for future modules 
Lists of possible applications with complete execution 
environments (select application, edit parameter, start, 
show, interface for HP-IB, etc.). 

Low-Level Hardware Drivers 
The low-level hardware drivers make up the lowest soft- 

ware level. This level provides functions for accessing the 
instrument hardware (device bus, real-time clock, gate 
array, etc.). The main tasks are reading the keyboard, dis- 
playing data, and dispatching interrupts. 

General-Purpose Function Library 
In the general-purpose function library are some higher- 

level routines, including functions for converting values 
(e.g., from watts to dBm), functions for editing numbers, 
and functions for checking purposes (date, time, etc.). 

Instrument Processes 
The instrument processes are the heart of the software. 

Each process works on a well-defined, separate instrument 
task and communicates with the other processes via mail- 
boxes or events. 

The timer process is stimulated on every system clock 
tick and handles a set of software timers. It supplies the 
other processes with definable timers (timing rate, single, 
or continuous). 

The keyboard process reacts to every key press. It resolves 
ambiguity, realizes vernier functions, and transforms the 
physical key information into a logical information struc- 
ture for the ERS process. 

ERS stands for external reference specification. The ERS 
process determines the presentation of instrument informa- 
tion to the user and reacts to key presses by executing the 
desired instrument functions. 

The HP-IB process has nearly the same jobs as the ERS 

Fig. 4. Generalsoftware structure 
of the HP 8153A lightwave mul- 
timeter. 

process. It handles remote communication with the instru- 
ment by interpreting commands, reacting to them, and re- 
turning a response. 

Mainframe-Module Software Interface 
Ideally, the mainframe software and the module software 

would be as independent as possible. In the HP 8153A, 
because of the modules' limited ROM space, mainframe 
library functions and some basic mainframe functions have 
to be shared with the module software. Some data struc- 
tures are also shared. 

To get position independence, jumps (JMP) to commonly 
used mainframe functions and pointers to mainframe-resi- 
dent data structures are put into a function table at a fixed 
location in the mainframe ROM. The modules can call the 
functions mentioned in this function table no matter where 
the code resides in the mainframe ROM. With this table, 

Module Mainframe 

Microprocessor 
EEPROM RAM 

PC-start 
ofACode 

PC-start 
ofscock 

Fig. 5. Uploading module software to the mainframe. 
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the mainframe software and the module software can be 
linked independently, while all references to library func- 
tions are satisfied. 

Because the number of pins on the motherboard connec- 
tor is limited, the module EEPROM and EPROM couldn’t 
be memory mapped into the address space of the mainframe 
microprocessor system. Another, more important reason 
for not memory mapping is to prevent address and data 
bus activities from interfering with subsystems outside the 
microprocessor board. Because the ROMs are not memory 
mapped, the contents of both ROMs need to be uploaded 
into dynamically allocated RAM on the mainframe micro- 
processor. As a result, the module software has to be PC- 
relative (PC = program counter), while accesses to main- 
frame functions and data are made by absolute addressing 
via the function table. Fig. 5 illustrates the process of up- 
loading, and Fig. 6 illustrates how the module software 
accesses mainframe functions. 

In the example shown in Fig. 6, the module needs to be 
able to compute the logarithm of a linear variable. Because 
of limited space, this function could not be resident in the 
module’s ROM. The mainframe software includes a 
template-the mainframe function table-which is located 
at a fixed address and contains only JMPs to mainframe 
functions. The counterpart in the module software is a 
template consisting of an XDEF and a JMP dummy statement. 
This module template gets linked at the same address as 
the mainframe template, and calls to the functions in it are 
in absolute mode. Assuming that the mainframe template 
contains a JMP to the function log at address 300H, the 
module template will be linked at this address. When the 
module’s software is uploaded to the mainframe, a call to 
the function log in the module code will cause the main- 
frame function to be executed. 

Module 
Llnk TWIDI- 

MoauIe i Code 

0 
0 

var = log (Iln); 
0 

Mainframe 
Functlon Table 

:ouMe log (double x) 

Jumps to 

Location 

Unlnfrnmn FDRnU 

Fig. 6. The module software accesses mainframe functions 
through a function table stored at a fixed location in the main- 
frame ROM. 

Expandability 
The challenging objective in the design of the multimeter 

was the requirement that the firmware be expandable for 
local and remote control just by means of the module 
EPROM. The solution to this problem for the local software 
will be explained using a hypothetical future module, as 
an example. We will assume that this module has three 
parameters: calibration factor, reference factor, and speed. 

At the time the software was released, there were mod- 
ules that needed the following parameters: 

Tavg (the time constant of the averaging filter) 
rn Calibration factor 

Reference factor 
Wavelength (continuous entry for a power meter or dis- 

rn Modulation 
Attenuation. 
Entry functions for these parameters are part of the main- 

frame firmware. A power meter module needs only four 
of these entry functions as input parameters. Which of the 
entry functions offered by the mainframe are needed by a 
module and the order in which they will appear on the 
screen can easily be determined by the use of array indexes 
to entry function pointer arrays for the various parameters: 

crete for the dual-wavelength source) 

Pointers to 
Entry Functions 
for Parameters 

Associated 
Indexes 

Tavg 0 

I Calibration Factor I 1 I 
I 

~~ 

I 2 
~~ 

IReference Factor 

I Wavelength (Power Meter) I 3 I 
Wavelength (Double Source) 4 
Modulation 5 

I Attenuation 

An array with the values (3, 1, 0, 2) in the parameter 
template of the module means that the module has four 
input parameters: wavelength, calibration factor, T,, and 
reference factor, in that order. If an index greater than 
6 appears in the module’s parameter template, the main- 
frame software knows that the associated entry function 
must reside in the module and accesses this function by 
using a pointer to it that is found in the module’s parameter 
item structure. 

The expandability is implemented using a data type de- 
fined in C. Each module has a variable parameter of type 
item. The data type item is not only used for parameters, but 
the comments below apply to the variable parameter. 

typedef struct 
{ int8 actitem; I* Index of the selected element of the *I 

I‘ parameter array. * I  
int8 nmb-of-items; I* Total number of parameters. * I  
int6 ‘item-list; I‘ Pointer to the array of parameter *I 

I* indexes. *r 
int8 IasLinUndex; /* Index of last mainframe parameter. */ 

I‘ It’s 6 in this example. *I 



ret-code (“‘int_fct)(); 1. Pointer to the array of internal ‘ I  

reLcode (“‘exLfct)(); P Pointer to the array of external ‘I 
P parameter entry functions. *I 

1” parameter entry functions. ‘ I  
1 item; 

During software initialization, the elements of this data 
structure for the module’s variable parameter will be in- 
itialized by the ERS process and the module software. For 
the hypothetical module, there is an array of parameter 
indexes with the values (1, 2, 7}, corresponding to the pa- 
rameters calibration factor, reference factor, and speed. For 
this module, the parameter variable of type item will be in- 
itialized as listed below: 

i I parameter.actitem = 0; P Always start with first +I 
I* element. ‘ I  

*I 
I* to select. *I 

I* Start address of *I 
/* parameter index array. *I 

e I parameter.nmbLof-items = 3; /* There are three items 

e I parameter.itemlist = parameter-index_array; 

i I parameter,lastintindex = 6; 
i I pararneter.intfct = internal-parameter-function-array; 
e I parameter.exLfct = external-parameter-function-array; 

The i means that the structure elements are initialized 
during boot-up by the mainframe software (ERS process). 
The e refers to initialization that is done by the module 
software. 

HP 

Fig. 7. The HP-IS firmware in the HP 8153A combines the 
existing SCPl driver with instrument-specific execution 
routines. 

With the knowledge of these elements, the mainframe 
software can access mainframe-resident parameters as well 
as module-resident parameter entry functions. 

SCPI Driver 
Fig. 7 shows the parts of the HP-IB software that are 

implemented using the SCPI driver software. If an HP-IB 
interrupt is encountered, the driver software reads in the 
data from the HP-Il3 (always keeping track of the correct 
protocol mechanisms). The data is parsed and divided into 
its functional parts (program message header, parameter, 
etc.). All parsed message elements are analyzed to check 
whether the command exists and whether the parameters 
are all correct. If an is error found at any stage, it is reported. 
Otherwise, the corresponding execution function is called. 
The execution functions are run-time modules that had to 
be realized by the software team. The other work described 
so far is done by the SCPI driver software. 

The execution functions take care of all command-spe- 
cific tasks, such as logical parameter checking, com- 
municating with other processes, and so on. In the case of 
a query, the response is returned to the SCPI driver, which 
formats it and outputs the formatted data. Fig 8 shows the 
process of realizing a simple command tree using the SCPI 

I Language , D e s p  , - 
I 

- GeneY I 
I 

scm 
D r l w  I 

+ 
e a r3 

U 

-.....*..- 
I Id.-. 

Assembler I 

Module 

Example for a (very) small language description file: 

HIERARCHY language 
I 
SYSTem 

DATE 
{ 

date-cmd() in: intl6, ln116, in115 
date-qry0 wt: in116 NR1, in116 NR1, in116 NR1; 

I 
I 
Only the functions dat%cmd() and date-qry() need to be realized by the 
software designer. The rest Is done by the driver software. For 
example, date-cmd(J is called when SYST:DATE 1990,1,1 is received. 

Fig. 8. Realizing a simple command tree using the SCPI 
driver and a language table generator. 
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I 
driver and a language table generator. 

Although the SCPI driver already existed, there were 
some problems to solve. The Hp 8153A had to be HP-IB 
compatible with the HP 8152A lightwave power meter. 
However, the syntax of the Hp 8152A commands does not 
follow the IEEE 488.2 standard. Therefore, we had to mod- 
ify the parser and the lexical analyzer of the driver software. 
Another problem was the lack of facilities for extending 
the language command tree at run time. How this was 
solved is described next. 

HP-IB Run-Time Command Extension 
The SCPI driver software supplied no facilities for ex- 

tending the command table at run time. This difficulty was 
overcome by the use of the macro facility. A macro facility 
allows the customer to define a custom language tree by 
simply giving commands or sets of commands new names. 
For example, if the customer often wants to program the 
wavelength with 

SENSEFQWER:WAVELENGTH x, 

where x is the wavelength, but thinks this is too long to 
input repeatedly, a macro can be defined by inputting the 
following sequence once: 

"DMC "W".#25SENSE:POWERWAVELMGTH $1 

Thereafter, only w x need be input to program the 
wavelength. 

This feature is not implemented in the HP 8153A, but it 
is supported by the driver software and is used to solve 
the problem of dynamic command extension at run time. 

For this purpose, every module available for the Hp 
8153A contains a data table that contains a11 of the informa- 

Meter 1 

Power h Meter 2 I -- 
Plotter: 

ter 
m 

Fig. 10. Conventional AI8 stability measurement. 

tion needed for commands that are not implemented in 
the mainframe software. For the first general module types, 
all the commands are implemented in the mainframe soft- 
ware, so the corresponding tables are empty. Parts of this 
software (for sources and sensors) may later be used by 
new modules. 

The basis for command extension is the following infor- 
mation, which fully characterizes a new command: 

The command name 
The number of parameters the command takes 
The types of parameters and their sequence 
The address of an accompanying execution function 
Whether the command has a response (e.g., a query), 
This information is analyzed at boot-up and a command 

synthesizer is called, which builds the necessary macros 
after allocating memory for the new command set. To use 
the macro facility, the parser input is redirected to these 
synthesized macros. This procedure is repeated for every 
new command. When it is complete, the new commands 
are known by the instrument. 

For defining macros, all parameters used in them must 
be known. Therefore, the mainframe software contains 
functions for passing all important input parameter types 
and for calling all important response formatter routines. 

I 
exWtlon mutins 

I Global Parameter Area 
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Fig. 9. An example of building and executing a new HP-I6 command. 
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The execution routine for a new command is implemented 
in the module software. The mainframe software only 
needs to know its address. 

The simplified procedures for building commands and 
executing them are shown in Fig. 9 using a simple example. 
This example is not worth implementing, but it shows the 
various aspects of command extension. The new command 
expects three parameters: a day of the week parameter as 
an ASCII string, a month of the year parameter as a decimal 
value, and a day of the month parameter as a nondecimal 
value. The response is an integer number (16-bit), which 
gives the latest year this condition was met. 

Besides dynamic command extension at run time, the 
complete HP-IB environment is configured at boot-up by 
analyzing various information from the module data: 
w Module dependent status reporting 

Configurable reset vectors 
Module dependent compatibility language mode 
Module-based application handling. 

Applications Software 
During the development of HP's fiber optic family of 

instruments and components, there was always the need 
for automated measurements to determine stability, power- 
versus-current characteristics, loss, loss-versus-time char- 
acteristics, polarization dependency, and more. We knew 
from our customers that these measurements are made very 
frequently by them, too. To eliminate the need for program- 
ming computers or knowing HP-IB commands, application 
programs for the most commonly used applications are 
built into the HP 8153A. Again, the ability to expand for 
future applications is taken into account in the design of 
the application software. 

Fig. 10 shows a conventional setup for an A/B stability 
measurement. This kind of measurement is used to monitor 
the behavior of a device over time. Two power meters are 
needed to measure the reference and device outputs. A 
computer reads the results from the two power meters, 
calculates the ratio, and plots the results. A significant 
amount of programming effort is required. 

Fig. 11 shows the setup for a stability measurement using 
the HP 8153A. To set up this application, the user only 
has to edit its parameters. In this case, the only parameter 
is the duration of the measurement, which can be up to 
almost 100 hours. The user can also set the application to 
start plotting or printing automatically when the measure- 
ments are finished. An application can be started with the . 

ugnr 
Source 

TB-- 

Fig. 11. HP 8753A AI6 stability measurement. 
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Fig. 12. Plot showing the results of an HP 8153A AB stability 
measurement, produced without programming 

EXEC key and stopped by pressing EXEC again. To pause 
an application, the PAUSE key is provided; pressing it again 
causes the application to continue. 

Fig. 12 shows a plot from such a measurement. It was 
drawn with the autoscaling feature activated. The user gets 
this plot without having written a line of code. 

Another useful application is the logging application, 
which in the automatic mode stores up to 500 successive 
measurement values and can be used, for example, to mea- 
sure and plot laser diode power as a function of current. 
The manual logging application can be used as a scratchpad 
memory for up to 500 measurement values. It is useful for 
storing data on temperature dependence, connector repeat- 
ability, polarization dependence, effects of bending radius, 
and so on. Documentation of the data can be done by a 
plotter or a printer. 

Very often in optics one has t9 adjust optical components. 
The align application helps the user find a power maximum 
or check specifications by means of a large bar graph and 
acoustical feedback. Another use of the align application 
is in incoming inspection, where the objective is to find 
out quickly if the output power or the loss of a batch of 
components is within given limits. 
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playing bass guitar in a country band and ajunior 
college jazz band 

41 =Optical Modulator 

M d  J. McOuate 
With HP since 1978, Dave 
McQuate was responsible 
for the development of the 
fiber pigtailing process and 
equipment, modulator 
modeling, and environ- 
mental and reliabildy tests 
fortheoptical isolator used 
in the HP 8703A lightwave 
comwnent analvzer. He is 

currently working on a wtde-bandwidth photo- 
receiver Dave received his BS degree in physlcs 
in 1970 lrom Ohto Univers ty. and MS and PhD de- 
grees in pnysics from the Jntversity of Colorado 
His past assignments at HP Include the design of 
microwave circuits and a microprocessor controi- 
ier for a microwave spectrum analyzer. and the 
characterzatlon and modeling of GaAS MESFETs 
Dave was born in Bioomtngton. Ind<ana, and cur- 
rently resides in Santa Rosa, California with hlsvwfe 
and two children His outside interests tnciude 
cross-country skiing. backpacking, bicycling, 
computer-controlled m w c  synthesis, ana garden- 
ing 

Roger L. Jungerman 
Roger Jungerman's spe- 
cial interests are fiber op- 
tics, integrated optics, and 
acoustics He contributed 
to the development of the 
high-speed optical mod- 
ulator for the HP 8703A 
lightwave component 
analyzer He received a EA 
degree in physics in 1978 

from the University of California at Santa Cruzand 
an MS degree in applied physics from Stanford 

University After receiving his PhD degree in 
applied physics from Stanford University in 1985, 
Rogerjoined HPs Microwave Technology Division 
One of his initial assignments at HP was developing 
surface acoustic wave devices His current respon- 
sibilities includedeveloping laser sources for fiber 
opttcs and supporting production of the optical 
modulator Roger was a member of the technical 
staff at Watkins-Johnson Company in ScottsValley, 
California where he worked on thin-film coating de- 
velopment He is the author of 20 technical journal 
articlesand20conferencepapersonfiber optics, 
optical modulators, microscopy, and microwave 
acoustics Hiswork has resulted in two patents, one 
on an optical modulator and the other on a scan- 
ning optical microscope He is a member of the 
IEEE, theSPIE, and theoptical Societyof America 
Roger was born in Sacramento, California and now 
resideswith his wife in Petaluma, California He en- 
joys bicycling and hiking 

Kok-Wal Chang 
After coming to HP in 1984, 
Kok-Wai Chang worked on 
the development of a mag- 
netostatic-wave device for 
microwave signal process- 
ing. In his most recent as- 
signment he worked on the 
optical isolator and the 
fiber-optic measurement 
system for the HP 8703A 

lightwave component analyzer Before joining HP, 
Kok-Wai was a postdoctoral research associate at 
the University of Texas at Arlington He earned a 
BSc degree in physics from the National Chung 
King University and a certificate of postgraduate 
study in physics from Cambridge University in 
1978. He continued his education at Texas Chris- 
tian University, receiving a PhD in physics in 1982 
KoK-Wai has published several articles on mag- 
netostatic-wave devices, molecular spectroscopy, 
optical isolators. and optical-fiber measurements 
He is an inventor on five patents for magnetostatic- 
wave devices Kok-Wai was born in Hong Kong 
and he now lives in Sunnyvale, California with his 
wife and two sons He is an avid baseball fan, par- 
ticularly of the Oakland A's 

S l e g w  Sehmldt 
With HP since 1974, Sieg- 
marSchmidt hasadegree 
tn physics from the Fried- 
rich Schiller University at 
Jena He's an optics 
specialist and worked in 
that field before coming to 
HP He has contributed to 
the developmentof theHP 
81210LI and HP 81310Ll 

optical isolators, the HP 8158NB optical at- 
tenuators, and the HP 81000ASIBS optical power 
splitters Born in Jena, Thuringen, Siegmar is mar- 
ried, has two sons, and lives in Wildberg in the 
Black Forest region His hobbies include fishing, 
boardsailing, and swimming 
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Wayne Sofin pined HP 
Laboratories in 1985 and 

some of the initial concepts 
for the HP optical isolator. 
Prevtously, he contributed 
to the idea for the gated 
que used in the HP 1198OA 

fiberoptic interferometer Hiswork has resulted in 
six patents on fiber optic components He is a 
member of the IEEE and the Optical Society of 
America, and has authored 17 technical papers on 
fiber optic components and lasers. He teaches a 
fiber optics mume at the California state University 
at San Jose. Bom in N w  Westminster, B r f t i i  Col- 
umbia, Wayne earned a &s degree in physics in 
1978andaBSdegreeinelectncal engineering in 

JlmnaCr L. Y d l  
Born in Klamath Falls, Ore- 
gon, JimmieYarneli worked 
as a product designer for 
the HP 8703A lightwave 
component analyzer. A 
graduate of Santa Rosa 
Junior College, Jimmie 
pined HPs Santa Rosa Di- 
vision (now called Network I Measurements Division) in 

m 

when tne division was still housed in tempo- 

include gourmet cooking, collecting old cook- 
books, pen-and-ink drawings of eggs, collecting 
fossil ivory artifacts, and restoring a 1941 Buick 
sedan 

As an R&D engineer In the 
lightwave technology sec- 
tion of HPs Network Mea- 
surements Diviscon, Harry 
Chou is responsible forthe 
design and development of 
optoelectronic rnstruments 
and for the testing and 
characterization of fiber- 
optic systems He carried 

es in thedevelopmentofthe 
HP 8703A lightwave component analyzer Harry 
joined HP in 1989after receiving his PhD from Mas- 
sachusetts Institute of Technology that same year 

r w w e d  his BSEE (1981) a 
Mawchusetts Institute of 

Corprpation where he worked on the devatiopment 
of semiconductor light sources. Harry IS the author 
or coauthor of five papers in the arm of optically 
pumped solid-state lasers and wavelength stabili- 
zation of semconductor light sources. His outside 
interests include cycling, sailing, and skating. 

grees in applied physics from Stanford University 

search on single-mode fiber optic components, cir- 
cuits, and measurement systems. He is now project 

T 
As a project manager for 
the past six years at HPs 
Signal Analysis Division, 
Chris Miller was responsi- 
ble for development of the 
HP 11 982A lightwave con- 
verter and the HP 83810A 
and HP 71400A lightwave 
signal analyzers. Before 
that, he was the project II 

manager for the HP 71 300A millimeter-wave spec- 
trumanalyzer Earlier, he was with HP Laboratories, 
where hedesigned high-speed bipohr and GaAs 
integrated circuits He came to HP in 1979 from 
Hughes Aircraft Company, where he designed 
electronic systems for laser target designators and 
cryogenic coolers for infrared 
coauthored papers on a high-s 
and laser noise measurements and has written sev- 
eral symposium papers on RF and lightwave sub- 
jects. Born in Merced, California, heearned a BSEE 
degree in 1975from the Universityof Californiaat 

Bema Mabenbacfrer 
Bernd Maisenbacher was 
project manager forthe HP 

meter. He joined HPsWb- 
lingen Instruments Division 

8153A lightwave mUlt!- 

He has contributed to 
designoftheHP8112A 

the Black Forest region He is married and enjoys 
tennis. skiing, stamp collecting, and hiking 

I 

1 
Wolfgang Reichert is a 
mechanical designer at 
HPs Bbblingen Instru- 
ments Divrsion He re- 
ceived his Diplom In- 
ganieur (FH) in mechanical 
engmeering from the En- 

I 

81 53A Born in Sindlefingen, Baden-Wbrttemberg, 
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he is married, has two children. and lives in Aid- 
Iingen, Baden-Wurttemberg He likes volleyball, 
downhill skiing, and woodworking, and iscurrently 
completing the construction of his family's home 

1981. He has coauthored several HP Journal arti- 
cles and is a member of the International Society 
for Hybrid Microelectronics. Born in Villingen- 
Schwenningen, Emmerich is married, has two chil- 
dren, and lives in Aidlingen. His interests include 
woodworking, cycling, and skiing. 

has also been responsible for the signal process- 
ing software of the HP 81 45A optical time-domain 
reflectometer Wilfried is interested in home musi- 
cal recording and in the MIDI, an electronic inter- 
face for musical instruments He is married and has 
five children, including a set of twins Born in 
Westfalia (Haltern, Nord-Rhein-Westfalen), he lives 
in Grafenau, Baden-Wurttemberg 83 = Llghhmvo Power Senon 

Jochen Rivoir m = optical Powor Motor Callbration = 
Chrlstian Hentschel 

I Now a project manager at 
HPs Boblingen Instru- 
ments Division, Jochen 
Rivoir contributed to the de- 
sign of the system architec- 

Michael Patl F 
Michael Pott received his 
Diplom lngenieur degree 
from the University of 
Dortmund and joined HPs 
Boblingen Instruments Di- 
vision in 1989 He contrib- 
uted to the design, de- 
velopment, implementa- 
tion, and testing of the HP- 
IB software for the HP 

Christian Hentschel is light- 
wave standards laboratory 
manager at HP's Boblingen 
Instruments Division. He 
studied communications 
engineering at the Univer- 
sity of Aachen, graduating 
with a Dr. Ing. degree in 
1971.HejoinedHPin1972, 
and has since then served 

InvariousR&Dpc- ~ ~s:asProjeCtleaderfora1- 8153A lightwave ,L,u,Lt,meter, A native of Hamm, 
GHz pulsegenerator, as project manager forafam- 
ilyof CUStOm bipolar integrated Circuits, as project 
manager for HP's first-generation fiber optic in- 
strumentation, and most recently as technology 
consultant, specializing in fiber optic instrumenta- 
tion and international standardsfor calibrating fiber 
optic measurement equipment. He is the author of 
the HP Fiber Optics Handbook. His outside in- 
terests include sports, the mountains, and travel 

Westfalen, he is married, lives in Schbnaich, 
Baden-Wurttemberg, and is interested in music, 
computers, photography, and travel, 

ture, power meter signal 
path, software, processor 
board, and gate arrays for 
the HP 81 53A lightwave 
multimeter. With HP since d 

MI 
1985, he previous 
digital hardwareof the HP8145A optical time-do- 
main reflectometer He is particularly interested in 
system theory and has coauthored a paper on that 
subject Jochen studied electronic engineering 
with an emphasis on system design at the Univer- 
sity of Karlsruhe, receiving his Diplom lngenieur 
degree in 1983 A resident of Magstadt, he is mar- 
ried and has a daughter He is studying Japanese 
language and culture and sings in a choir 

Wibuted tothedesignof the 

Robert Jahn 
Software engineer Robert 
Jahn contributed to the 
firmware design of the HP 
81 53A lightwave multime- 
ter He received hisDiplom 
lngenieur degree from the 
University of Dortmund in 
1989 and joined HPs Bob- 
lingen Instruments Division 
the same year Personal 

Horst Schwelhrdt 
An R&D project engineer at 
HP's Boblingen Instru- 
ments Division, Horst 
Schweikardt has been with 
HPsince 1972 Hecontrib- 
uted to the hardware de- 
sign of the power meter 
modules for the HP 8153A 
lightwave multimeter He 
has also served as a proj- 

FrankMaier studied electri- 
cal engineering at the Uni- 
versity of Stuttgart. 
specializing in high-fre- 
quency telecommunica- 
tions He received his D ip  
lorn lngenieur in 1988 and 
joined HP's Boblingen In- 
struments Division in 1989 I He designed the laser 

sourcesforthe HP8153Alightwavemultimeterand 
did RFI and ESD work on the mainframe He's a 
member of VDE Frank comes from Waiblingen, 
Baden-Wurttemberg and now lives in Schonaich, 
Baden-Wurttemberg His interests include food 
and wine, literature, classical music, theater, 
opera, and backpacking 

computers are both his professional interest and 
one of his hobbies Robert was born in Landsberg/ 
Lech, Bavaria, and now lives in Stuttgart He also 
likes to play billiards 

ect ieaaer Tor me nr a152A optical power meter 
and the HP 81521 B optical head, and has headed 
project teams for the HP 21 48 pulse generator and 
other products He received his Diplom lngenieur 
in electrical engineering from the University of 
Stuttgart in 1972 Anative of Schwabisch Gmund, 
Baden-Wurttemberg, he is married, has two chil- 
dren, and lives in Gultstein, Baden-Wurttemberg 
His hobbies include photography, mountaineering, 
and bowling 

8B=HPVUE 

Mark A. Champlne 
Born in St Louis Park, Min- 
nesota, Mark Champine 
earned his BS degree in 
computer science from the 
University of Minnesota in 
1982 and an MS degree in 
computer science from 
Boston University in 1987 
Mark joined HP Apollo in 
1988 and worked as a soft- 

ware engineer on t JEfor the Domain operating 
system Before joining HPApollo, Markworked on 
laser printer graphics at Digital Equipment Corpo- 
ration, and on hypertext publishing software at 
AgfalCompugraphic Corporation He is a member 
of the New England branch of ACM SIGGRAPH 
and has professional interests in object-oriented 
programming, distributed programming, and 
hypermedia Mark is married and lives in Methuen, 
Massachusetts Hiking, home remodeling, and 
reading occupy his leisure time 

Emmerkh MOller 
With HP since 1981, Em- 
merich Muller has de- 
signed fiber optic connec- 
tors and interfaces and 
contributed to the design of 
the HP 81 51 9A optical re- 
ceiver and the HP 81520A 
and HP 815218 optical 
heads He was project 
manager for the detector 

modules and lens interfacesforthe HP8153Alight- 
wavemultimeter He received his Diplom lngenieur 
(FH) from the Engineering School of Furtwangen in 

Senior engineer Wilfried 
Pless was responsible for 
the definition of the soft- 
ware for the HP 81 53A Iight- 
wave multimeter and led 
the software team He re- 
ceived his Diplom lngerieur 
degree from the Ruhr Uni- 
versity at Bochum in 1982 
and joined HP in 1983 He 
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A Visual User Interface for the HP-UX and 
Domain Operating Systems 
This graphical user interface provides a friendly and 
pleasant front end for the HP-UX and Domain* operating 
systems. It makes these subsystems less intimidating for 
new users and at the same tim 

ea1 to experienced users. 

by Mark A. Champine 

HE UNIX** OPERATING SYSTEM has a powerful 
but hard-to-learn interface, which limits its appeal T among casual or less technical users. Both the HP-UX 

and the Domain operating systems are distinct implemen- 
tations of the UNIX operating system. HP VUE provides 
an easy-to-learn and easy-to-use interface to these operating 
systems. Adherence to OSFlMotifl look and feel throughout 
gives a standard interface style to the various components 
of HP VUE. There is a point-and-click interface for direct 
manipulation of the file system, and a number of pull-down 
menus and dialog boxes that provide a friendly interface 
to many UNIX utilities (see Fig. 1). 

The HP VUE project was initiated in late 1988 at Apollo 
The Domain operating system, or Domain/OS, runs on the Apollo Series 1oooO. 4500, 
3500, 3000, and 25M) computer systems, and the HP Apollo 9oM) Series 400 
"UNIX IS a registered trademark 01 UNIX System Laboratories, Iffi in the U S A and other 
countries 

Computer. After Apollo Computer became a division of 
Hewlett-Packard, software engineers from HP's Interface 
Technology Operation in Corvallis, Oregon and HP Apollo 
began working together to see if their graphical user inter- 
face projects could be shared. While much of the design 
and some of the code was shared, customer needs required 
that the projects continue in parallel. The result was HP 
VUE 1.0 for the Apollo Domain operating system, which 
was released first, and later HP VUE 2.0 for the HP-UX 
operating system. This article describes the features and 
design considerations for HP VUE 1.0. The box on page 97 
provides a brief description of features available in HP VUE 
2.0. 

HP VUE Features 
HP VUE is made up of many X client applications (see 

a 
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Fig. 1. The HP VUE user inter- 
face. This interface uses the OSFI 
Motif interface style. 



Fig. 2). The clients were selected to form a useful working 
set of applications that emulate objects commonly found 
on a desktop. Each client contributes toward making the 
environment productive for a broad spectrum of users. The 
HP VUE components include: 

Datebook. A calendar and appointment manager. Datebook 
lets the user interactively describe periodic events like 
weekly meetings or one-time events like appointments. 
These events are signaled by a user-configurable pop-up 
window appearing on screen at the designated time. 
H ~ C ~ C .  A scientific calculator that uses postfix or infix 
notation. 
Mterm. An improvement on the X Window System termi- 
nal emulator xterrn. Mterrn provides OSFMotif pop-up or 
pull-down menus. 
Mwm. The OSFh4otif window manager.’ 
Vsh. The HP VUE visual shell. It provides the interface 
to the UNIX file system and command execution. 
vuepad. A text file viewer that cooperates with the visual 
shell. 
Xctrl. A control panel that provides access to UNIX man 
pages, HP WE help, and screen lock and logout. 
Xdm. An OSFMotif interface for the Athena Xdrn session 
manager. Athena Xdrn is an X display manager developed 
by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Xdrn pre- 
sents the login screen, performs user authentication, and 
on login creates the HP VUE environment by loading X 
resources and starting clients. 
Xicon. A utility to manage program invocation via the 
desktop icons. 
Xloed. A system load monitor. 
These components have very different origins. The visual 

shell (vsh) and vuepad are based on Open Dialogue, a user 
interface management system that provides the OSFMotif 
look and feel without having to make OSFMotif calls (see 
the box on page 93 for more about Open Dialogue). The 
other components are based on the OSFMotif widget set. 
Many of the OSFMotif widgets had an earlier incarnation 
based on other widget sets such as xaw from project Athena3 
and were converted to OSFMotif by either the HP VUE 
team or others. 

The command and file system interface to the UNM 
operating system is built into HP VUE’S iconic desktop 
application, the visual shell. HP VUE clients are accessible 

I 

Clients 

I- 
‘Written in C++ 

either directly by selecting their icon representation on the 
display, or by invoking them from vsh. The visual shell is 
the principal component of HP WE 1.0. 

The Visual Shell 

Vsh provides a desktop metaphor for the UNIX file system 
and the facilities for controlling UNIX command execution. 
Unlike command line interfaces, such as the C shell (ah)  
or Korn shell (ksh), the visual shell provides an iconic, 
direct manipulation interface for files, and a menu and 
dialog driven interface for command execution. 

The three main goals that guided the design of the visual 
shell were to: 

Provide a path to expertise for new users of a UNIX 
system 
Provide a powerful, highly customizable interface for 
experienced users 
Provide an effective look and feel to the user interface. 
The UNIX system is quite daunting to newcomers. It 

features obscure command names, hard to remember com- 
mand switches, complex regular expressions, pipes, filters, 
environment variables, and process control. A novice using 
HP VUE can very quickly learn how to select files, and use 
the menus to copy, move, and create files and links. Stan- 
dard options for these commands are set by default and 
pop-up dialogs guide file manipulation by confirming cer- 
tain actions and prompting for needed input. Both process 
control information and environment variables are pre- 
sented in dialog boxes, with buttons controlling their dis- 
play and modification. 

As a user grows more confident, warnings can be dis- 
abled, command switches modified to alter the effect of 
commands, and commands added to the menu bar (perhaps 
after looking them up using the HP VUE help facility). This 
gradual presentation of UNIX facilities makes it more likely 
that more advanced UNIX functionality will be explored, 
and that the user will gain enough familiarity with UNIX 
commands and facilities to use a command line interface 
when necessary. 

The second goal of building a highly customizable inter- 
face to the UNM system is to avoid handcuffing people 
already proficient with the UNIX system. Any single-line 
UNIX command can be run from the command execution 
dialog box. Keyboard accelerators provide quick access to 
menus for common operations, and extensibility of the 
main menu lets the UNIX expert tailor the interface to 
access quickly and easily those functions particular to the 
current job. 

Finally, addressing the many aspects of providing an 
effective user interface meant that the product must be 
visually appealing, have an integrated and complete set of 
features, be self-consistent, and provide an appropriate and 
powerful metaphor for the underlying application. 

Meeting these goals required an approach to the design 
from several angles. The approaches to the visual design, 
the vsh features, the design choices, and the vsh implemen- 
tation are summarized in the following sections. 

Fig. 2. Components and architecture of HP VUE. 
Visual Design 

Most of the visual appearance of HP VUE is determined 
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Flg.3. The main window of the 
visual shell. 

by OSFMotif. Still, within OSFMotif conformance there 
is plenty of room for both good and bad layout of dialogs, 
sizing, use of color, and use of controls. In the visual shell, 
much attention was paid to these aspects and to maintain- 
ing consistency and predictability throughout. 
Main Window. The visual shell uses a typical OSFMotif 
layout (see Fig. 3). There is a mehu bar across the top, and 
a scrolled region at the bottom which shows the contents 
of the current directory. Between these areas is a line called 
the path bar that displays the current directory path name 
and two counters. One counter gives the number of objects 
displayed in the scrolled region, and the other shows how 
many of those objects are currently selected. 
Directory Display Area. The scrolled region, which is 
called the directory display area, shows icon and filename 
pairs for each of the objects in the directory. Icon display 
can be turned off to save screen space, and file attribute 
information can be enabled to find out more about an object. 
Objects in the directory display area are laid out in rows 
and columns, with different object types grouped together 

NWS €3 
vsh Directory 

sysJ.3 

vsh Link Icon 

.Xdefaults 

Vsh Ted File Icon 

xdock 

Icon 
vsh Executable File 

Fig. 4. Visual shell icons. 

console 
vsh Charnctef Device 

tcon 

w flOa 

vsh Block Device 
Icon 

HP apollo 

bo 

vsh Network Node Icon 

vsh Bad File Icon 

(e.g., directories, text files, and links). Since the user gen- 
erally knows the type of object searched for, grouping ob- 
jects of the same type together aids a visual search. 
Icons. The technique for producing the 3D icons for the 
directory display area was developed by the same design 
team that produced the OSFMotif 3D appearance? With 
their help, the icon set for the vsh was developed to give a 
pleasing and integrated look like other OSFMotif im- 
plementations. Visual shell icons have the same simulated 
light source with the top-left edges highlighted and bottom- 
right edges shadowed, creating a beveled slab. A raised 
relief look for the image on top of the slab is created by 
dithering. The current object types and their associated vsh 
icons are shown in Fig. 4. 

A suprisingly difficult problem was picking icons that 
represent abstract object types, such as a symbalic link or 
an executable file. Summing up a complex set of properties 
in a single, easily recognizable image cannot always be 
achieved, especially for a diverse user population. 
Object count. At all times, vsh displays the number of ob- 
jects in the directory display area and the number of objects 
currently selected. This is important because often only a 
subset of the objects fit into the scrolled region. Addition- 
ally, it is possible to have selected files scrolled out of the 
viewport, and the object counts offer the easiest way to see 
the selection status when this happens. 
Dialog Boxes. Besides the visual aspects of the main win- 
dow, there is a class of transient, pop-up windows, used 
to get user input, issue warnings, change configurations, 
and so on. These dialog boxes must have a readily under- 
standable layout so that the user can quickly perform an 
action and return to the main window. Most of the visual 
shell’s dialog boxes were redesigned several times, each 
time improving the layout and refining the set of controls. 
The layout of common interface components is consistent 
among all vsh dialog boxes. 

Vsh Features 
The following is an overview of the visual shell’s main 

features and facilities, which were derived from a process 
of both original design and evolution during development. 
Although the need for the majority of the features was 
foreseen, it was only through actual use that the feature 
set could be refined to the degree necessary. 
Drag and Drop. HP VUE allows the direct manipulation 
of file objects by using the visual shell’s drag and drop 
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feature. Objects in a directory can be dragged from the 
visual shell to any application designed to accept vsh drops. 
This includes another visual shell and vuepad (the file view- 
er). Any X-based application can be modified to accept 
drops by incorporating code provided in the product 
documentation. Depressing the Shift key while dragging 
can modify the meaning of the drag. For example, when a 
file is dragged from one vsh to another, the Shift key changes 
the nature of the drag from a move operation to a copy. 
Menus. One powerful feature of vsh is the capability for 
users to add menus to the menu bar. Users typically develop 
their own unique sets of commands. These operations can 
be made quickly accessible by putting them in the top-level 
menu. For example, if a user is making the transition from 
DOS to the UNIX system, a menu called DOS menu can 
be defined to contain a number of DOS commands like 
copy and type, which actually invoke their UNIX equivalents 
(cp and cat) when selected. Another common use is for 
printing files. The print menu could contain a list of print- 
ers and print options. 
Command Execution. User commands can be executed 
quickly from the user-defined pull-down menus, or entered 
directly into a dialog box. Executed commands are saved 
in a common command history list. 
Startup Configuration. Many aspects of the visual shell 
can be customized using the X Window System resource 
manager. The user can choose the format of file objects' 
display (sort order, with orwithout icon, etc.), which editor 
to use on text files, and options to edit menu commands, 
colors, fonts, and scrollbars. 
Process Control. Information about processes running on 
the system can be viewed in a variety of ways and in dif- 
ferent formats. Processes can be selected and sent a UNIX 
signal (e.g., halt, suspend, resume), which is selectable from 
a menu, to modify the state of the process. 
Keypad Accelerators. Scrolling and selection in the direc- 
tory display area can be done from the keypad as an alter- 
native to using the mouse. 

Vsh Design Choices 
The design choices for vsh were the result of an iterative 

process of testing and refinement. The following is a de- 
scription of the result of this process. The examples chosen 
represent the more interesting elements of the design, and 
what was learned in the process. 
Drag and Drop. The goal for the drag and drop operation 
is to give the user the illusion of moving objects around 
on the desktop. The visual aspect of the drag operation is 
implemented by changing the X Window System cursor 
during the drag. As opposed to doing XOR screen blits* of 
icon bit maps, we found that this approach provided the 
advantages of performance, flexibility, and clarity. 

Performance. During heavy system loads and rapid 
mouse movement, the screen blit technique produces a 
flashing effect, indicating an insufficient update speed. 
Flexibility. We wanted to indicate, while dragging an 
icon, the state of a modifier key (e.g., to distinguish a 
copy operation from a move). Combining this modifier 
symbol with an arbitrary bit map might produce an awk- 
ward looking drag indicator. 

*An operation performed on a rectangular area of pixels. 

Clarity. On multiple files, the approach taken by some 
systems is to show the outline of all files at full size 
during the drag. This produces an oddly shaped cluster, 
with the location of the cursor focus not immediately 
obvious. Some systems compensate for this by highlight- 
ing the destination object when it gains focus (i.e., when 
the cursor is moved into the object's area). With end 
users writing drop-compatible clients this could not al- 
ways be expected. 
To allow for end users who wish to write programs that 

cooperate with vsh (any application that acts on UNIX files 
can benefit), the X Window System's property mechanism 
is employed to achieve interclient comm~nication.~ Users 
can add a small code fragment (provided in source form 
with the release) to their applications that facilitates in- 
teraction between the client program and the vsh. The client 
can request a list of the objects dropped in one of its win- 
dows, along with any keyboard modifiers, the vsh version, 
and the window identifier of the vsh. This last item is pro- 
vided so that a completion signal can be sent back to vsh, 
informing it to refresh the display area window. (The client 
may have changed or deleted one or more of the dropped 
files). 
User-Defined Menus. Three modes of presenting program 
output were deemed necessary to cover the spectrum of 
needs for user-defined menus: foreground, background, 
and terminal emulation. The foreground mode provides a 
quick, simple pop-up for text output. The background mode 
is used for any program that is noninteractive (like 
daemons) or provides its own interface (like most X Win- 
dow System clients). Finally, mterm provides terminal emu- 
lation for curses-based applications like more and vi. 

Attributes of user-defined menus are specified with the 
keywords given in Table I. 

Table I 
Keywords for User-Defined Menus 

Keyword Specifies 

Menu 
Alias 
Output 

Command 

The menu title to go in the main menu bar. 
A label in the pull-down menu. 
The output mode of the command (fore-' 
ground, background, or mterm). 
UNIX command to be executed when the 
alias is selected. 

Menus can be created with a text editor or interactively 
through a pop-up dialog box in the vsh (see Fig. 5). In either 
case, the menus can be read from or written to a file at any 
time. The following is an example of a user-defined menu 
in the .vshrc file. 

menu 'DOS' 
{ 

alias 'dit 
{ 

output : foreground 
command : 'Is' 

} 
alias 'copy' 
I 
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I 

output : foreground 
command : ‘cp’ 

1 
r 

When executing user-defined commands, the user gains 
flexibility when allowed to specify arguments to the com- 
mand, such as the files to operate on and command line 
switches. This ability to specify arguments is provided by 
a command syntax that allows arguments to be substituted 
into the command, as the following example shows. 

menu ‘Print’ 

I 
alias ‘Print File’ 

{ 
output : 

1 command : 

1 
alias ‘Show gif file’ 

{ 
output : 
command : 

1 

{ 
alias ‘compare‘ 

output : 
command : 

foreground 
‘Ipr -p laserjet $“ 

background 
‘xgif $“Print Options“ $1 ’ 

xterm 
’diff $1 $2 I more’ 

This example shows that different commands require 
different prompts, arguments, and output modes. For the 
Print File command, the output is foreground because the 
user will want to see any error and status messages that 
may be printed out. The parameter $’ is replaced with the 
names of all currently selected files in the directory display 

Fig. 5. Dialog box for interactively 
creating user-defined menus. 

area. For the Show gif file command, the output is background 
because xgif creates its own window. The parameter $*Print 
Options” causes vsh to pop up a dialog box with the prompt 
“Print Options” and a text input field (see Fig. 6). This input 
is then substituted into the command line. This way the 
command can be used differently each time it is executed. 
The $1 parameter is replaced by the first item selected in 
the vsh directory display area. Finally, for the compare com- 
mand the output is an xterrn because the output is piped 
through more which requires V T l O O  emulation. The $1 is 
replaced by the first selected item, $2 with the second. 

If more than one $prompt” field exists in a command then 
a separate dialog box pops up for each one. A possible 
extension of command execution would be to provide full 
dialog facilities for users to create their own custom dialogs 
to be used in building command strings, so that any number 
of fields could be satisfield with one pop-up, along with 
other user interface mechanisms such as radio buttons, 
scrolled lists, and so on. The drawbacks of adding this 
extension outweighed the advantage gained for this prod- 
uct. Adding the dialog facility would have taken a great 
deal of development time and increased the complexity of 
the menu syntax. 
Command Execution History. Each user command exe- 
cuted is saved in a command history list, which enables 
the commands to be reexecuted at any time by double 
clicking the mouse on the command string. When com- 
mands are executed from the command history, they can 
be executed in one of two modes: raw or cooked. Raw mode 
refers to the command before it is interpreted. The result 
is that new file selections and user prompts are substituted 
into the command line each time it is run. This is the same 
as reexecuting the command from a pull-down menu. 
Cooked mode allows the command to be reexecuted exactly 
as it was previously using the original filenames and 
prompted values. Both modes are provided bemuse neither 
one by itself satisfies the way users reuse commands. When 
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/I ' Fig. 6. Commandprompt caused 
by executing a user-defined com- 
mand. 

a print command has some complex set of switches, raw  
mode can be used to substitute a new f i le selection. When 
a long path to some f i le has been specified f rom a prompt, 
cooked mode can be used to avoid having to  remember or 
retype the path. Fig. 7 shows command history dialog 
boxes. 
File System Navigation. Navigating through the f i le system 
i s  one of the most common uses of the visual shell. To 

make navigation as easy as possible and to account for the 
variety of user preferences, changing directories can be 
accomplished in several different ways. . Double Click. A double cl ick o n  a directory icon in the 

directory display area opens that directory, that is, makes 
that directory current and displays i t s  contents. . Path Bar. A double cl ick in the path bar wil l  navigate 
up the directory tree to that segment of the path where 

Open Dialogue 

Open Dialogue is an object-oriented user interface manage- 
ment system developed at HP Apollo in 1988. Using Open 
Dialogue to create an interface to an application allows a pro- 
grammer to: 

Separate an interface definition from its underlying application 
code (the interface definition is written in a separate file using 
Open Dialogue's interface definition language) . Specify both the presentation and the dialog as part of the 
interface definition. 
An application's interface defines its appearance to the end 

user. For example, menus and scrollbars are part of an applica- 
tion's interface. The dialog of an interface is the mapping of user 
actions onto the underlying application. For example, help and 
error messages, transformation of user input, and calling appli- 
cation subroutines represent the dialog of an interface. 

Because Open Dialogue allows the separation of the interface 
definition from its underlying application code, the application 
program is only responsible for: . Calling the Open Dialogue event wait routines that start an . Processing the user input that is not handled by the interface . Terminating the interface. 

Open Dialog uses data structures called objects to contain 
the information related to an interface. The data fields in an object 
are called its variables. By manipulating the values of these vari- 
ables, the programmer can give an application's interface an 

interface and waiting for user input 

initial appearance and behavior and also change the appearance 
and behavior of an interface once it is running. 

Open Dialogue includes a predefined set of classes for creat- 
ing objects. One set of classes, called utility classes, are the 
foundation classes on top of which any interface style can be 
placed. The other two sets of classes can be used to create two 
distinct interface styles: OSF/Motif-style interfaces and open- 
style* interfaces. 

As a user interface management system, Open Dialogue allows 
developers to: . Use an interface previewer tool to prototype an interface sepa- 

rately from the application, providing an iterative approach to 
interface design . Develop modular interfaces that are consistent in design from 
application to application . Focus more time and attention on the interface than is possible 
when it is intertwined with the application code . Develop a multiuser interface for an application, allowing the 
developer to choose the best style of interaction for a particular 
group of users . Define interobject relationships that enable the interface to 
perform many types of actions without intervention from the 
application. 

'Other available Iwk-and-feel user interfaces that do not conform to OSF/Motif stan- 
dards. 
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the click occurs. Highlighting on the first click provides 
feedback to show what the resulting directory will be. 

9 Dialog. In the Change Directoty dialog box, the directory 
path can be entered directly into a text field, or selected 
from a history of previous directories. Three buttons 
allow the user to go up one level, to the home directory 
or to the node's root directory. The up and home functions 
also have keyboard accelerator equivalents. 

Directory Layout. In the directory display area, files are 
displayed in a format that is different from the format ob- 
tained via a command line interface. Far example, the out- 
put of the IS command with no options formats filenames 
into equal-width columns, alphabetically down from the 
top to the bottom of the leftmost column, continuing at the 
top of the next column (see Fig. 84. This format works 
well when all the filenames can be displayed at the same 
time. However, when only a section of rows can be dis- 
played and the user scrolls from top to bottom, that format 
causes a problem because two names that are next to each 
other alphabetically can be split, with one name at the 
bottom of a column, and the next name at the top of the 
next column. For vsh the sort order was changed to go from 
left to right, top to bottom, to eliminate wasted scrolling 
(Fig. ab). Vsh allows directories to be sorted alphabetically, 
by file creation time, size, filename extension, time last 
modified, and file type. The default is file type, with direc- 
tories first. This speeds file system navigation, with direc- 
tories accessible to be clicked on. 

One layout feature that is not included is the ability for 
the user to place icons interactively. Althougb a desirable 
feature, user placement presents many problems on a net- 
worked file system. The placement ideally would be spe- 
cific to each user, so there would be multiple instances of 

bfR 

tt 

ud 

Fig. 7. Command history dialog 
box. 

the layout information. All this layout information clutters 
the file system and wastes space. Also, the files are likely 
to be manipulated by non-vsh users, leaving many files 
with no layout information. While there are solutions to 
most of these obstacles, this functionality was not consid- 
ered key to the usability of the product. 
Process Control. UNIX process information is somewhat 
cryptic to new users. There are many options to the ps com- 
mand, and its output has many headings (e.g., PID,CP,PRI,NI, 
ADDR,SIZE,RSS,WCHAN). What the user usually wants to do 
with process information is find out what processes are 
running and which processes are parents of others. With 
this information the user typically determines which pro- 
cesses to send control signals like kill or suspend. The vsh 
process control dialog box (Fig. 9) makes available all the 
process information obtainable through the ps command. 
Unlike the output of ps, the process table presented by vsh 
is an indented list of processes with the children of a pro- 
cess displayed indented under their parent. To send control 
signals, the user need only select the process of interest 
with the mouse, then select the appropriate signal from a 
menu. 
Edit Menu. Commands in the edit menu do not edit text 
files, they edit the file system. The edit commands move, 
delete, and copy apply to files in the current directory, and 
each command in the edit menu implements a UNIX com- 
mand. 

There are two approaches for implemenag UNIX com- 
mands. One is to use the popen(3s)* facility to execute the 
command. This has the advantage of being portable to any 
UNIX system, and of course the code for the command is 
already written and stable, which would save development 
*popan creates a pipe between the calling program and the command to tm executed 

'1 
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up-history fo 

Fig. 8. (a) Regular IS command output. (b) Vsh format for 
directory listing. 

time, The other approach is to rewrite the commands. The 
advantages here are performance (there is a delay for popen 
to start a process) and flexibility, especially for error han- 
dling. 

We decided on the approach of rewriting the commands 
because it made it much easier to provide feedback during 
command execution-for example, getting confirmation on 
deleting a file many subdirectories below the current one 
during a recursive delete. The code to handle any prompts, 
errors, or other exceptions could be embedded right in the 
code. Using popen would have limited error handling to 
simply passing along the errors produced by the UNIX 
command, which would not be very user friendly. 
Delete Leaves Holes. Initially, when files were deleted from 
the current directory, many users in our test groups com- 
mented on the temporary confusion caused by reformatting 
the directory display area after a delete. One of the strengths 
of iconic interfaces is the consistency of object position, 
which allows quick location by the user. When that consis- 
tency is disrupted, time is wasted while the user reorients 
to the new layout. Therefore, when objects are deleted, 
either by menu, keyboard accelerator, or drag and drop, 
the spaces where the objects existed are left open until the 
user initiates a refresh, or executes a command that causes 
a refresh (see Fig. 10). 

When objects are added, we decided not to delay refresh- 
ing the display area window. The problem is that if the 
display area is not reformatted, the sort order is violated, 
and this outweighs the advantage of undisturbed display 
layout. 
Fixed Set of Icons. Some of the reasons for using a fixed 
set of icons are clarity, consistency, and performance. If 
the user is allowed to provide icons for directory display, 

le t d l t  view Clprlons system I’rlnt Session Manusi(tlSD4.3) Tools _Help 

I 

o-dreg I 

Fig. 9. Process control dialog box. 
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there is the possibility of a loss of clarity because of the 
multiplicity of icon types and their possible lack of com- 
mon style. Only by using built-in icons can a consistent 
3D look be ensured, and only by limiting the total number 
of icons can the confusion of large numbers of icons be 
avoided. 

Inconsistency can creep in when trying to associate cer- 
tain filenames with the type of icon to display. Since the 
name of the file and its type may not have any correspon- 
dence, false information can easily be displayed. Filename 
extensions such as .c for C source and .o for object files are 
informal conventions at best. 

Finally, the speed of displaying a directory can be slowed 
by the pattern matching required on every file name. 

There is clearly a desire by many users to configure their 
own icon set. This issue presented trade-offs that were 
resolved on the basis of the overall design philosophy and 
expected client base. 
Keyboard Accelerators. Although the mouse is easy and 
simple to use, and is invaluable for certain pointing opera- 
tions, most users will move toward keyboard accelerators 
as they become more experienced with them. The reason 
is speed. It takes time moving the hand from keyboard, to 
mouse, and back. Vsh provides a set of accelerators for 
scrolling and pointing in the directory display area. 

Unfortunately many mouse-based systems, while easy 
to learn, do not provide adequate keyboard substitutes. 
Expert users will become frustrated if they are required to 
pick through several menus or go to the mouse for some- 
thing that can easily be done with a single keystroke. 
Script and Text File Pop-up. When the user double clicks 
on an object in the directory display area, that object is 
opened. The meaning of open is different for each type of 
file object, Opening a directory navigates to that directory, 
and opening an executable file runs it as a program. 

One interesting problem encountered was that for one 
class of file objects-shell scripts-there was a conflict 
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Fig. 10. Delete options in vsh. 

about what the open action should be. A shell script is 
both a text file and an executable. Therefore, when a script 
is opened, the user is given a pop-up with a choice of what 
action to perform. The alternative to providing this one 
pop-up would be to let the user choose an open action 
before opening any object. Since this slows and complicates 
the open operation, and since the alternative open actions 
can be accessed through a user-defined menu, it was de- 
cided that the pop-up was the best compromise. 
Displaying Links. UNIX links are something that takes 
some time for new UNIX users to get used to. For most 
purposes, the user doesn’t care whether the file being edited 
is actually there or is just a link. The behavior is the same. 
By default, links in the vsh are not displayed as links. They 
appear as real files because of the way that the user interacts 
with them. The display mode can be changed to display 
the link itself if the distinction between links and files 
needs to be made. (For example, deleting a soft link does 
not destroy the original file). 
Updating the File-System View. It is problematic to main- 
tain total consistency between the file system and the view 
of the file system provided by vsh since they are not tightly 
coupled. There are many ways for the files in a directory 
to change that don’t involve the vsh. One way to maximize 
consistency would be to check for a change in the modifi- 
cation time of the current directory periodically, say every 
second or so. This of course would cause wasted compute 
cycles and more important, the view could change and 
reorganize unexpectedly while operating on the directory. 
This would be very disconcerting and hard to use. The 
compromise reached for the vsh allows an update of the 
directory display area on any user-initiated action that 
brings up a dialog, changes files, or changes display attri- 
butes. This way, updates don’t appear to be random, or out 
of nowhere. Updates are connected to user actions, but the 
directory display area is updated often enough so that the 
display and the directory seldom get far out of synchroni- 

(continued an page 98) 



HP Visual User Interface, Version 2.0 

4 .. 
While cooperation between Hp's Interface Technology Opera- 

tion (ITO) and HP Apollo allowed for many similarities between 
HP VUE 1 .O (for Domain/OS) and HP VUE 2.0* (for the HP-UX 
operating system), several differences exist. HP VUE 2.0 provides 
the same interface capabilities as HP VUE 1 .O, but with additional 
features. The most significant additions in HP VUE 2.0 from a 
users perspective include: 
a Use of HP OSF/Motif 1.1' 

A workspace manager 
a File manager action and file typing capabilities 

Style manager interactive customization 

c' 
t 

u 
1 

HP OSF/Motif 1.1 
HP VUE 2.0 is built on HP OSF/Motif 1.1, which includes a 

style guide that defines a common user interface behavior con- 
sistent with Presentation Manager, a window manager to control 
graphical objects on the display screen, a software toolkit of 
widgets and intrinsics with which to build applications, and a 
user interface language to speed application prototyping. Since 
HP OSFlMotif 1.1 was developed at ITO, HP VUE 2.0 is the first 
product to use it. HP VUE 2.0 also makes extensive use of HP 
SoftBench's broadcast message server,' a dispatcher of mes- 
sages between various tools in a user's software engineering 
environment. 

Workspace Manager 
The most visually distinctive attribute of HP VUE 2 0 is the 

workspace manager, the front panel located at the bottom of the 
screen (see Fig 1) The workspace manager delivers the follow- 

'As of this writing HP VUE 2 0 is being ported to Domain/OS 

ing capabilities. 
Multiple Workspaces. The workspace manager extends the 
OSF/Motif window manager to provide multiple, virtual screens, 
or workspaces. The workspace can be used for organizing ap- 
plications or projects, and the user can change from one work- 
space to another with the click of a mouse. The default number 
of workspaces is six, but this and all components of the work- 
space manager can be extensively customized using the vuemrc 
file, a resource file that describes each facet of the workspace 
manager. 
Drop Zones. These front-panel areas accept file or directory 
icons as inputs in addition to their behavior as an HP OSF/Motif 
toggle or pushbutton. Drop zones included with the workspace 
manager are: 
a Trash. Files or directory icons dropped on this drop zone are 

moved to a temporary holding directon, for later permanent 
removal. Clicking on the trash button opens a view of the trash 
contents and a pull-down menu is provided to allow the user 
to restore or destroy the contents. 

w Printer. Using the action data base, which is described below, 
icons dropped on the printer icon can be routed to different 
printers according to need. For example, PostScript" files can 
go to an HP LaserJet printer with a PostScript cartridge, and 
xwd files, which are full-color dump files, can be routed through 
the appropriate filters and then sent to an HP PaintJet printer. 
Clicking on the printer drop zone brings up a printer status 
window. The printer status indicates what jobs are in the queue 
for each printer on the system and what printers are on-line 
and running. 
For visual feedback, a drop zone assumes a pushed-in status 

Fig. 1. HP VUE 2.0 user interface 
features. 
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when an icon is p&hed over it. 
bit map can be animated when an 
trash zone, for example, has doors that open to receive the trash, 
and a sheet of paper comes out of the printer. This is ac- 

provides a histogram of CPU load, and XW, which dispfays an 
analog clock. 

File IYbnapfs Action 8nd File Typing Capabllltks 
Similar to HP VUE 1.0, HP VUE 2 0 provides an iconic view 

and manipulation of the file system. Additionally, HP VUE 2.0 
provides a data base of file types and actions to perform on 
various file types. For example, HP VUE 2.0 can differentiate 
between using a bit-map editor on a bit-map file and a text editor 
on a text file. The file type and the ac 

ly or manually when i 
to be mede to an application for it to work in 

HP WE 2.0). 

zation. Alm, if the user is in any doubt, the display can be 

Interface. Determining the best ap- 
proach of allowing users access to a full command line 
interface was a difficult design decision. One option con- 
sidered was the concept of a co-shell: a command line 
interface that is closely connected with the rest of the visual 
shell. The advantages of this approach are that it provides 
a powerful, proven interface for advanced UNIX users. It 

regularly would be good 
ever, this approach has 

Also, it would have required a choice about what to do 
with command history for the command lin-whether it 
should be merged with the main line history, and how to 
deal with the raw and cooked command history features. 
Therefore, instead of a co-shell, the visual shell provides 
a single-line command interface in a pop-up dialog, avoid- 
ing the problems mentioned above. 

Implementing HP VUE 
In its use of OSFMotif, the HP VUE that runs on HP 

Apollo's DomaidOS is actually a hybrid. Most of the desk- 
top clients are based on the OS widget set, but two 
of the clients, vsh and vuepad, ually and behavior- 
ally identical to widget-based clients, are built using a tool 
called Open Dialogue, a user interface management system 
developed at HP Apollo that has been extended to create 
OSFMotif interfaces. 

I. 
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lntamthracurtolnbiltion 
allows easy oustmiz 
changes to the colors 

s, and various other VUE 2.0 features. These 
along with the statu of each workspace and what 

are in each workspace, are saved for the next time the 

Interface Tee 

R- 
1 A 0 Deninger and C V Femandez, "Making Computer Behavior Consrmnt me 
OSFiMc+d Graphical Ussr Interface," HwMt-PaClmrd h m d ,  Vol. 41, no. 3, Jbna 
1990,pp 6-12 
2 M t? wen, "me Hp Softbench Environment An Architectwe for a Naw @naratian 
of Software Tools. Hewlen-Fackard Journal, V d  41, no. 3, June 1990, pp 3647. 

PostScript is a regffitered trademark of Adobe Systems, Inc in the US. and other 
countries. 

Virtually all the routine components of the vsh interface 
are described using the Open Dialogue interface descrip- 
tion language. This language allows the description of the 
layout hierarchy (interface components, subcomponents, 
and positional relationships) and the data flow (maintain- 
ing state and linkages between in 
Open Dialogue enhanced pr 
changes were made to the interface. 
a new interface without recompiling 
cation. 

hases is a hierar- 

data attributes 

and protection mode. Visual attributes are used t 
the object in the directory display area, such as 
bit map, filename, and highlight status. A layout class con- 
trols positioning, scrolling, and selection of objects in the 
directory display area. Another useful abstraction i s  the 
physical display area class. An instance of this is created 
for both the path bar and the directory display area. The 
physical display area maintains the X Window System win- 
dow identifier and display and graphical context informa- 
tion, manages exposure events, and handles drags and 
drops. The physical display area also has a full set of 
graphics operations that insulate tha rest of theapplication 
from malting any direct X calls. 

Conclusion 
With the introduction of HP VUE, HP is providing a 
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complete user environment for the HP-UX and Domain 
operating systems. This is an end-user product that pro- 
vides the power of a direct-manipulation interface to ad- 
vance the usefulness of HP and Apollo desktop worksta- 
tions. We have built this environment with a new login 
manager, session manager, visual shell, terminal emulator, 
advanced calendar and scheduling tool, and a variety of 
other desktop accessories. 

The major advance in user interaction is the visual shell. 
It provides an icon-based view of the file system. The func- 
tion of UNIX commands like cd, Is, and pwd is provided by 
the point-and-click interface. The most common UNIX 
commands are handled by pull-down menus. All of the 
common functions used for working with files and direc- 
tories are built in. Copying or moving files involve a simple 
drag and drop action with the mouse. Viewing files is done 
the same way; drag a file to the file viewer (vuepad) and see 
it immediately. 

To augment the UNIX commands, the visual shell is 
extensible. Users can add new pull-down menus and menu 
entries either from a simple text startup file, or dynamically 
via the built-in interface. This allows anyone to encapsulate 
the specific commands they use most often. The commands 
can either launch stand-alone applications or act on the 
objects in the directory display area. 
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